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Mindful moment…

Last weekend I met my friend for lunch at a fancy hotel. We both decided to get dressed up and so
I wore high heels and a nice blouse, instead of my writer’s uniform of a baggy jumper and tracksuit
bottoms. I walked into the restaurant with my head held high and a spring in my step. Over the
last few years, I’ve rebelled against the societal pressure for women to look a certain way. I have
dismissed fashion as superficial and ditched daily make-up and high heels. But my lunch made me
see that fashion in itself is neither bad nor good. If we dress up in order to celebrate life and express
ourselves, that is a joy. If we agonise over our wardrobe because we feel like that is all that matters
about us, well, that is a shame. What matters, as with most things in life, is our intention.

The joyof dressing up

⬤Marianne Power is the author of helpmeblog.net
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WeekendHotlist
What we want to see, do and buy this weekend

hotlist@independent.ie

TOP OF THE POP-UPS
Next Sunday is your opportunity to support small Irish brands, with a pop-up
at Ukiyo on Dublin’s Exchequer Street from 11am-6pm. Kate Fine of Kate’s
Sample Sale has curated this shopping experience, which gives a platform to
designers and businesses with no retail outlet. These include P Shirts (left) and
their vintage shirts as well as wearable art/jewellery by Shock of Grey.
DETAILS: See facebook.com/events/472173996719620/

Nextweekend...
Book your spot
There are over 60 events
taking place as part of
the Dublin Book Festival
— many of them free. It
runs from November 14-17.
The line-up includes Pat
McCabe, Kevin Barry,
Bernard O’Shea (above)
and Áine Lawlor, with
readings, public interviews,
and workshops aimed at
readers of all ages.
DETAILS: See
dublinbookfestival.com

Art couture
A collaboration between
fashion designer Roland
Mouret (below) and Irish-
based visual artist Dragana
Jurišić, RHA X opens at the
RHA Gallery, Dublin, with
the launch party taking
place this Friday, and a
Q&A with both artists the
following day. Tickets can
be booked online. The
immersive experience
is open to the public on
November 16 and 17.
DETAILS: See rhagallery.ie

Lots of drama
Comedy, artwork, poetry
and drama are all part of
the line-up at Allingham
Arts Festival, taking
place this weekend in
Ballyshannon, Co Donegal.
This afternoon, writer
Frank McGuinness is in
conversation with RTÉ’s
Seán Rocks at the Abbey
Arts Centre and tonight
there’s an evening of quirky
humour with comedian
Kevin McAleer.
DETAILS: See
allinghamfestival.com

New leaf
Some people are serial

house-plant murderers, even of
the varieties that are supposedly

hard to kill off, like succulents and air
plants. This is often due to overwatering

rather than neglect so if this is you, you may
want to give the Pikaplant Jar, an airtight
terrarium, a try. It has Coffea plants, which
are sealed airtight in a Mason jar so that
all the water in the jar’s ecosphere stays
inside and the plants recycle it. All you

have to do is enjoy the view.
BUY: €80; see sevenwood.ie

A good yarn

A great scarf is the easy way to
breathe new life into tired winter
wardrobes. We love textile designer
Jennifer Slattery’s ‘imperfect check’
offerings, which are made from soft
merino and lambswool, spun and dyed
in Donegal. They are also machine-
washable. Jennifer’s worked with
third-generation weavers McNutt of
Donegal to create the very limited-
edition scarves (there are less than
50 in each colour) which come in an
oatmeal shade as well as French navy.
A monogram service is also available.
BUY: €95; see jenniferslattery.com
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SEQUIN SATURATION
Already all over the high street. Not
everybody wants to look like a disco

ball for party season.

FESTIVE

SANDWICHES
Too soon and too much —

we’re especially not sure about
Tesco’s Turkey Curry and Bhaji

Wrap.

ZAC EFRON’S
ACTING CAREER

Starring in a new film about tech
magnate John McAfee. Surely he

doesn’t need the money.

BLACK FRIDAY HYPE
To be clear, it’s just a sale
and it’s still three weeks

away.

BOTTOM-
REVEALING TIGHTS
A trend, as recently seen
on Dua Lipa, that we’d
rather not embrace.

Onwards

PIZZA FOR BREAKFAST
Healthier than cereal, according
to a US dietitian, and we really

want to believe her.

SELF PARTNERING
As coined by actress Emma
Watson. Sounds so much
better than just being

single.

LOVING YOUR

GREYS
Keanu Reeve’s

girlfriend Alexandra
Grant is a poster

woman for ditching
the dye.

SLIP SKIRTS
Summer’s big fashion
hit looks just as good
now with a chunky knit
and knee-high boots.

CELEBRITY COOKS
Chrissy Teigen’s
food site Cravings

Upwards

Portrait of the artist
Amajor retrospective of filmmaker Derek
Jarman (1942-1994) opens at IMMA in
Dublin next weekend. Jarman, who gave
actor Tilda Swinton her first opportunity
in film, was diagnosed as HIV-positive
in 1986 and worked to raise awareness
of AIDS. As well as his film work, this
exhibition, called PROTEST!, looks at his
painting, gardening and political activism.
DETAILS: See imma.ie

Making a difference

Social-enterprise design brandWe Make Good
has recently opened a pop-up shop at 16 Fade
Street, Dublin 2. The products stocked are
created by emerging designers and people who
face social challenges and who have become
skilled makers in their craft. These could
be people who come from a disadvantaged
background, for example, or who have spent time
in prison. The store is collaborating with Tjikko
Floral to run wreath-making workshops starting
November 12 to make eco-conscious wreaths
using dry and foraged flora. The workshops will
take place in store and cost €65, including light
refreshments, and can be booked online.
BUY: Goliath bag, €150; see wemakegood.ie

THE BIG SLEEP
If you crave a good night’s sleep, Inchydoney Island Lodge and Spa in west
Cork has a package tailored for you. The two-night sleep retreat, called
Rest Assured, includes breakfast and is designed to leave you recharged.
It offers a spa treatment including a facial as well as complimentary Elemis
Sleep Pillow Spray and Sleep Temple Balm in your room.
DETAILS: From €299 per person sharing. See inchydoneyisland.com
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Column

I
’m in the localwith the SecretWoman.We’ve two
nice pints in front of us and he’s digging into a
packet of Tayto, because — he says — he’s after
coming straight fromwork.
— Hang on, but, I say, after he slaps my hand
away from the bag. — What d’you mean you’re
coming straight fromwork? You’re retired.
He holds the bag up over his mouth, with his

elbow pointing straight at my face. If I go for the bag, I’ll
lose a few teeth.
—Men’s shed, he says.
And he drops the crisps into his gob, every f*****’ crumb.
—You’re in amen’s shed? I say.
— I am.
— But you identify as awoman, I remind him.
— I do, he says, and he winks at me. — I’m infiltrating
them, Charlie.
—What?
— I’m a spy.
—What?!
He takes the crumbs and salt off his mouth with the
sleeve of his hoodie and picks up his pint. It’s a nice look-
ing hoodie, by the way. The hood itself — it clearly isn’t
an afterthought. It looks like it fits snugly. It looks like a
hoodie that James Bond would wear after work. It looks
like a woman bought it for him.
— I need this, he says, and he lowers half of his pint.
— Did you just say you’re a spy? I ask, when he comes
up for air.
— Yep, he says.— I’mMataHari these days, Charlie.
Mata Hari always brings me back to schooldays. I
remember flicking through my new Leaving Cert history
book to see if there were any pictures of her, the beautiful
dancerwho spied for the Germans inWorldWar I and got
executed for her troubles. There weren’t any pictures, so I
put my hand up.
— Sorry — Brother?
The one-eyed Brother stared at me with the eye that
wasn’t there.
—What now, Mister Savage?
— There’s been a misunderstanding, Brother, I said.
—Can I do biology instead?
He didn’t even bother saying no.
Anyway, I spent long hours dreaming about Mata Hari
and now, apparently, he’s sitting beside me.
—Hang on, I say. — You’re spying on the men’s shed?
— Yep.
—Who for? The Russians?

— The book club.
— You’re spying on the men’s shed for your f*****’ book
club?
— Keep the voice down, Charlie. The walls in this place
definitely have ears.
It’s nearly three years since the SecretWoman toldme he
identified as a woman. And nothing much has happened
since then, as far as I know. He hasn’t changed his name
or anything, and he’s been having an elderly torrid affair
with the love of my teenage life, Eileen Pigeon. But that
just proves that he knows a great lookingwomanwhen he
sees one and that she needs to go to Specsavers.
He joined the book club as a first, tentative step to wom-
anhood and I think— if I’m remembering right — it was a
bit of a disappointment. The women were slow to accept
him, he felt, and hewas thinking of jacking it in.
— I don’t even like books, he’d said at the time.
But now he’s spying for them, by going into the local
men’s shed. He’s risking his life and — I’m watching him
knock back the rest of his pint — he’s clearly having a ball.
You’d think envy would drop away as we get older,
wouldn’t you?You’d thinkwe’d cop on and stop caring that
much. He’s my best friend, a great pal over the years — but
I want to kill him.
Don’t get me wrong: I don’t want to join a men’s shed. I
wouldn’t even want to join a women’s shed. If I was told
that Naomi Campbell was giving demonstrations on cabi-
net making in a shed somewhere, I’d say, ‘Grand— I’ll see
her after.’ I’ve nothing against sheds or women, or even
most men; I just don’t want to join anything.
So, it’s not the fact that the Secret Woman is in a club
full of women of a certain age who want to know what’s
going in a shed full of men of a certain age that makes me
envious. Good luck to him, and good luck tomost of them.
It’s the excitement of it that I envy. He’s a spy, for Jaysis
sake. He’s going behind enemy lines twice aweek. He’s got
a gang of women hanging on his everyword.
— It’s gas, he says now. —One of the women —Vera. You
knowVera?
—Married to yourmanwith the hair?
— That’s her. And she says – at the book club, like – ‘I’d
love to know what goes on in that bloody men’s shed.’ So I
say, ‘I’ll find out for yis.’ And I’ll tell you, their attitude to me,
Charlie — I feel accepted.
— That’s nice, I say.
I mean it.
—What does go on in amen’s shed, anyway?
—Ah now, he says. — That’d be telling.

Charlie
Savage

Left shaken— and
stirred— by a spook
in themen’s shed

RODDY
DOYLE

‘I don’t want to join
a men’s shed. If I

was told that Naomi
Campbell was giving
a demonstration on
cabinet making in a
shed somewhere, I’d
say, “Grand — I’ll see

her after’’’
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Column

@MaryKenny4

A
utumn is the season for book prizes
and awards, nationally and internation-
ally, and these often highlight themes
expressing the zeitgeist — the spirit of
the age. But let me turn to storylines
arising in a less literary genre: the 40
winning short stories and vignettes of
memory appearing in the 2019 Anthol-

ogy published by the popular Ireland’s Own (with a fore-
word by the novelist Cathy Kelly).
These narratives evoke a very differentworld from that of
Sally Rooney or Kevin Barry, let aloneMargaret Atwood or
Bernardine Evaristo, her Booker co-winner. In the Ireland’s
Own collection, there are no non-binaryMarxists challeng-
ing a patriarchal society, no coarse language, no mention
of cocaine, and sexual relations are often restrained, or
kept within the private sphere — as in a tasteful descrip-
tion of Charlotte Brontë ’s pleasure in her honeymoon in
Kilkee, ‘Sojourn inWest Clare’, written byMae Leonard.
There is often a note of nostalgia, though not necessarily
in an overly rosy way: more a sense, perhaps, of appreci-
ation of the hardships of life that parents
and grandparents often endured.
“Daddy toiled virtually all his life, on a
small, unforgiving Offaly farm. Poverty
rode with him for company,” writes Aidan
Grennan in ‘Daddy’s Hands’. His father’s
hands “cut the turf, saved the hay, built
walls, sankwells, thinned beet, mended the
family footwear andwhite-washed the fam-
ily home. In addition, he thatched homes
for neighbours as well as his own.” In ‘The
Lost Photograph’, Mary Burke describes
a man seeing, for the first time, an old
photograph of his own mother, who died
when he was a baby, leaving seven children. As he moves
towards death himself, his mother seems to appear to him
to guide him on his final journey.
Remembering her early days in nurse training, Marga-
ret Sheriff describes the demands of hospital life for an
18-year-old at the time: “a system that was authoritarian
and hierarchical, with little regard for softness and unsup-
portive.” The student nursewas treated as a skivvy, and the
physicality of the work was back-breaking. But there was
one kind patient on theward, who helped her, encouraged
her, even bondedwith her, and the young nurse finds she
alone is with that patient at the hour of death. She never
forgot the patient she calls ‘My Lady of the Gabardine
Coat’.
The recollections of “taking the emigration boat”, when
Irish emigrants really did take a boat, remain constant.
Life working on the buildings in London led many a
man to drink away his portion, either from loneliness or

heedlessness, leaving behind the girl he might once have
married. “Each night Paddy would pass away the time in
some public house. The ‘craic’was good and soon the drink
became an all-consuming habit…At times hewould think
of Maura and home; it was then that the grief and sorrow
of hiswasted lifewould hit him hard and hewould indulge
in a bout of drinkingwhichwould leave him senseless and
deaden his mind to his sorrows,” writes Ben O’Dea, in ‘It’s
Never Too Late’. But he is given a chance to make amends
and finds unexpected rewards when he faces up to his
past.
The destruction wrought by alcoholism is brought out
with stark honesty in a story by Marion Fenton, ‘Death,
the Leveller’. In a small Tipperary town, Anniewaits at the
church for the coffin of her ex-husband, remembering how
hewaswhen she first met him— a great strongman “with
jet black hair and a confident swagger”, and a gifted singer.
But Paddy — another Paddy, coincidentally — began his
drinking binges after their son was born, and gradually,
the inevitable decline set in. The priest gives a somewhat
harsh sermon, and it is left to a fellow-alcoholic, himself a

wretched figure, to remember his friend,
and the kind things he did in his life: Annie
is grateful her son hears this.
The past revisiting the present arises in
two outstanding stories about adoption,
told with compassion, but also with a
certain realism — there isn’t always clo-
sure or resolution to the complex feelings
involved. In ‘I Called You Rose’, Bernie
Kirwan describes awoman contacting her
birth mother to request a meeting.
“I’m sorryRoseanne but I can’t meet you,”
the mother replies. “I’m old now, and life
hasn’t been easy, too much sadness, too

many memories.” A bond is nevertheless established by
correspondence, and Roseanne finds hope in this, though
a sad event intervenes. The story highlights the delicacy
in this relationship, which now involveswider kin on both
sides. In ‘To NeverKnow’, Katherine Carroll depicts a birth
mother’s view, never knowing what became of the child
shewas forced to yield.
Not all the stories drawon the past: inMadeleine Breen’s
‘A Dramatic Introduction’, the hero is a Pakistani doctor
arriving in an Irish community. In ‘Open Doors’ by Rich-
ard Lysaght, a sullenmodern teenager bonds unexpectedly
with an aunt sent to mind her for aweekend. ‘TheWriting
Class’ by Linda Lewis is a nice take on a man’s struggle
with amodern creativewriting session. Yet overall, the Ire-
land’s Own 2019 collection recalls an Ireland inwhich the
past is vividly present, and present events often lead back
in memory to an Ireland now slipping away.

Telling a
different
story

Anew collection of
short stories brings
the past vividly
into the present

MARY
KENNY

‘Many tales are
drawn from the past,
when emigrants took
the boat, or turf was
cut, beet thinned,

roofs thatched. Other
narrative themes are

still with us’

WINNER

Legend has it that in a smoky bar in the 1920s, Ernest Hemingway’s colleagues bet him
he couldn’t write a complete story in sixwords. To cut a long story short, he did, and he
believed the resulting short story to be his best work.What hewrotewas ...

‘For sale: baby shoes, neverworn.’
If youwould like to test your literarymettle, take theHemingway challenge and send
us your six-word story. Eachweekwewill publish the five best entries and award a
prize to the best one. The only rule is the storymust be sixwords. Nomore, no less.

HOWTO ENTER
Email yourentrywithyourname, address andphonenumber to

weekendmag@independent.ie ormail it on apostcard toWeekend
Magazine Short StoryCompetition, Irish Independent, 27-32

Talbot Street, Dublin 1 The five best entries will be published inWeekend
Magazine, with €30 of O’Brien Press books going to the winning story.

She regretted
unlockingher

husband’s phone.
Nuala Heaney,
CoWestmeath

Weekend
magazine
competition

“No more
adventures,”

she said hopefully.
Richard Barton,

Co Kildare

“What’s that?”
asked the leader.

“Booing.”
Shane Barry,
Co Dublin

It started
again at

the reunion.
AidanMoran,
Co Dublin

She left
the doctors
in tears.

Leo Gormley,
Co Louth

Write a short story in six words
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W
OM

EN
ON

THE
EDGE

From scalingmountains
to hurtling down on them
on twowheels, crossing
oceans and diving into
their darkest depths,
Róisín Finlaymeets six
female athletes and
finds outwhy they

push themselves to the
limits of endurance

Feature
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CHLOE CONDRON
FREE-CLIMBER

Scaling the scarily steep 1,500-foot rock wall known as
Steck-Salathé, in Yosemite, California, using just ropes, a
harness, and a collection of pieces of metal and wire to
stop your descent should you fall, isn’t everyone’s idea of
a good time. But for 26-year-old Offaly native Chloe Con-
dron, it was one of her best days ever.
Taking a whopping 20 hours to complete, Condron and
climbing partner Caroline Harney-Ayton set out at 5am to
tackle the climb. They didn’t finish until 1am the following
day.
“The reason it’s one of my proudest climbs is because it
intimidated me more than anything I had ever done... It
taught me that if I push through the doubt, fear and trepi-
dation, I can do things that I couldn’t even imagine doing
a fewyears ago,” Condron tells me.

Harney-Ayton led the climb and Condron took up the
rear, which would usually be considered the relatively
easier position.
“We decided that it made sense for one person to lead
and the other to second with the bag. I took the bag and
it was the most physically intense experience I’ve ever
had. It definitely brokeme for a moment but also gaveme
immense satisfaction to complete it.”
Condron fell in lovewith climbing seven years agowhile
studying physics at University College Dublin. A few
months in, she broke her back while bouldering (climb-
ing low rocks without rope protection) and although her
injury set her back, it didn’t quell the romance.
In fact, she took a break from college to pursue her
passion and this led to a total career change. Now she
works full-time in climbing — route setting, managing
and instructing at AwesomeWalls in Finglas.
Being a female instructor has its own unique challenges,
according to Condron.

“I’m quite an experienced instructor and I might need
to approach someone because they might, say, have a
belay set up dangerously. They can react quite negatively
because they see you as a small female… I find I have to
word my advice differently to a male instructor. I actually
get it a lot less now, though.”
Other challenges she has faced have been her own inter-
nal issues.
“In my experience, women are extremely quick to doubt
their strength and abilities, and that doubt then further
prevents them from developing their own strength. This
is something I am still working onmyself.”
Some of Condron’s exploits will be the subject of a new
documentary. In September 2019, a team of Irish climbers,
including Condron, travelled to Owey Island, off the coast
of Donegal, to find new, uncharted climbs. Condron called
her ascent (pictured left) ‘A Feather in theWest’. The film
is to be released next year, and will be free to view
at Pertex.com.
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JOAN MULLOY
OFF-SHORE SAILOR

Few people can say that adventure is in their DNA, but
32-year-old Mayo woman Joan Mulloy can. The profes-
sional sailor and former engineer is actually related to
pirate queen Grace O’Malley.
“Grace O’Malley’s grandparents are my 17-times grand-
parents,” she says.
Following in the wake of that famous seafarer, in 2018,
Mulloy became the first Irish woman to complete the
Solitaire du Figaro off-shore, multi-stage race. (She also
completed it in 2019.) This month-long solo event covers
thousands ofmiles, and each stage takes three to five days.
Sailors endure a cocktail of solitude, sleep deprivation,
wetness, intense concentration and subsist on a diet of
freeze-dried food.
“You don’t really get recovery time. You sleep 15 minutes
at a time. The level of sailing is incredibly high so you can’t
let your guard down for a second or you’ll lose places. That
intensity continues for up to five days before you have time
on land,” she says.
Even on shore, it’s manic.
“You’ve got two to three days to recover… get repairs
done and debrief with your coach. You have to check
the weather, prepare food, make sure you have physi-
cally recovered… in effect, you spend about a month in a
high-adrenalin state.”
Sailors may also encounter serious weather conditions
and huge seas. “You have your batten-down-the-hatches
routine for those situations. You can’t get hysterically sad,
happy or nervous… you don’t lose yourself in the ‘what ifs’.”
In fact, Mulloy says her greatest challenge is sponsor-
ship.
Thankfully, for 2019, support came fromGrace O’Malley
Whiskey.

CLARE KEELEY
ULTRA-RUNNER

Clare Keeley’s story sounds a little bit like that of a super-
hero. Most of the time, she’s what people might consider
to be typical for a 43-year-old woman. She’s a nurse, wife,
and mum to three daughters (aged 11 to 15). She juggles
housework with homework, lifts to gymnastics and work
schedules. Butwhenever she can, she slips on her running
gear. And then she’s ultra-Clare.
Keeley discovered her passion eight years ago following
“seven years of being pregnant or breastfeeding”.
“I had to get back towho Iwas,” she says.
It started with laps of Arklow harbour, progressed to a
marathonwithin the year and then theMarch 2013 Conne-
mara Ultra. Then she took her ultra-running into the hills.
Keeley has now completed 20 ultras and has had podium
finishes in 11 of them. She ran for Ireland in the 2018 50-mile
TrailWorld Championships.
The hardest event Keeley has completed is the Ultra-Trail
du Mont Blanc, which is widely regarded as one of the
world’s toughest foot races. It’s 171km long and has a sav-
age elevation gain of 10,000m. “It tookme to places I never
could have imagined in terms of pain… ever since that,
nothing seems huge,” she says.
Keeley’s most recent achievement was being second
woman home in the 200kmKerryWayUltra in September.
The longest event she has ever completed, it took her 31
hours and 19minutes.
When asked how she finds time to train, Keeley laughs
and tells a school-gate story. “One of themothers once said,
‘I see you running in the mornings and I think I’d love to
have time to run like you’. I nearly choked because my life
is counted inminutes. I literally run in fromwork, light the
fire, put food in the oven, jump in the car, collect kids and
shoot back. I sometimes set the alarm for 5am and go run-
ning… or I’ll run after 10pm.Youmake the time.”
Keeley confesses that her husband is “not a mad fan” of
her running. “He says, ‘just do what you have to do and I’ll
mind the kids’. He thinks the long-distance stuff is all a bit
crazy. I think he is amazed by it. Secretly, though.”
One ofKeeley’smainmotivations ismaking sure her three
daughters see theycan achieve anything. “Mymother raised
us by herself and she always said, ‘theworld is your oyster;
go for it’. I wantmygirls to see that you can take something
that seems quite hard, train for it and you can succeed.”

“They’re such a good fit for me. Grace O’Malley ruled
the waves and the companywere like… you’ve got a boat,
you’re into sailing, you’re a woman and you’re related to
her.”
The only downside was that the sponsorship came late
in the season. “Unfortunately, if you’ve a low-budget cam-
paign and you’re late to the game, everything starts to
snowball. You’re slower on the water, you have less time
on land and you have less help. It’s hard to be everything—
athlete, logisticsmanager, technicalmanager, sponsorship
manager…”

Interestingly, Mulloy thinks that lately, being a woman
may have actually helped with sponsorship. “There has
been such a focus on female sport recently. That has been
a help.”
Mulloy is currently in the middle of another big race, a
two-person event from France to Brazil in November. She
is one half of the only all-female duo competing. But her
real goal is the 2020 or 2024Vendée Globe. This epic race
sees competitors sail solo and continuously for about 100
days. If Mulloy finishes, shewill be first Irish person to sail
non-stop solo around theworld.
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PICTURE:DAANVERHOEVEN

CLAIREWALSH
FREE-DIVER

Imagine holding your breath for sixminutes. That’s
the length of the Queen song ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’.
Now imagine heading to depths of 60 metres on
that breath. That’s equivalent to descending from
the top of Dublin’s Liberty Hall all the way to the
ground (and all the way back up) — on one breath.
Incredibly, this is exactly what 36-year-old Clare
Walsh is capable of.
In September,Walsh took her talents to the world
stage at the AIDA Depth World Championships in
the French town of Villefranche-sur-Mer. She was
the first Irish female competitor to take part.
While the Kildare native failed to take home any
medals, she did set two new official Irish records,
reaching a depth of 36m in the constant weight
(CWT) discipline and 44m in the free immersion
(FIM) dive. In FIM, you pull down from the surface
on a rope, and in CWTyou kick downwith fins.
Walsh discovered free-diving by chance in 2015
when shewas travelling, and it has been her passion
ever since.
“I did a bit of scuba-diving. I really enjoyed it but
found the equipment cumbersome. While I was
snorkelling one afternoon, two lads left the surface
and kicked down, going into an underwater cave. I
thought thiswas the coolest thing ever. They toldme
it was free-diving. That evening I found a course on
an island off Honduras… after that, I was hooked.
“It’s the closest thing to flying that I can ever
imagine. After a good dive I tend to go like the emoji
with the love hearts in its eyes. It’s nothing short of
magical.”
Walsh has been training full-time for the cham-
pionships since November 2018, spending time in
Egypt to prepare. She self-funds her sport and was
helped through a GoFundMe page and sponsorship
from Timewise Systems. She also uploads imagery
from her dives on Instragram (@clairewalshlife).
Before Egypt, Walsh worked as a voice and move-
ment coach, and as a puppeteer in Lambert Puppet
Theatre. She says that all of her life experience con-
tributes to her diving.
“You’d be surprised in the overlap between all the
disciplines… The cross-section always seems to be
the same; the breath.”
Walsh says free-diving has changed her life.
“Learning to hold your breath and take it under-
water requires a level ofmental strength, awareness
and focus like no discipline I’ve experienced. Breath
work, relaxation techniques andmindfulmeditation
are key elements of this sport.”

‘It’s the closest
thing to flying I
can ever imagine’
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LEAH MAUNSELL
ENDURO MOUNTAIN BIKER

There is nothing more thrilling to 20-year-old Leah Maunsell
fromCo Cork than hurtling down amountain trail on her bike,
tackling tight corners, zipping between trees, handling rocky
drops and sometimes even taking flight as she completes a
course.
“When I get to the bottom, I’m buzzing. The adrenalin rush is
huge. You don’t get that from anything else. I used to playGAA
but I justwasn’t getting that rush from it,” says the ULbusiness
studies student.
Maunsell started riding at 11. “My dad and brother started
in Ballyhoura near where we live. I just joined in and loved it.
When I started racing, there were no girls so I raced against
the boys.”
Roll on nine years andMaunsell has just bagged second place
overall in the U-21 category of the Mountain Biking Enduro
World Series. She has dominated the scene here in Ireland,
having taken the overall EliteWomen’s EnduroNational Cham-
pionship title every year since 2014.
Enduro mountain biking combines the physical fitness
needed for cross-country racing and the bike-handling skills
and courage required for steep and scary trails. Races are

typically made up of three to five timed downhill stages, plus
untimed but mandatory transfer (cross-country) stages. The
final race of the Enduro World Series in Switzerland in Sep-
tember comprised five steep alpine stages totalling 18km of
loose rocky terrain with over 2,800m of descent.
Despite the fact that most mere mortals would struggle to
walk down the kind of terrain that Maunsell covers on two
wheels, Maunsell doesn’t get scared.
“I don’t really ever get scared. In a competition, you know
you have to do it. You don’t really have the chance to be
scared.”
She says that the women’s mountain biking scene is
starting to growhere in Ireland and that it’s a really sup-
portive.
“Women are more encouraging than men. They’ll
do whatever they can to help themselves and each
other. It’s really friendly. People think it’s a sport
for men, but when you try it and see women
there you realise women can do it and are
doing it.
“On our Facebook groups, there is somuch
support from women encouraging other
women to come and take part. It’s really
nice.”

‘I used to play GAAbut I just
wasn’t getting that rush from it’

PICTURE:DONMOLONEY
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RACHAEL LEE
OPEN-WATER SWIMMER

In July 2019, 44-year-old Rachael Lee added world’s fastest
crossing of the North Channel to her list of achievements. As
part of teamOceanBreakers,which included herhusbandTom
Healy and friendRonanJoyce, the trio completed a relay swim
betweenCoDown and Scotland in nine hours and 20minutes.
The previous fastest — six-man— relay took nine hours and 55
minutes. As well as smashing records, Team Ocean Breakers
also aims to draw attention to plasticwaste.
The 34.5km swim involved bone-rattlingwater temperatures
of 11-13ºC, swathes of vicious Lion’s Mane jellyfish and brutal
currents. Lee, who lives in Malahide, Co Dublin, says: “After
each period swimming, it took about an hour to warm up. It
was like youwere having convulsions, youwere shivering that
much.And then after anotherhour, you got back in.Therewere
thousands of jellyfish. The only positivewas that thewaterwas
so cold that you felt the stings less.”
Orcawhaleswere also spottedwhile the trio swam.
“At one point, there was one behind me. I didn’t see it… I
wouldn’t havewanted to know.Whatwehad saidwas, ‘if there’s
a whale or a basking shark…don’t point, don’t shout, I don’t
want to know. I justwant to swim’.”
Lee is no stranger to swimming achievements. In 2016, the
full-time fire-fighter andmumof six-year-old twin boys claimed
the Irish record for the fastest solo English Channel crossing
—nine hours and 40minutes. That record previously belonged
to her husband!
Lee says there is a healthy rivalry between the two but that
Healy is a huge support to her. “For the Channel, the kidswere
really small so Tom took a year off training so I could train.
He’d push the buggy by the sea and shout tome ‘keep going’. I
couldn’t have done itwithout him. Hewas so selfless.”
Not everyone is quite so supportive, though. “People say
things like, ‘look at her training all the time, those poor kids’.
Theydon’t realise I train from6-7.30ambeforework and before
they’re up, or when they’re asleep. I want my boys to say, ‘my
Mammyworks, she trains and she has done this. Iwant them to
have the same respect forme and allwomen as their dad does.
I want to show them thatwomen can do anythingmen can.” PI
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‘I
t’sdiarycentralaroundherewiththeyounger
generation,” saysRichardCorrigan, railing
againsthis daughter Jess’s attempts toput
a stop tohisgallopashechatson thephone
from the construction site onOldStreet in
East London that will in a few days’ time
morph into Daffodil Mulligan, his third
London restaurant.

He pauses every fewminutes to issue instructions to one
of the team. Things are coming down to thewire in terms
of being ready for the opening.
“But I’m young, free and hippy-ish,” says 55-year-old Cor-
rigan. “I like to go missing. I’m going to Dublin to see A
Lazarus Soul — my favourite band — this week, but they
[Jess and her brother, Richie, who are both involved in the
new business] are saying: ‘Do you need to go, Dad?’”
Daffodil Mulligan, named after the daughter of Biddy
Mulligan, pride of the Coombe, promises to be a very dif-
ferent kind of restaurant to Corrigan’s of Mayfair, a favour-
itewith the royals, and Bentley’s on SwallowStreet, known
for its lavish seafood offering, where Ireland’s Michelin
chefs gathered to celebrate their stars — newand retained
— after last month’s announcement.
(Corrigan has always been a famously generous host, and
the reports emanating from those present at theMichelin
festivities confirm that he kept opening excellent bottles
into the early hours.)
For one thing, Daffodil Mulligan is firmly out of Corrig-
an’s West End comfort zone, located close to Shoreditch,
where the punters are younger, the clothes less formal, the
prices lower and the competition for themillennial pound
evermore fierce.
His partners in the new venture are John Nugent, the
co-founder of UK hospitality business Green & Fortune,
andTonyGibney, the fifth-generation publican behind the
institution that is Gibney’s of Malahide, now transformed
from a ‘very traditional’ 100 occupancy pub to one that can
accommodate 1,000, and The Huntsman in Gormanston.
Collectively, the trio has over a century of hospitality
experience — they are the three wise Irishmen of the ser-
vice industry — and had been trying to find a project on
which to collaborate for many years before they took on
the Daffodil Mulligan site earlier this year.
“Thiswill have a younger vibe thanmyother London res-
taurants,” says Corrigan. “It’ll be t-shirts and jeans, and I
want to see lots of Irish people gravitate here. I’m hoping
that it’ll be an informal embassy, somewhere young Irish
people can use as a home office, meet up with other Irish
people.”
There’s no denying that these are risky times in the
hospitality business. The expensively fitted-out Nuala,
which formerly occupied the Old Street site, also had an
Irish sensibility, and garnered rave reviews for chef Niall
Davidson’s food but closed back in January having lasted
little more than a year.
Notwithstanding the amount of money ploughed into
Nuala by its backers, reviewers and customers alike com-
plained about the lack of comfort so Corrigan and his part-
ners have ripped most of it out and started almost from
scratch, putting in a 60-seater restaurant and 10-seat oys-
ter bar on the ground floor (a Richard Corrigan restaurant

without oysters is unimaginable) and a basement saloon
for live music and sports. They have invested £1.5m in the
project and are under no illusions as to the scale of the
risk involved.
“London is in a strange mood at the moment,” says
Corrigan. “[Martin Morales’] Ceviche group went into
administration the other day [blaming challenging eco-
nomic conditions and Brexit specifically] and restaurants
are tumbling like flies. The robust expense of London is so
massive, it’s very brutal, as brutal as any city in the world.
I just keep working away but it’s hard to know what the
f**k does work. There are fantastic cooks out there of all
descriptions, but you just have to find the audience.”
Corrigan has long been a vocal supporter of the Labour
party but despairs of the state of politics in the UK.
“Boris the fibber! And people swallow all the lies like
hungry horses. Corbyn and Labour are not fit to govern. I
have no idea what will happen, but I’ll be voting as left as
I can. I had a customerwho’s in the government in Corri-
gan’s the other night and he said to me, ‘We have to leave
Europe now, because we have embarrassed ourselves to
such an extent.’ It’s beyond belief.”
At Daffodil Mulligan, Corrigan plans to serve simple,
hearty food at a price point that won’t scare his target
demographic away. The chef will be Simon Merrick with
Irishman Colin Kelly, whose own London restaurant Pic-
ture closed in the past couple ofmonths, coming in as chef
director.
“He has just joined the group— he’s an amazing guy and

he’ll be very present for the first two or threemonths,” says
Corrigan. “I am the conductor, but Simon and Colin will
be on the ground.”
Corrigan mentions dishes such as citrus couscous with
ox tongue and prune, and Peter Hannon’s collar of bacon
(“great ingredients, nicely cooked”); the house cheesewill
be Durrus from Co Cork (“I tasted it last week and it blew
me away.”) He’ll be bringing over as much produce as pos-
sible from his farm at Virginia Park Lodge in Co Cavan.
“Our vegetable van will be making the trip from with
beetroot, carrot and kale, and it’ll be very busy until the
hungry gap kicks in January or February. We have done
lots of clever over-wintering up there and it is an amazing
biodynamic gardenwherewe grow everything according
to organic principles.”
Daffodil Mulligan will take bookings but leave plenty of
room forwalk-ins to keep the ambience relaxed.
“Downstairs will have a very Dublin pub feel,” says Cor-
rigan, “Cormac Gibney, Tony’s son, is running downstairs.
The Dublin pub is a very unique thing, it’s all about the
people. The name Gibney is bar royalty, and if Tony had
said ‘no’ then I wouldn’t be doing this. Upstairs won’t pay
forwhatwe’ve put into the place; the bar has towork, too.”
Cormac Gibney is not the only member of the next
generation involved. Corrigan’s son Richie has recently
returned from working in Hong Kong to take charge of
the wine side of things, and will be looking after a list of
around 70 wines, many of them natural and biodynamic
and priced to appeal to the younger clientele that Daffodil

Richard Corrigan is chasing themillennial poundwith his new restaurant in London hipster
hub Shoreditch. He tellsKaty McGuinness aboutworkingwith his son and daughter on the

project, the challenges of doing business in Brexit Britain and his plans for his Co Cavan lodge

‘SOME CHEFS
ARE NOTCUTOUT
TO RUNABUSINESS’
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Mulligan hopes to attract. And Jess Corrigan, Richard’s
daughter, is looking after PR — and her father’s diary,
albeit not always with his full co-operation.
“The next generation is a focused bunch, no doubt about
it,” says Corrigan, giving the impression that he’d some-
times prefer if theyweren’t quite so efficient.
The décor at Daffodil Mulligan will, says Corrigan, be
“an homage to militant Irish feminism”, with large-scale
portraits of Countess Markievicz and Sinead O’Connor
curated by Luke Dodd of The Guardian, while the music
director is Gary Dunne of the Camden Irish Centre “who
basically taught Ed Sheeran how to play guitar”.
“Ireland is so creative now,” he says, “I want to bring that
here. I’m not going to get old and boring, I’m going to keep
ploughing that furrow. I want this to be gregarious, fun, a
nice place to eat and have glass of wine.”
Given the investment in the newventure, it’s just aswell
that the finances at Corrigan’s other businesses are in
good shape, having recently returned to profitability. The
most recent accounts filed show that the group — which
includes both his UK and Irish operations — recorded a
pre-tax profit of £25,161 in 2018 following a pre-tax loss of
£397,753 in 2017.
Revenues at Virginia Park Lodge, which operates awed-
ding venue, were up by 20pc, although overall revenues
dropped by 4pc from STG£11m to STG£10.54m last year,
with revenues at the London restaurants down by 10pc
thanks to the chill winds of Brexit.
“Some chefs are not cut out to run a business, but I’m
from the country and I can do both,” says Corrigan.
“I think Ross Lewis is right when he says that the way
things are going in the restaurant business, fine dining
will become ultra-fine, andmad expensive. At Bentley’s it’s
luxurious and top end, we serve only the best of the best
and business is great.
“I really like Lignum in Loughrea, which I visited last
week. It’s a very cool site and it’s very comfortable. I’m not
usuallymuch of a one for a nine-course tastingmenu, but
I think what Danny Africano is doing there is very nearly
the real deal, he has the madness in the eyes that I like…

I loved that he built the restaurant himself. I’ve done that
too and I love him for doing it. It’s unique and individual
and when he gets the bedrooms open there won’t be any-
where to touch it. I salute him from the rafters. It’s nice
to spend your moneywith someone who is starting out, I
want Lignum to succeed. And I like Jordan Bailey and his
wife Majken, they are a super couple and what they have
achieved is outstanding. I’m going to eat at Aimsir soon.
“At Virginia Park Lodge I have just signed off on the
plans to redevelop the two boathouses and I might open
a restaurant there. Virginia Park has been an odyssey but

London Irish:
Corrigan’s latest
venture, Daffodil
Mulligan, is named
after an iconic
Dubliner

we have everything there, a thousand acres ofwoods, lake,
trees and hedges…we’ve been putting roofs back onwhere
therewere none, rebuildingwalls and it’s beautiful.We are
farming biodynamically and not just talking about it, we’re
actually doing it…Mother Nature is a wonderful thing.
“I am as proud as punch of what we are achieving
there. It would be nice to come across an amazing Irish
chef just back from his or her travels and hand them the
keys. Everyone wants to cook for 20 customers in a one-
off amazing environment, we have that and it’s only 50
minutes fromDublin.”
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R
ays of brightly coloured cyclamens
are being stacked high in the garden
centres, florists and supermarkets as
the retailers get ready for Christmas.
These pretty flowers in vivid pinks,
purples, reds and white are a
reliable source of colour
and beauty in the very

depths of winter. But cyclamens aren’t
just forChristmas—somespecieswill
start floweringat theendof summer
and into autumn,while otherswill
commenceinJanuaryright through
to spring. Originating from the
Mediterranean, cyclamensusually
go dormant during the summer
so that’s the one season you don’t
see them.
And just this week I was aston-
ished by a bed full of them growing
in a garden in Rathmines, Dublin.
The effect was of a carpet or tapestry
full of exotic-looking colour when so
much else was dying away. Theywere cycla-
men hederifolium, which appear in September
(or sometimes even late August) when its delicate pink
fragrant flowers appear on naked stems. The ivy-like
marbled foliage comes next, knitting together to form a
delightful tapestry. And even now in November you’ll still
find them flowering in some gardens.
When planting the tubers, don’t go too deep— about two
inches is fine. Most cyclamens like a bit of shade but this
onewill tolerate sun aswell, and true to its Mediterranean
roots, it likes well-drained soil. Rather than plant singly,
I’d recommend digging a hole big enough to take half a
dozen plants and then let them self seed — this will cre-
ate a naturalised effect. Cyclamen coum will take up the

DIARMUID
GAVIN

Pops of
winter cheer
Cyclamen aren’t just

for Christmas

flowering baton in winter. These look lovely in the shade
under trees, amidst ferns, aconites and snowdrops. Their
delicate pink flowers are held over kidney-shaped foliage.
Mulch in spring after leaves die down. Because they dis-

appear completely, be careful when you are hoeing in
the summer and try not to disturb them.

Then there is the florist’s cyclamen, the
indoor variety, usually cyclamen persi-
cum. This is too tender for outdoors
but is also a bit fussy indoors. The
problem is it doesn’t like to be
overheated, which our dwellings
often are mid-winter. A cool
unheated conservatory is ideal.
Getting the watering right
is a balancing act between not
letting the compost dry out
completely but not keeping
it too wet, either, as the stems
and tubers will decay. You can
either discard after flowering, as

many do, but it is a perennial which
with some care should re-flower again

next year. To do this, allow the plant to go
dormant when it finishes flowering in spring.

You are trying to replicate what happens when they
are growing in the wild — their leaves will go yellow and
die. Move to a cool area — a garage would be fine — and
discontinue watering. Around September/October bring
back to the light and resumewatering and feeding as they
wake up.
I love using these plants for Christmas decorations —
plant in a bowl with some gravel at the base for drainage
and then cover the compost with some moss. While it’s
tempting to buy in full flower, try to choose plants with
lots of buds, that way you’ll get to enjoy them a lot longer!

Top Tip
Water your indoor cyclamen from
the base to avoid wetting the stems
and foliage but don’t leave the
pot sitting in water as this is a
sure way to drown them.

@diarmuidgavindesigns

Gardening
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A
cross the catwalks of Milan to New
YorkandShanghai, therewasonevery
consistent themewhen it comes toprint
forAutumn/Winter2019, andthat’s they
were vast, varied andverymuchopen
to interpretation.
Camouflage and
animal prints are

back with a vengeance but there was
much more. Prints usually associated
with springtime, florals, butterflies,
and tie-dye where given a winter spin
and mixed in unusual and eye-catch-
ing ways. Classic autumnal patterns
such as plaid, paisley, gingham and
checks were in abundance and styled
inways that were anything but classic.
This year is all about clashing it up. At
MSGM,oversized sweaters and jackets
appeared in gingham combos of black
and white, black and pink, and black
and red.Elsewhere,ChristianDior, LoeweandOff-White
(where even the flooring was yellow check) all got in on
the action. At Burberry, who’s brand DNA is interwoven
with tartan and checks, showcased somedivine patterns
over-layedwith the brand’s printed logo.

Checks and
balances

Classic combos get a
clashingmakeover

DARREN
KENNEDY

Burberry Autumn/
Winter 2019

Jennifer Lopez was vying to be
the golden girl of the evening as
she attended the 2019 Governors
Awards at the Dolby Theatre in
Hollywood. The star arrived wearing
a strapless gown from Reem Acra’s
Spring 2020 collection, a surprise
silhouette from a lady who loves to
show off her curves.

One for the boys
Granted, this is a luxury product
with a price-point to match, but
a little really does go a long way
with La Mer’s legendary products.
This would be an ideal product
for any upcoming grooms to
incorporate into their wedding day
prep. Containing the brand’s iconic
Miracle Broth™ (sea kelp, a host
of natural minerals and essential
oils alongside citrus, eucalyptus,
and much more), a tiny drop of The
Concentrate is renowned for tackling
pigmentation and scarring, as well
improving the skin’s overall texture.
LaMerThe Concentrate,
from €165, Brown Thomas

Anika Check Coat,
€213, Monsoon

@Darrenken @darrenkennedyofficial

Top Tip

If you’re feeling brave, pair two differently-
checked pieces. A great way to do it is to
keep the palette complementary — pastels,
for example, or different tones of the same
shade —while contrasting the size or

orientation of the check.

‘Classic
autumnal
patterns
such as
plaid,
paisley
gingham
and checks
were in

abundance’

WISH LIST
Garmin MARQ
Aviator watch,

€1,999,
Weir & Sons

Michelle Keegan Sequin
Stripe dress, €145,
Littlewoods Ireland

Camo trousers, €129,
Tommy Hilfiger
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F
ormer IrishWomen’sRugbycaptainFiona
Coghlanhas lotsof sportingachievements
under her belt, including an impressive
threeRugbyWorldCupsandcaptainingthe
winning Irishwomen’s side in the2013Six
Nations. (1)FionaandherboyfriendColin
Brownwereamongtheguestsat the launch
of the BWH Hotel Group (Best Western

Hotels andResorts ) in Ireland. The brand operates 4,100
hotels andmotels in over 100 countries and has plans for
10 hotels here in the next five years. The Bunratty Castle
Hotel in Co Clare (owned by The Blarney Woollen Mills
Group) is the firstBWSignatureCollectionhotel in Ireland.
Therewasa local themegoingonwith thebespokeWild
Atlantic Way gin cocktails. Guests included Doireann
andAilbheGarrihywhose parents hail fromTheBanner
County, a proud name which acknowledges that the Dal
gCais carried banners at the Battle of Clontarf in 1014 .
I’ve a lot of time forHowth native VogueWilliams, who
never fails to surprisemewith her sheer energy. When I
met her last week, shewas busy spinning discs at a party
in Kildare Village which was packed with lots of fash-
ionistas including (4) stylist Sonja Mohlich.
Vogue (3)wasaccompaniedbyherhusband,
Spencer, and their youngson,Theodore,
and the familymovedoutside to turn
on the village’s Enchanted Lights
display,which is free to the public
toexperienceuntil January. Iwas
drooling over Vogue’s Escada
coat while she whispered her
big news.
“I’mdoinganewshowonBBC
calledPlasticSurgeryUndressed
and itwill lookdifferentcosmetic
procedures each week.” Sadly,
Getaways, the travel show she
co-presented with Tommy Bowe,
has been dropped by RTÉ but I can
confirmthatBBCNorthern Irelandare
goingaheadanddoing it as co-production
with BBC Scotland instead.

@bairbrepower

BAIRBRE
POWER

Out and
about

Our resident diarist
calls into the best
parties and events
around the country

(2) Conor Keoghan and Fiona Foy
Holland attending the launch of the
BWH Hotel Group in Ireland at a party
held in No 25 Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin.

Grapevine
Legendary photogapher John
Minihan is doing a rare public

interview today at the Dunamaise
Arts Centre in Portlaoise at
3pm as part of the Laois
Leaves Festival ofWriting

andMusic. See
dunamaise.ie
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This page: Black sequin top,
€30, black Organza skirt,
€30, both in store at the
end of November; diamante
belt, €10, in store beginning
of December; crystal drape
earring, €10, in store now

Embellish
your story
It’s all about ‘affordable
embellishment’ with this
newGallery collection
forDunnes Stores,
writes Bairbre Power

Fashion
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All clothes fromGallery collection
at Dunnes Stores nationwide and online,
dunnesstores.com
Photographer: James Gould
Production: Caoilfhionn Walsh
Model: Emma Grattidge @ Models1
Makeup: Derrick Carberry
Hair:Michael Leong

This page: Black satin
bow-back top, €20, black
sequin skirt, €30, both
in store end November;
crystal drape earring,
€10, in store now

Top right: Pearl sleeve detail
cardigan, €50, ivory satin
bow blouse, €25, in store
now

Middle: Pearl neck brushed
sweater, €30, in store end
November

Bottom: Ivory sequin top,
€30, matching skirt, €30,
crystal drape earring, €10,
all in store now; gold bow
clutch, €20, in store end
November
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W
hy are plans afoot to com-
pletelypedestrianiseLondon
shoppingnervecentreOxford
Street? It might surprise you
to find out that it was discov-
ered to be the most polluted
place on the planet for toxic
nitrogen dioxide.

Working and living in an urban environment means we
are all exposed to a variety of pollutants including fine
dust, exhaust gases, central heating, tobacco and food
smoke. We all seem to be becoming more aware of the
impact of this pollution not only on our environment, but
also on our health andwell-being.
The toxic chemicals in the air —
including particle matter, ozone, nitro-
gen dioxide and sulphur dioxide — are
produced by cars, agriculture, power
generation, as well as other industrial
uses.
No wonder, then, that there’s been a
dramatic increase in sales of anti-pol-
lution beauty, with online searches
increasing by 73pc in the past year
alone. We know pollution is harmful
for skin, but how does it affect our hair
health?
Pollution can be a cause of dull, lack-
lustre hair and greasy roots. Nitrogen dioxide gas from car
exhausts and toxic oilymolecules are sominuscule in size
it’s no wonder that they easily gain entry into the cuticles
of our hair.
The pores on our scalp can become clogged with dirt
and grime picked up from living in busy areas. As a result,
we’re left with congested scalps, which canmean dryness
and flaking, plus oily roots and even thinning hair. Far
from ideal, right?
With that inmind,Weekend has tracked down some pol-
lution solutions for hair health.

Beauty

Pollution
solutions
How towash the
city—and its toxic
chemicals— right
out of your hair

RUTH
GRIFFIN

‘There’s
been a
dramatic
increase
in sales
of anti-
pollution
beauty’

THE HERO RANGE
This line is designed to protect and strengthen
hair against chemical, environmental and
heat damage on a daily basis. The stand-out
product for me is its leave-in conditioner,
Aveda Damage Remedy Daily Hair Repair,

€25. Not only does it de-frizz my hair, it leaves
it soft and silky and acts as a barrier against

pollution particles.

Squeaky clean
For an all-natural scalp and hair cleanser, try this
plant-derived shampoo. It’s jam-packed with
organic ingredients like Vitamin E, oats, wheat
protein and tea tree oil to help soothe scalp
irritation and cleanse, purify, detox and balance
moisture levels of the scalp and hair. If you’re
a fan of ditching all chemical nasties from your
well-being routine, this is a brilliant option for
the whole family. Avalon Organics, €7.55, from
health shops and pharmacies nationwide

Strengthening serum
This highly concentrated treatment serum provides
an intense dose of nutrients to protect dry, damaged
hair. Formulated with linoleic acid, biotin (a proven
hair booster, it penetrates and strengthens strands
to reduce hair fall caused by breakage) and sea-kelp
extract, just a few drops of this booster repairs and
fortifies strands against environmental stressors and
pollution. Pop three to five drops of this into your
hand and work through the hair root to tip. Oribe
PowerDropsAnti Pollution Booster,€66, from
Space NK and revolve.com

3 of the best
pollution protector

products
Scalp saviour
This scrub is perfect for anyone who uses a lot of styling products and
dry shampoo. It gently removes excess sebum, dirt, product build-up
and dead skin from the hair using
zero chemicals. The scrub uses
white willow bark extract, bamboo,
grapefruit and pomegranate
enzymes to refresh and cleanse. Just
wet hair, then use your fingertips
to massage a generous scoop of
product into your scalp. Leave for
a few minutes, rinse and shampoo.
GrowGorgeous Defence Scalp
Scrub,€27, from lookfantastic.com

WHAT NATURAL METHODS CAN
WE USE TO ACHIEVE A HEALTHY
MANE OF HAIR?
Increase your protein intake. The
long-term solution to keeping your hair
healthy is to maintain a healthy and
balanced diet, ensuring you eat enough
protein-rich foods. Hair strands are made
up of protein fibres, and a protein-rich diet
will strengthen your hair and encourage
hair growth. Eggs, lentils, fish, leafy
greens etc are must-have hair foods if you
want to flaunt healthy locks at all times.

ARE THERE ANY SPECIFIC
PRODUCTSWE SHOULD BE
USING TO COMBAT POLLUTION
DAMAGE?
Understand your hair type first and then
choose the right hair-care products
accordingly. Do you have naturally oily or
dry hair? Do you have normal-to-dry hair
or normal-to-oily hair? The right shampoo
and conditioner will keep your hair healthy
and clean without stripping it of its
natural nutrients that help protect your
hair.

ARE HAIR-PROTECT PRODUCTS
IMPORTANT?
It is important to make sure that your
hair is well protected — both in terms
of physical protection and nourishment
before you step out of the house.
Pollutants often suck the moisture out of
your hair and scalp, leaving the
hair dry, thin, and prone to damage.
The GHD Heat Protect Spray, €15.50,
provides an invisible barrier against
everyday heat damage as well as
environmental factors.

We asked hair expert and GHD ambassador Zoe Irwin to give us the low-down on her
top hair remedies. She also shared tips on how to stop your locks from looking lacklustreAsk the expert:

Zoe Irwin
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DONAL’S
LA-STYLE
KOREAN
FEAST

Weekend’s new food columnist
cooks up an easy-to-prepare,

crowd-pleasingAsianmenu that’s
perfect for sharingwith friends

WeekendKitchen
Food news Recipes Restaurants Wines
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DONALSKEHAN

AKorean
banquet
This sharing feast
is just perfect for
entertaining friends
... Los Angeles-style

‘I
suppose it’s all sunshine and
greenjuices inLA, is it?” It’s the
firstquestionIalwaysgetasked
about living in LA.My answer
is always the same, “there is
so much more to eat!” Myself

and Sofie moved to the Golden State
nearly four years ago andwhile Ireland
will always be home and no amount of
Facetime with friends and family can
bridgethemorethan8,000kmdistance,
this sprawling city has been good to us.
Particularlywhen it comes to food.
There are few cities in the world that
can boast such a diverse array of world
cuisinesdone right— fromchicken feet
andthebestdimsumoutsideHongKong
intheSanGabrielValley, tophenomenal
tacosservedwithoutpomporceremony
on the street out of bust-up food trucks.
Living in LA has definitely changed
the way I cook at home, particularly
when it comes to entertaining. It’s all
about food to share where less is more
and little effort with impressive results
is the rule of thumb.
Anyone who’s been cooking my reci-
pes over the yearswill knowmy love for
Asiancuisinesandthismenu,perfect for
sharingwith friends, takes its lead from
LA’s bustlingKoreatown.
Tangyandspicyfermentedkimchifried
rice toppedwithorwithouta friedeggto
share. Bo Ssam, a sweet and spicy slow
braisedporkshoulder, (amodernclassic
recipe fromDavidChangofMomofuku
fame),makesforashow-stoppingcentre-
piece torn apart at the table and folded
upinlettuce leavesdrizzledwithumami-
packed spring onion and ginger sauce.
Serve itwithaspicy, crunchycucumber
and cabbage saladwith toasted sesame
seeds and you have a feast for a crowd
that takesminutes toprepandwillhave
you channelling the perfect amount of
LAvibes.

Recipes
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Bo Ssam
Korean Style
Pork Shoulder

Cook time 4-6 hours Serves 8-10

David Chang’s effortlessly cool LA
outpostMajordomo serves thismodern
version of a traditional Korean boiled
pork dish tableside for $150 a pop—but
you canmake a substantial home-cooked
version formuch less. A bone-in pork
shoulder, a simple dry rub, refrigerate
overnight and then a slow roast in the
oven results in a crusty spicedmess of

Ingredients

100g sugar

100g salt

50g gochujang (a spicy
Korean chilli paste)

4kg pork shoulder, bone in

Ginger& spring onion
sauce:
4 spring onions, sliced

3cm piece ginger, peeled
and finely grated

1 tbsp sesame oil

Shaved Sesame
Cucumber Salad

Serves 6

The crisp texture and
refreshing taste of
cucumbers is the perfect
respite from devouring
the salty and sweet
slow-cooked pork shoulder.

Ingredients

1 tbsp sugar

2 tbsp rice vinegar

2 tsp sesame oil

1 tbsp soy sauce

2 tsp gochujang

1 cucumber

1 chinese cabbage thinly
shredded

2 spring onions thinly
sliced

1 tbsp sesame seeds
toasted

Method

1.Whisk the sugar,
vinegar, sesame oil, soy,
gochujang and sesame
seeds together in a large
bowl until the sugar has
dissolved.

2. Thinly slice the
cucumber on amandolin
and add to the bowlwith
the dressing alongwith
the cabbage and spring
onions. Toss to coat
completely in the dressing
and serve.

Kimchi
FriedRice

Serves 2

The key ingredient in
this dish is the kimchi, a
fermented Asian cabbage
with gochujang which
gives a spicy and tangy
twist to the fried rice. It’s
a real treat garnished with
toasted sesame seeds and
strips of nori seaweed.
Like many rice dishes, this
one is only improved with
the addition of a fried egg,
plopped on top.

Ingredients

1 small onion, chopped

75g kimchi, roughly
chopped

150g leftover cooked rice,
cold

1 large free-range egg,
lightly whisked

1 tbsp sesame seeds,
toasted

1 tbsp sunflower oil

1 tbsp dark soy sauce

1 tsp sesame oil

Nori to garnish
(optional)

Method

1. Heat a large pan over a
high heat and add the oil.
Add the onions to the pan
and sauté until they go
slightly golden, about 3
minutes.

2. Add in the kimchi and a
glug of the liquid it comes
in and stir fry for 1-2
minutes, or until it’s hot
all theway through.

3. Add the rice to the pan
and gently break upwhile
also tossing through
the contents of the pan.
Seasonwith dark soy
sauce and sesame oil
and stir through until
completely incorporated.

4. Reduce the heat and
in another pan fry the
eggs in a littlemore oil
until thewhites are no
longer translucent and the
yolk is still slightly runny.

5. Serve the kimchi rice in
a deep bowl toppedwith a
fried egg, toasted sesame
seeds and some strips of
the nori seaweed.

2 tbsp rice vinegar

4 tbsp Soy sauce

Sea salt

Method

1. Mix together the sugar,
salt and gochujang in
a smallmixing bowl to
create and paste.

2. Place the pork shoulder
in a large casserole and
using your handsmassage
the paste all over themeat
until it’s all coated.

3. Cover and refrigerate
for at least 6 hours or
overnight.

4. Preheat oven to 160˚C.

5. Place the casserole
into the oven uncovered
to cook for 4 hours until
themeat is fork tender,
basting regularly with the
rendered fat and juices.

6.While the pork cooks,
prepare the spring onion
sauce bymixing together
the ingredients. Once
cooked, serve the pork
shoulder to the table
alongwith lettuce leaves,
kimchi, rice & salad.
Encourage guests towrap
little pieces of the tender
meat in lettuce leaveswith
the sauce and devour.

1 tbsp dark soy sauce

1 tsp sesame oil

Nori to garnish
(optional)

Bite-sized

COOKINGTHEBOOKS
We’re currently battening down
the hatches for the arrival of baby
number two so Susan JaneWhite’s
brilliant health-conscious beauty

Clever Batch is a dream. Yvette Van
Boven’s HomeMade In The Oven is
a seasonal compendium of comfort-
ing home-cooked recipes and finally,
Alison Roman’s Nothing Fancy will
make you think differently about
how you approach cooking in this

beautifully illustrated book.

RICETOEATYOU
Our current comfort-food fix for

colder days is congee, an Asian rice
porridge that could not be easier to
make. Ideal for a slow cooker, add
chicken thighs, rice, water, sesame
oil, ginger and spring onions and

cook low and slow until the chicken
is cooked and you have a mushy
comforting bowl of greatness that
our son Noah devours in an instant.

CHICKENLICKIN’
There’s always room in my kitchen
for fried chicken, best made with

Irish buttermilk for ultimate crunch
and crisp. I am currently partial to
karaage, though it’s a lighter
Japanese variation which uses

potato starch in its coating and is
flavoured with soy & ginger. Made

at home or at our local place
Pikunico, it’s my current food jam!

tender pork that’s just
begging to be eaten!
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Recipes

Anautumn
windfall

Chef Edward Hayden
shares some tempting

recipes that make themost
of the season’s apple crop
Photography by HarryWeir
assisted by Brian Clarke

T
his is a great special-occasion
cake and is delicious to serve warm,
without the icing, but with lashings
and lashings of butterscotch sauce.

Serves 12

INGREDIENTS
Forthecake:
350gbutter
350gDemerara sugar
1 tbspgolden syrup
6 large eggs
1medium-sized cooking apple, grated
350g self-raising flour

Forthe icing:
450g icing sugar
75g tinned carnation caramel
175gbutter

Togarnish:
150g tinned carnation caramel
3 apples
Wooden twigs (I have useddriedbeech)

METHOD
1. Preheat the oven to 180°C/350°F/Gas 4.
2.Grease and line three 20cm sandwich tins
3. In a largemixingbowl, creamthebutterwith the sugar
and golden syrup until very light and fluffy.
4.Graduallyadd theeggs, gratedapple andmix in the flour.
5.Pour themixture into thepreparedcake tin andbake for
approximately20minutes oruntil the cake iswell set—a

TOFFEEAPPLECAKE

skewer inserted into the centre of the cake should come
away spotlessly clean and dry. When the cake is cooked,
take it out of theovenandallowit to cool in the tin as itwill
still be quite soft. Ideally, you should have the cake made
the daybefore you require it. Then invert onto awire tray.
6. For the butter icing, cream the icing sugar, caramel
and butter together in a large mixing bowl for at least 4-5
minutes. The addition of a teaspoon of boiling water will
make the icing really soft if required.
7. Assembly: place one of the sponges onto a cake stand.
Spreadwithhalf of the caramel and thenpipe a thirdof the
butter icingon top.Topwith anotherof the apple-flavoured
sponges and repeat the process on this layer, using the
remaining caramel and another third of the butter icing.
8. Finally, place the remaining sponge on top of this and
spreadwith the remaining butter icing. Fora special look,
garnishwith three apples threadedwith somedriedbeach
twigs, giving the cake great height and drama.

EDWARD’S
HANDY HINT
I sometimes use the
sponge part of this
recipe to make some
lovely flavoured

cupcakes and then
hollow out the

centre, injecting with
a little of the caramel
and then icing with
the toffee icing
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FRENCHAPPLETART

This is a real Parisian-inspired recipe.

Serves 8

INGREDIENTS
Forthesweetpastry:
300gplain flour
150gbutter
110g caster sugar
1 large egg

Forthecompote:
5 large cooking apples, peeled anddiced
110g caster sugar
2 tbspwater

Forthegarnish:
3or4PinkLady apples
2 tbspgolden syrup
50gcrushedhazelnuts

METHOD
1.Place the flour, butter, sugarandegg into anelectric beat-
er and mix for a couple of minutes until the pastry comes
together.Wrap in cling film and allow to rest.
2.Afterat least anhour in the fridge, roll someof thepastry
out on a floured work surface and use it to line a greased,
20cm, loose-bottomed flan ring.
3.Blind-bake the tart (See handyhint on left).
4.Place thedicedapple into amedium-sized saucepanwith
the sugarandwater. Put onamediumheat andbring to the
boil for 3-4minutes.Allow to cool down completely.
6. Assembly & garnish: Preheat the oven to 180°C/350°F/
Mark4.Once the applemixture is completelycooleddown,
pour this into the blind-baked pastry case, filling about
three-quarters of thewayup the tin. Peel and thinlyslice the
Pink Lady apples, and— as neatly and as symmetrically as
youcanmanage—arrange themaround the topof the tart.
7. Place the tart in the oven and cook for approximately 15
minutes. When the tart comes out of the oven, brush the
entire surfacewith someheatedgolden syrup, ensuring that
it is all nicely glazed, and then scatter with some roughly
crushed hazelnuts.

BAKEDAPPLECHARLOTTES

The word charlotte is used for so many different types of
dessert. In this authentic recipe, the charlotte is unmoulded,
revealing the layers of lightly toasted bread filled with an
apple purée.

Serves 6

INGREDIENTS
6cooking apples
3 tbsp sugar
4 tbspwater
¼ tsp cinnamon
50g sultanas
12 slices bread, buttered

METHOD
1. Preheat the oven to 180°C/350°F/Gas 4.
2. Select six individual pudding basins.
3.Peel, core and thinly slice the apples and then place them
in amedium-sized saucepanwith the sugar andwater.
4. Cook them over a low heat until they are soft enough to
mash into a roughpurée. Beat themixture and leaveonone
side to cool. Add in the cinnamon and sultanas.

5.Remove the crusts from the buttered bread and then
cut each slice into four strips and use these to line the
puddingbasins.Don’t leave anygapsbetween thepieces
— overlap them and press firmly, ensuring that there is
room for the fruit filling.
6.When theapple and sultanapuréehas cooled sufficient-
ly, fill the linedmouldswith themixture, retaining some
of the leftover compote to garnish the cooked puddings
later. Finally seal the top with overlapping strips of the
remaining bread.
7. Place the puddings onto a flat tray and transfer to the
oven and bake for 20-25minutes until golden brown.

8. Leave the pudding to
settle in the basin for a
couple of minutes after
removing from the oven,
then carefully invert it on
to awarmedplate to serve.
I normally top these with
any leftover of the apple
and sultanamixture.
9.Servewith somewhipped
cream, and if desired
custard and/or butter-
scotch sauce.

EDWARD’S
HANDY HINT
It is vital to leave

the puddings to rest
when they come out
of the oven, if not

they will just collapse
on the plate.

EDWARD’S
HANDY HINT
To blind-bake: line
the tartlet mould
with a layer of

parchment paper;
fill with uncooked
rice/dried lentil or
chickpeas. Place
this in the oven

(180°C/350°F/Gas
4) for 15 minutes
and then remove
the rice etc and the
paper and bake for
a further 8 minutes.
This leaves you with
a perfect tartlet

shell, and the sides
will not fall in. If

you wish, you could
brush the pastry with
a little egg white
before rebaking to
harden up the pastry
and prevent it from
becoming soggy

later on.
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Interview

T
omorrow, chefs Alison Tierney and
Grainne Mullins will compete in the
final of the Euro-Toques Young Chef of
theYearcompetition.AlisonworksatDax
onDublin’sPembrokeStreet, a restaurant
that is amongthebest-regarded in thecity.
The23-year-old first became interested in
the idea of cooking for a livingwhen she

had a job behind the bar in Dublin restaurant Fade Street
Social as a student.
“At the time, I was studying business andmarketing but
I decided to change course and go to Tallaght to study
cooking. So I moved from the bar to the kitchen at Fade
Street and I worked full-time there during my course —
in the evenings after college, on Fridays as work place-
ment and at weekends, too. After college I spent a couple
of months at Chapter One and then a year and a half at
Roberta’s in Temple Bar. I came to Dax last year.”
Grainne is the head pastry chef at DannyAfricano’s Lig-
num in Loughrea, Co Galway, her home town. It opened
just a fewweeks ago and early reports suggest that the res-
taurantwill be a contender forMichelin Guide recognition
when the stars for 2021 are awarded in October next year.
“My first job in food was during transition year,” says
the 25-year-old. “I did work experience at a local café in
Loughrea. I loved it, and when the week was over they
offered me a part-time job after school. When the head
chefmoved to GlenloAbbey, Iwentwith him. I studied sci-

ence in NUIG, but every Friday I’d get the bus to Ashford
Castle andwork in the kitchen for theweekend.
“I took a year out to see whether I wanted to pursue
science or cooking, and went to a one-star Michelin res-
taurant in Aix-en-Provence, where I stayed for two years.
I never did go back to science.When I returned to Ireland,
I worked at House at the Cliff House, then Ox and now
Lignum.”
Alison’s boss, Graham Neville, is a former commis-
sioner general of Euro-Toques Ireland, the organisation
co-founded by the late Myrtle Allen in 1986. Its members
are committed to an ethos that prioritises sourcing ingre-
dients from local artisan producers, and promoting and
preserving Ireland’s culinary heritage.
“Graham encouragedme to enter the competition,” says
Alison. “It’s for chefs under the age of 26 and Iwas the only
one in the kitchen young enough to go for it. I’m thrilled
to have got this far.”
“Danny saw the competition on social media and said,
‘you should do this’,” recalls Grainne. “I said, ‘I’m a pastry
chef, it’s not for me’. But Danny encouraged me to go for
it — he said I had nothing to lose.”
Graham and Danny areAlison and Grainne’s mentors in
the competition.
Although Grainne has done short stages in restaurants
on sections other than pastry, and cooks for family and
friends at home, she has never cooked professionally other
than as a pastry chef.

In contrast, Alison has trained in every section bar pas-
try, having done her time on garnishes, cold starters, hot
starters, meat, fish and sauces. Neither comes from a fam-
ily steeped in culinary tradition.
“Growing up, my family had a garden and grew vegeta-
bles andmade everything from scratch,” Grainne tells me,
“but there are no chefs in my family. I grew up with good
ingredients, not fancy food.”
Alison says she has a similar background. “Mine isn’t a
foodie family either, although my dad makes a good spa-
ghetti Bolognese. I was a very fussy eater as a child, I used
to say no to a lot of things. It’s only since I became a chef
that I started to eat everything.”
The secretary general of Euro-Toques in Ireland is
Manuela Spinelli. (If her name is familiar, that’s because
she was often seen at the side of Giovanni Trapattoni
when hewasmanaging the Irish football team, as shewas
his official interpreter.)
“The competition is open to all young professional
chefs, working in any type of restaurant, awarded or not,”
Manuela tells me. “Mentorship is a very important ele-
ment, and our members are very open to working with
young chefs from outside their own kitchens; there is a
real community aspect to the competition thatwe encour-
age.”
To enter the competition, each young chef was asked to
take a photo of aVIP (Very Important Producer) and post it
on social media byway of an expression of interest.

Tomorrow, eight Irish chefswill
battle it out to be the Euro-Toques
Young Chef of theYear. The two
women still in running tell

Katy McGuinness about their road
to the final andwhy the industry
needsmore female role models

COOKING
UPA

STORM
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“That was all they had to do to go through to next stage,”
she explains. “Wewant to be as inclusive as possible. This
yearwe had 40 entries, the highest number yet.”
For the next stage of the competition, each chef had to
submit a recipe based on their VIP’s product and cook it;
somewere then invited to come and discuss the recipe at
interview.
“We interviewed as many as possible,” says Manuela,
“because some are better on paper than others. We have
to remind ourselves that it’s a cooking competition, not a
writing competition. At the interview, they had to explain
why they’d chosen that particular producer over another.”
Alison’s dish was blue-fin tuna with beetroot purée and
basil purée, with the vegetables coming from theMcNally
Family Farm in North County Dublin.
Grainne, meanwhile, submitted a recipe for a celery
financier with poached pear, buttermilk mousse with
celery, and brown butter ice cream, using Cuinneog but-
ter and buttermilk.
The judges — including Domini Kemp, Kevin Aherne,
Ali Honour, Kwanghi Chan, Gearóid Lynch, JR Ryall and
Gareth Mullins, the current commissioner general —
interviewed 18 young chefs, and selected 14 to proceed
to the semi-final, which was held in the Dublin Cookery
School in August.
Thiswas the first point in the competition that any of the
contestants would actually cook anything.
The chefs spent the first half-hour producing a sabayon

••
There are good
and bad places
to work, and
kitchens can be
intense, but I

have never heard
of anywhere

being specifically
bad forwomen

to work

mousseline to a recipe from judge Shauna Froydenlund, of
Marcus at the Berkeley Hotel in London— the equivalent
to the technical challenge in the TV show Great British
Bake Off— and then an hour and a half preparing a dish
from a mystery basket of ingredients, which turned out
to be monkfish and cockles, with a choice of vegetables
available for garnish.
Neither Grainne nor Alison had any trouble with the
sabayon, and were both happy with the way their dishes
— monkfish poached in herb-infused oil with salt-baked
carrot for Grainne; and pan-fried monkfish with cockles,
Ballymakenny purple potatoes, baby turnips and salt-
baked onion with a black garlic crust for Alison — turned
out.
Did they find cooking in front of the judges stressful?
“It’s more apprehension than stress,” says Grainne,
“because you don’t knowwhat’s coming, you have no idea
what you are going to be asked to cook. But fiveminutes in
you knowwhere everything is, and it’s what we all love to
do, you just get it done, like you’re at work. Danny taught
me different techniques and I did lots of practice.”
“It was fine, because you could pickwhatever vegetables
youwanted,” says Alison. “On the day I just shut everyone
out, pretended no one else was there and did what I do
every day. Graham was great in the run-up to the com-
petition. He told me to stay calm and keep focus. It’s all
about the way you work, working clean, having pride in
what you do.”
Out of the 14, eight made it through to final after much
deliberation by judges including Gareth Mullins, Jordan
Bailey of the now two-star Michelin Aimsir, Anna Haugh
of Myrtle in London and Shauna Froydenlund. The com-
petitors were judged on how theyworked, their technique
and the flavour of the finished dish.
For tomorrow’s final, the contestants will cook two
dishes, one based on chicken— theywill be given awhole
bird, with the brief to use as much of it as possible — and
a second dish, which can either be a starter or a dessert
using buttermilk, Jersey cream and honey. The judgeswill
be Michel Roux Jnr of Le Gavroche in London, Margot
Janse, formerly of Le Quartier Francais in Franschhoek,
Paul Flynn of the Tannery, and Gareth Mullins.
Over the past fewweeks, Manuela has taken the finalists
on a day trip to Italy, to a workshop at Aimsir, and to mas-
terclasses with Kevin Thornton and Kevin Burke, as well
as inspirational trips around Ireland to meet producers.
Both Grainne andAlison have found being involved in the
competition hugely rewarding.
Restaurant kitchens are notoriously tough places to
work, but neither Grainne nor Alison has experienced
gender discrimination.
“If you are in with a good team with a good head chef
who you can speak to if you have any issues, you’re grand,”
saysAlison. “We are a bit outnumbered, but there aremore
girls coming through.We definitely needmore females in
the industry as role models.”
Grainne adds: “I’ve been working in kitchens for nine
years now, and I’ve never had any issues. I might ask for
help to lift a stock pot, but the lads are happy to help.
You’re like a family— you spend so longworking together
you have to get along, you know their ins and outs, and
they knowyours.
“There are good and bad places to work, and kitchens
can be intense, but I have never heard of anywhere being
specifically bad for a woman towork.”
Neitherwoman yet has a family of her own, but they are
encouraged by themove towards a four-dayworkingweek
for chefs and the improvements to work-life balance for
men andwomen that they see this bringing.
“Restaurants will keep staff if they treat themwell,” says
Alison.
“A shorter week makes people happier and more crea-
tive,” says Grainne. “There’s time for research, producer
visits.”
Manuela says that Euro-Toques has never really engaged
in the conversation aboutwomen in kitchens, but that the
organisationwould like tomake an impact by doing rather
than by talking, and for Euro-Toques kitchens to be known
as good places to work, regardless of gender.
In terms of long-term plans, Grainne envisages staying
at Lignum for the foreseeable future, while Alison says
that prior to the competition she had been thinking about
working abroad for a while, but has been inspired by the
competition to explore the possibilities that exist in Ire-
land. “I’ve done Dublin, sowith the amount of stuff going

⬤ Grainne
O’Keeffe
Head chef
at Dublin’s
Clanbrassil
House (holder of
a Bib Gourmand)
and culinary
director of
burger mini-
chain Bujo,
soon to open its
second branch in
Dublin.

⬤ Danni Barry
Held a Michelin
star at Eipic in
Belfast and is
now cooking at
Overwood at
Balloo House
in Killinchy, Co
Down.

⬤ JessMurphy
Chef proprietor
of Kai in Galway,
which holds a
Bib Gourmand.

⬤ Dervilla
O’Flynn (photo
by Christopher
Michel)
Head chef at
Ballymaloe
House in East
Cork, where
the late Myrtle
Allen once
held a Michelin
star.

Four
top
Irish
female
chefs

The heat is on:
Chefs Grainne Mullins

(left) and Alison
Tierney (above), are two
of two of Ireland’s most
promising young chefs
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Eating out

ON A BUDGET
Eating solo, you could
have a couple of small
plates and a glass of
wine for €21 before

service.

ON A
BLOWOUT

Go for six small plates
between two, with sides,
followed by cheese and
dessert, and you could
spend €100 before wine

and service.

THE HIGH
POINT

Great ambience, with
comfy counter seats
ideal for solo diners.

THE LOW
POINT

Purists may quibble
about authenticity.

M
y French friend Katia is already
seated when I arrive at Le Per-
roquet, and if I’m not mistaken
there’s a tear in her eye. “The
music,” she says, “is making me
veryhappy and nostalgic.”
The singer is France Gall, who
won the Eurovision Song Con-

test in 1965 at the age of 17 and was a big star into the
1990s. A law introduced in France in 1994 required that
40pc of songs played on French radio stations had to be in
French, the quota introduced to combat “theAnglo-Saxon
cultural invasion”. France Gall and her ilk were the
soundtrack to Katia’s teenage years in Paris.
Katia is my expert on French food, and
Le Perroquet’s schtick is nothing if not
French. There is a French movie playing
on a screen at the far end of the room (the
gentle Monsieur Hulot’s Holiday, starring
Jacques Tati) and the interior is propped
with rows of Ricard jugs and chirpy par-
rots. Katia is touched by a vintage Pierrot
Gourmand lollipop stand; she remembers
her granny “being too soft withme and buying
me all the treats after school”.
Le Perroquet is latest venture from Nick Munier,
who has been through some career ups and downs (show
me a person in the restaurant business who hasn’t). He’s
a familiar face from his television appearances on shows
such asHell’s Kitchen (hewasMarco PierreWhite’s maître
d’) and onMasterChef Ireland, which he co-presentedwith
DylanMcGrath.
At Le Perroquet he is in business with Frank Glee-
son, who was also involved in Pichet, which Munier
co-founded, and Chris Fullam, the young chef who first
came to my attention when he was in the kitchen at Old
Street inMalahide. (There are only ever six degrees of sep-
aration in theworld of Irish restaurants.)
The menu boasts an illustration of a young bellboy (rep-
resentingMunier) carrying his belongings and a parrot on

a swing, picking himself up and starting out all over again,
the parrot his trusty sidekick.
The menu offers small plates designed to be shared.
Despite the way that some of these are named, these are
not classic French dishes. That’s not necessarily a bad
thing, but the authenticity police might disagree.
Beef tartare, for instance, comprises little quenelles of
tender Dexter beef buried under blobs of sour cream,
sheep’s cheese and a flurry of grated cured egg yolk, with
shards of crisp sourdough for texture. (It’s hard to figure
out exactlywhat’swhat because the lighting is so low.) The
flavours workwell and the dish is properly tasty.

Roast leg of lamb with seaweed potatoes and
pickled pear comes with a deliciously sticky
concentrated jus; scallops with cauliflower
and pancetta are full of flavour.
So far, Katia and I are in agreement, but
we are divided on the ‘cassoulet’, featur-
ing white sweetcorn and Parmesan but
no sausage or duck. Katia’s a fan — rightly
pointing out that French restaurants often
fall short in terms of vegetarian options —
but I can’t get over the lack of meat. Parme-

san Aligot, meanwhile, is an excellent cheesy
mashed potato, but lacks the essential stringy

pull of the classic dish madewith tome fraîche.
We finishwith the Cinema dessert — popcorn, caramel,
ice-cream and other sweet bits and pieces — that is some-
thing of a Fullam signature, although it looks less refined
thanwhen I had it at Old Street. The cola jellies are unwel-
come. Cheeses — a mixture of French and Irish — are in
good condition.
With a bottle of Château Gaillard Fleurie 2017 (€50) and
sparkling water, our bill comes to €126.50 before service.
I’d like to see more provenance information on themenu,
but I enjoyed Le Perroquet and its unpretentious ways.
I’ll leave the last word to Katia, though: “If I miss my
mam, I’ll still pick Chez Max but if I want good modern
French food, I’ll go back to Le Perroquet but I’ll be likely to
point at the dishes rather than say the names!”

AFrench
connection

Le Perroquet
offers tasty and
modern French
cuisine in a very
Gallic setting

KATYMCGUINNESS
RESTAURANTREVIEW

LE PERROQUET

Gallic charm:
Le Perroquet is
the latest venture
from Nick Munier

133 Upper Leeson Street, Dublin 4. www.leperroquet.ie

The rating
8/10 FOOD

9/10 AMBIENCE
8/10 VALUE

25/30
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Drink

Whiskey
a go go

CORINNAHARDGRAVE
THEWINE BUFF

E
ven ifyou’renotaregularwhiskeydrinker,
youmight be thinking of dipping into it
now, as theweathergets abit brisker and
the days shorten. And it’s probably a hot
whiskey, with a slice of lemon studded
with a few cloves. Which is very good
indeed, and something I
love after a long walk in

the fresh country air.
But there’s a lotmore towhiskey than just
a hot toddy, and if you haven’t yet explored
the huge range of Irishwhiskeys available,
give it a go.
Typically, Irishwhiskey is triple-distilled,
unpeated and generally incorporates some
unmalted barley. This brings the signature
spicy, fruity notes associated with Irish
pot-still whiskey.
The inclusion of some unmalted barley,
as opposed to 100pcmalted, which you get
in Scottishwhisky, came about in the mid-
19th century as a bit of a cute hoor move,
a neat workaround to a newly introduced
distillers’ tax onmalted barley. By reducing
the amount of malted barley used, the dis-
tillers discovered that not only did it make
a great whiskey, the higher starch content
yieldedmore alcohol. So, as the kidswould
say, #goals.
There are now 35 whiskey distilleries in
Ireland, a huge increase from the nadir of
1975, when therewere just two—Midleton
in Co Cork and Bushmills in Co Antrim.
The Cooley Distillery was the first to kick
off the whiskey revival when it opened

in 1987; Kilbeggan followed in 2005, and when Teeling
opened in 2015, it was the first new distillery in Dublin in
over 125 years.
Whereas Scotch is distilled twice, most Irishwhiskeys—
with a few exceptions like Cooley, Kilbeggan and Conne-
mara peated— are distilled three times, which gives them

a finer, smoother flavour.
Beyond the way a whiskey is distilled,
barrel ageing has a huge impact on the
flavour profile, and the different ageing
regimes, as well as the age of the spirit,
contribute hugely to defining the taste of
the finishedwhiskey.
Before it can legally be called a whiskey,
it must be aged in barrels for a minimum
of three years and a day.
Some of the premiumwhiskeys to launch
recently include two limited-edition single
pot still Irish whiskeys in the Method and
Madness range. Both are made fromwhis-
key that has been aged in ex-bourbon and
sherry casks, but it is the finishing that has
made them quite different. One is finished
in French acacia wood barrels for between
one and four years, and the other is fin-
ished in French wild cherry-wood, some-
thing that is a first in theworld of whiskey,
as this wood is very porous, and quite dif-
ferent from oak.
Midleton Very Rare Vintage Release is
one of the premium whiskeys that causes
a bit of a stirwhen it is launched each year,
and the 2019 is a blend of whiskeys that
range from a minimum of 13 years of age
up to 34.

Whiskey Live returns
to the Printworks in
Dublin, with a line-up
of over 60 whiskey
producers along

with masterclasses.
The Dream Dram

Bar, hosted by Celtic
Whiskey, will feature
a selection of rare and
collectable whiskeys, all
available for purchase
by the 1cl measure.
Tickets: €44, www.

whiskeylivedublin.com
And Irish Single Pot
Still WhiskeyWeek
starts on November
9; see the featured
venues on www.

greatirishbeverages.
com and vote for your
favourite whiskey,
cocktail, or pairing.

MIDLETON VERY RARE VINTAGE
RELEASE 2019
€180, 40pc, widely available
Amixture of pot-still and grain whiskeys,
this has complex, layered aromas of pear
and apple, charred oak and brown sugar
and spice. On the palate it is silky with
fruit, cinnamon and nutmeg, leading to a
long roasted coffee finish.

METHOD AND MADNESS SINGLE
POT STILLWILD CHERRYWOOD
€92, 46pc, from CelticWhiskey;
Redmond’s; Drinks Store Stoneybatter
A limited release of 2,500 bottles. A
floral touch of fuchsia on the nose
is scented with coconut and ginger,
leading to an elegant, creamy palate
of green herbs, capers, black tea,
cherry kernel, prickly spice and toasted
hazelnut.

ARDFALLEN PREMIUM BLEND
€18.99, 40pc, fromAldi
Matured in bourbon barrels, this has
sweet notes of caramel, over cereal and
fruity malt, with a touch of spice. Great
value for an easy-drinking whiskey.

Third time’s a
charm: Irish whiskey
is triple-distilled
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1SWEETSORRENTO
Why: “You could say this was the first holiday resort
in theworld,” our rep says, tracing tourism in Sorrento

back to vacationing Romans. “They fell in love with two
things. One was the Bay of Naples, the beauty of it; the
otherwas the laid-back Greek way of life.” Travellers have
been falling forboth townandpeninsula eversince—from
grand tourists inspiredbythepoetLordByron to the crowds
milling around our walking tour today. Sorrento’s secret
is out. As in Dubrovnik or Santorini, smart visitors should
avoid peak season (and evenweekends, when daytrippers
flock fromNapoli).
Swing bywhen Sorrento has space to breathe, however,
and it’s another story. A veil is drawn back. Hotel balco-
nies and restaurant terraces become elegant nests from
which to soak up views of plunging cliffs, mega-yachts and
MountVesuvius. You’ll have room to browse leather goods
and lemony souvenirs in the old town, to get a feel for the
peninsula’s personality— both its sunny side, and a tough,
‘live-in-the-moment’ character born of endless invasions,
wars, economic woes and mafia influence. Time your
strolls to avoid cruise-ship excursions, drop into Gelateria
David (Via Marziale, 19) for ice cream, Mary’s for leather
goods (Via San Cesareo, 56) and start your passeggiata on
Corso Italia. You’ll be living like a local in no time.

2BUONAPPETITO!
Why: “Do youmake the limoncello here?” awaiter is
asked at La Cantinaccia del Popolo (Vico Terzo Rota,

3), a mom-and-pop trattoria in Sorrento. “Yes,” she replies.
“Well, no. Not here.Mynonnamakes it.”
It’s that kind of place— taking no bookings, serving sim-
ple stuff like homemade pasta with aubergines, basil and
tomato sauce in the pan (€9), warm crusty bread in brown
paper bags, fried seafood (€16) and monster balls of moz-
zarella with the most tomatoey tomatoes you’ll ever taste
(€15, enough for two to share). Prepare to queue, though.
Elsewhere, L’Antica Trattoria (lanticatrattoria.com) dates
from the 1930s and is one of Catherine Fulvio’s favourite
Italian restaurants — it’s pricey, but there’s value in a
€19.50 set lunchmenu. Bagni Delfino (ViaMarina Grande,
216) is good for seafood and sea views, and Zi’NtonioMare
(zintoniomare.it) offers a free courtesy car to and from
hotels — a handy hack among Sorrento’s steep streets and
eye-wateringly expensive taxis. Pizzas are cheap, the house
frutti di mare pasta is awinner (€15), andwaiterswill fillet
fish at your table. La Fenice, O’Parucchiano and Ristorante
Sorrento are other solid local recommendations.

3DRIVETHEAMALFI COAST
Why:Beforedepartingon the38kmtrip fromSorrento
toMaiori, a local suggests taking seasickness tablets.

The “road of a thousand bends” lives up to its name— and
that’s not even starting on the sheer drops, spaghetti-thin
routes throughold towns, and traffic.Oh, the traffic!Count
on sharing this dramaticdrivewith local SITAbuses, nervous
tourists, impatient locals, coaches, pedestrians, cyclists and
vespas swarming like mosquitoes. I’ve driven technically

more challenging routes (and in far worse weather), but
the laser-like focus required will leave you frazzled... plus,
wehadacouple ofnear-misseswith localsveering into the
middle of the roadwhile browsing their phones.
Tips? Lean in. If you drive defensively in Italy, you’ll be
eaten alive. Think of it as Slea Head on steroids (our drive
took almost two hours) and rent a small car for squeaky-
thin streets and pinpoint parking (this is not the time to try
a SUV). Lay-bys are rare and easy to miss, and wing-mir-
rors should be pulled in at pinch points. Plan stops and
parking before you set off, and avoidweekends, when day-
tripping Italians add to the chaos. If you’d prefer a more
leisurely exploration, hire a driver, take SITAbuses, or, best
of all, use the ferries running along the coast.
All of that said, the Amalfi Coast is one of the most
beautiful roads I’ve ever driven, and the sparkling seas,
limestone bluffs, tufty overhangs and stunning reveals of
towns like Positano and Amalfi will stay with you forever.
Well, it will certainly staywith your passengers forever.

4POSTCARDS FROMPOSITANO
Why: “Positano bites deep,” John Steinbeckwrote in
1953. “It is adreamplace that isn’t quite realwhenyou

are there andbecomesbeckoninglyreal afteryouaregone.”
For sure, this is the Amalfi Coast’s cover star— a dazzling
hillside townwhose trickle of buttery, peachand terracotta
buildings has launched a gazillion (heavily filtered) Insta-
grams.But it’s also oneof themost expensiveplaces on the
peninsula,withhotels, restaurants, bars andboutiqueprices

It’s one of themost beautiful small peninsulas on the
planet— but is no hidden gem. Beat the crowdswith
Pól Ó Conghaile’s tour of Sorrento and theAmalfi Coast

TOP 10: SORRENTO

WeekendTravel
For tips, deals and inspiration log on to independent.ie/travel
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all reflecting its glamour.Myadvice?Takeadaytrip, arriving
byboat to soak up thewow-factor (travelmar.it; €16 return
fromAmalfi), before ambling the tight-knit,wisteria-strewn
laneways for a couple of hours. Buy your sandals at Safari
(safaripositano.com) and nose around the Franco Senesi
gallery (facebook.com;FrancoSenesiFineArt), an airy set of
rooms featuring not-too-cheesy contemporary work (and
lots of oils of Positano), beforemakingyourescape. It’s sad
readingSteinbeck’s love letter today;visit off-peak foreven
awhiff of a vanished Positano (positano.com).

5RAVISHINGRAVELLO
Why:The number one Sorrento tip I got was to go to
Ravello (ravello.com) — number two was to go early.

Drive the tangle of roads fromAmalfi, and the reward is a
mountain town ringed by some of the most breathtaking
terrace gardens in Europe. Picking your way through
thin streets, it’s easy to shake off the crowds, passing little
villas and vegetable gardens, pausing at gaps that reveal
heart-tuggingviewsof gorges and terraces tumblingdown
the hills. You might hear a church bell ring, see a priest
cross the piazza, or a cat waiting outside a butcher shop...
reassuring signsof real life, in otherwords. Wagner,Jackie
KennedyandGoreVidalwere just a fewof its fans through
theages, andaplaque in the townsquare recallsHumphrey
Bogart, JohnHustonandTrumanCapote shootingBeat the
Devil (1953) here.Villa Rufolo (villarufolo.it; €7) is home to
gorgeous gardens with coastal views, but Villa Cimbrone
(hotelvillacimbrone.com; €7) is the must-see. A series of
landscaped gardens that date back to Roman times and
culminate in theTerrace of Infinity (it doesn’t disappoint).
We got there when it opened at 9am, and had the place
virtually to ourselves for a half hour. HotelVilla Cimbrone
is a five-star set in gardens, but there are lots of little casa
vacanzas in the town.

6THE PATHOFTHEGODS
Why:You need to escape the traffic to get a true feel
for the Sorrento peninsula, and Il Sentiero degli Dei

(the Path of the Gods) is the place to do it. The 7.8km path
links the townofAgerola onadownhill trail toNocelle, and
onwards to Positano, should youwish. Beat the crowds by
starting early (take the bus to Bomerano,where signs lead
to the trailhead) andwalkingmidweek.Allowaround three
hours for the trail,withphoto and rest stops, andbringhik-
ing boots, sunhat, shades andwater.Guided tours are also
available,withhotel transfers included (e.g. cartotrekking.
com; from€180 for a group of one to five people).

7TOCAPRI, ORNOTCAPRI?
Why:Capri is a beautiful island.That beautyhasmany
admirers (it was around here that the sirens sang to

Ulysses), but I’mnot sure a rusheddaytrip is asworthwhile
as, say, a day in Ravello or walking the Path of the Gods
(above). If you go, plan ahead. You’ll find ancient sites to
explore; its blue grotto (Grotto Azurra) and the chair lift
fromAnacapri upMonteSolaro (€12 return) arehighlights.
But Capri (capri.com) is also crowded, pricey, upscale and
doesn’t have many public beaches (consider hiring a boat
to takeyou to theprettiest coves).Analternative?Consider
Ischia; it’s larger, less visited, not as flashy, and has more
public beaches. Butdon’t settle formyover-simplifications...
perhaps it’s best to visit both and see foryourself.

8POMPEII &HERCULANEUM
Why: It’s not actually on the Sorrentine Peninsula,
butyoucan’t come to this cornerof theworldwithout

engagingwithMountVesuvius... even if it’s a little sigh from
yourbalcony.Thevolcanodominates this part ofCampania,
and a devastating eruption on August 24, 79AD, famously
swamped the city of Pompeii. While a visit is engrossing
(€15;pompeiisites.org), it canalsobehot, crowdedand, due
to the scale of the site, overwhelming.
As an alternative, consider Herculaneum, a more man-
ageable site in the Neapolitan suburb of Ercolano.

Italian escape: The
Amalfi Coast is full of
stunning peninsulas,

left, while fresh seafood
pasta is a must-try

TRAVEL TIPS
Ryanair (year-round) and
Aer Lingus (seasonal) fly
to Napoli — the approach
over city and Bay of Naples
is stunning. Consider a
car hire excess insurance
policy for peace of mind.
Ferries connect from
Napoli (naplesbayferry.

com). Taxis are very pricey
(we paid €17 for a short,
3km trip). See italia.it and
sorrentotourism.com/en.

GETME THERE
Pól was a guest of Topflight
(topflight.ie), which has
flights plus a week’s B&B
at the 4-star Hotel Astoria
in Sorrento from €999 in
early May, 2020. A twin-
centre trip, with private

transfers and 4-star stays in
Minori and Sorrento, starts

from €1,199pp.

“The eruption stopped the time,” our guide explains,
peering into a townscapewhose streets you canwalk and
whose houses and baths you can step into, examining
scarily intimate details like bedframes, mosaics and the
reconstructed skeletons of 300 or so unfortunates found
huddling in grottos near the shoreline. “The fontanelles
were broken because super-heat explodes the brain,” we
are told of pyroclastic flows that hit the town at a speed of
100kph. Tickets cost €13 (herculaneum.org), but it’s worth
clubbing together with a few other punters to retain a
guide (€60-70 for an hour or more) who can whisk you
to the best bits. We passed several workers restoring fea-
tures on our tour — it’s amazing to think what else could
be excavated beneath the modern buildings nearby.

9 AMOMENT INAMALFI
Why: The achingly beautiful town of Amalfi is a
notorious traffic bottleneck, which also makes for

next-to-impossible parking (try Piazzale dei Protontini at
€3 perhour, but get there by9amat busy times, orprepare
towait onaone-out-one-inbasis). It is, however, a good spot
to catchboatsupanddown thecoast (it’s about 25-minutes
toPositano). Stick around to scale the tight, steep streets—
and 62 steps— to themedieval Cattedrale di Sant’Andrea,
a reminder of the deep Catholic roots in the area; visitors
should cover their shoulders and knees. For a bite, Il Tari
(amalfiristorantetari.it) is a classy little respite fromcrowds
andheat; it doesgoodgluten-freepasta, a setmenu for€22
andseveral tastyspecials, includinganchoviesmarinated in
local lemon. Similar toPositano, the town isbest approached
from thewater... the views are exquisite.

10 ... AND FINALLY
Why: I’ve returnedwith some firm notes on Sor-
rento.Travel inApril orOctober,withniceweather

and fewervisitors.Considerbasingyourself a little outside
the action— inMaiori, forexample (whichhas anunusually
long beach for the peninsula, and great coeliac options at
Osteria dell’OlmaatCorsoReginna, 63). If time is tight, skip
big Instahits likePositano forplaces likeRavello, Prianoor
Atrani. Oh, and leave room forNeapolitan pizza—smaller,
slightly thickerand fluffier thanRomanstyle, it’s cooked for
60-90 secondswith no oil in the base.Buonviaggio.
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S
ara, our guide, was tearful at the thought
of returning to her home inMadrid. All her
relations lived in the Spanish capital, but
therewassomethingabout life in theBasque
Country—and inBilbao inparticular—that
had clearly got beneath her skin.
I’d only been there one day, but I’d already
sensed something of what she was talking

about. Bilbao (bilbaoturismo.net) is a city set in a ravine
just a few kilometres inland from the coast. It was built
on heavy industry and trade with Britain, and when that
ended abruptly, a decisionwas made to lift the depressed,
post-industrial city by building an enormous and out-
landish palace dedicated to art. The Guggenheim Bilbao
Museum (guggenheim-bilbao.eus), complete with huge
floral puppy out front, is concrete proof of the fact that art
is not only good for the soul, but good for business, too.
Today, art and food are the pillars that have replaced steel
and iron in Bilbao, and visitors flock to appreciate both.
The spirit of regeneration seems to pulse through every
boulevard, street and alleyway in a Basque city that effort-
lessly and stylishly fuses modernity and tradition.
There’s an atmosphere of strong-minded independence
among the Basques, but that doesn’t take away from their
equally strong sense of hospitality and a determination to
show one another that they are as good as the next person
at whatever they put their hand to.
This, explained hosts Igor and Txaro (pronounced
‘charo’), was the driving force behind the culinary mir-
acle of Basque cuisine. We were sitting in the premises
of ¡Waska! in Vitoria-Gasteiz and had just eaten what was
officially the ‘best pintxo of 2019’ — a delicate and delicious
bacalau pil-pil involving gelatine from cod skin, coconut
milk, ratatouille filling and black garlic.
Pintxo is a Basque word meaning ‘tooth-pick’ or ‘mini-
skewer’, and it signifies the wonderful snacks that are
similar to tapas in the rest of Spain. Any Basque person,
however, will tell you that pintxo culture is very much a
separate thing, and the quality of their snacks beats the
socks off tapas any day of the week.
Vitoria-Gasteiz, about 60km inland from Bilbao, has a
population of 120,000 and, although it’s only the third-larg-
est city in the Basque Country, this is the official capital
and home to its administrative organisations (see vito-
ria-gasteiz.org for tours and info).
The main sight is not the huge faux-gothic cathedral
built in the early 20th century, but the city’s original cathe-
dral in the heart of the old town. During excavation repair
works on St Mary’s (Catedral de Santa María de Vitoria),
researchers found another ancient settlement which they
named Gasteiz (hence the official hyphenated name), and
you can now take a fascinating tour of its subterranean
structure, by prior appointment (catedralvitoria.eus). A
lift then brings you to the top of the tower, from where
you can see the entire town and off into the distance for
several kilometres.
At night, those charming medieval streets fairly burst
into life as the lively pintxos scene takes over and old
Vitoria-Gasteiz becomes a village of people eating snacks
preparedwith the Basque passion for perfection, washing
them down with local Txakoli wine or cider before mov-
ing on to the next bar, snack and drink. The good-natured
atmosphere is all the more infectious because the town

From theGuggenheimBilbao to the gastronomic
fireworks in San Sebastián,Conor Power takes
a tantalising tour of Spain’s Basque Country

BASQUE
IN GLORY

has not been overrun bymass tourism.
On the road back towards the coast to San Sebastián, we
stopped at the small town of Loyola on the outskirts of
Azpeitia. LikemanyBasque inland towns, it is surrounded
by rugged mountains and joyful countryside made up of
40 shades of green.
The main thing that draws thousands of visitors to this
special place, however, is the fact that it is the beginning
of the St Ignatius Way walking/pilgrimage trail (cami-
noignaciano.org) and the birthplace of St Ignatius him-
self — the once-notorious womanising warrior born into
a rich noble family who underwent a road-to-Damascus
conversion and founded the Jesuit order.
Before heading out on the 460km trek to Manresa in
Catalonia, many stop to visit the saint’s former family
‘tower house’ home (loyola.global), surrounded now by a
stupendous basilica built in his honour. An excellent audio
guide brings you through the house, telling of the man’s
extraordinary life before you re-emerge blinking onto the
plaza in front of the cathedral, ready to understand just
why all this effort was made for one person.
San Sebastián was our final destination and, after the
peaceful spirituality of Ignatian country, it felt like a posh
city on a grand scale. With its impressive shell-shaped
long beach La Concha and its palace hotels, this city of

280,000 souls is a long-established favourite haunt of the
rich and famous; past visitors include Leon Trotsky, Mata
Hari and nobility from all the main European dynasties.
Our guide for a historical tour, Eskerne (discoversanse-
bastian.com), was also NevenMaguire’s main guidewhen
he visited the city for his RTÉ TV series. She took us on a
whirlwind tour of some of San Sebastián’s best establish-
ments where we had several pintxos, each one of which
would have beenworthy of a place in aMichelin-starmeal.
On theway,we learned a lot about the social and political
history of the city, too; about how the pintxos scene began
in the earlier decades of the 20th century, due in large part
to the traditionally all-male Basque gastronomical socie-
ties known locally as txokos.
These clubs have been going for almost 150 years, and
with the help of our persuasive guide, we were able not
only to be invited into one — ‘Ka ñoietan’ — but to end
up socialising, eating more bacalao pil-pil and drinking
txakoli with strangers as if we’d known each other all our
lives. But that is just the kind of thing that can happen to
you in the Basque Country.
By the end, it was hard to leave. Now I knew how Sara,
back in Bilbao, felt at the thought of returning home. As
we drove out of this warm, green region, I swear I could
feel a little tear forming in the corner of my eye...

Travel



Gastronomy:
Pintxo is a Basque
word meaning
‘tooth-pick’ or
‘mini-skewer’

FERRY
Conor sailed from

Cork to Santander as
a guest of Brittany

Ferries (brittanyferries.
ie), a 26-hour crossing
with a relatively basic
économie service —
comfy cabins, a bar,

shop and canteen-style
restaurant. Two sailings
are available per week,
with return trips from

€108pp.

FLIGHTS
Aer Lingus (aerlingus.
com) and Ryanair

(ryanair.com) fly year-
round from Dublin to
Bilbao and Santander,
respectively. See

basquetour.eus or spain.
info for more.

WHERE TO STAY

Bilbao: The Hotel Miró couldn’t be better located, just
opposite an underground car park and the stunning
Guggenheim Bilbao Museum. The service is top-class all
round, with gorgeous contemporary spacious design in
the rooms. Doubles from €130 B&B;mirohotelbilbao.com

Vitoria-Gasteiz: The Hotel Silken Ciudad de Vitoria is
a four-star mansion set in a leafy part of the city centre,
just a few minutes’ walk from the main drag in the old
town. It offers a touch of turn-of-the-century class with
its own underground car park. Doubles from €110 B&B;
hoteles-silken.com/es/hotel-ciudad-vitoria

San Sebastian:We stayed 20 minutes down the
road at the seaside town of Zarautz at the
Hotel Karlos Arguiñano. The four-star
establishment features the legendary
culinary talent of Señor Arguiñano
in a charming little castle on a
3km-long beach. Double rooms
from €148 B&B; hotelka.com

WHERE TO EAT

Bilbao: The city’s Plaza Berria
is one of the prettiest and busi-
est hubs for the pintxo lifestyle.
Try the stuffed mussels (mejil-
lones rellenos) while admiring
the colourful tilework at the Café
Bar Bilbao (bilbao-cafebar.com), or
the more opulent surroundings of Res-
tauranteVíctor (restaurantevictor.com), then
whizz across the square to find copious pintxos
in the more modern setting of Zezen Gorri (no website;
+34 946 79 39 44).

Vitoria-Gasteiz: This hidden gem of a town boasts the
place with the official best pintxo of 2019: a reimagined
Bacalau pil-pil in ¡Waska! (restaurantewaska.com) on Fun-
dadora de las Siervas de Jesus Kalea. Another key spot for

pintxos is the Bar El Toloño (tolonobar.com), with
itsmodern decor and stunning range of affordable

five-star food.

San Sebastian: Borda Berri (+34 943 43 03 42) in the old
quarter does traditional pintxos simply and stunningly—
best with local cider. The ham croquettes at Atari (atari-
gastroleku.com) at Calle Mayor 18 made my eyes roll back
in my head, while scallops servedwith almond and garlic
cream and coffee vinaigrette at Casa Urola (casaurolaja-
tetxea.es) were the highlight of a gastronomic fireworks
display that also included Bar Tamboril (+34 943 42 35 07)
off Constición Plaza, and La Cepa (barlacepa.com) on 31
de Agosto.

Don’t miss
Torre de Loizaga (torreloizaga.com)

is one of the largest private collections
of vintage Rolls Royces in the world.
Garage after garage of pristine cars
from 1910 to 1988 sit alongside a
huge collection of other cars that
would make a museum in their

own right.
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@poloconghaile

W
hy do so many good visitor
attractions serve bad food?
I’m fed up facing crummy
sambos, chicken nuggets,
nukedquichesand fridges full
of cartonsof fruit juices at top
tourist attractions. Ireland’s
food has never been better,

sowhy is the revolution bypassing somany tourism sites?
Clearly, visitor attractions are not restau-
rants. Food is not their core offering. But
good food entices visitors to stay longer and
spend more. Using quality local produce
supports Irish suppliers; it paints a picture
of our culture, it hints at how exciting Irish
ingredients and cooking can be.
Our visitor attractions welcome millions
of people every year, and the moment they
pause to eat and drink is a golden opportunity. You don’t
want them leaving having forgotten their lunch. Youwant
them raving about great Irish butter, bread, beef, cheese
and seafood, telling their friends, hungry formore.
I know you can’t cook à la carte or change menus over-
night for thousands of visitors. Catering contracts are
complex and sometimes visitors just want chips. But I’m
not suggesting Michelin star mains. There’s no point try-
ing toomuch, or presenting great ingredients poorly. Sim-
plicity is key. Instead of fridges packedwith paninis, what

Visitor
appetites
It’s time for our

tourist attractions to
up their food game

PÓLÓCONGHAILE
THETRAVELEXPERT

about shorter lists of Irish dishes?What about using Irish
cheeses, local juices or cordials, or Irish-roasted coffee?
What about naming producers on yourmenu?
There’s lots of reason for optimism. I’ve enjoyed several
memorable, locally-sourced lunches at small attractions
this year (the Burren Perfumery, for instance), and larger
sites like the Guinness Storehouse and Kylemore Abbey
have made super strides — the latter cleverly incorporat-
ing produce from its walled garden. Last week, I ate at the

National Gallery, which gets over a million
visitors a year. A €13.75 pie didn’t stop me
in my tracks, but posters highlighting a
commitment to seasonal and sustainable
sourcing, and a chart listing local producers
(beef from Crawford’s in Co Tipperary, for
example) did. It’s a step forward, and eating
extendedmyvisit by almost an hour.
Be it visitor attractions, airlines, trains or

transport hubs, our food mindset needs to change. Up to
75pc of travellers are inspired either wholly or partly by
food, according to the World Food Travel Association,
and Fáilte Ireland — which runs ‘Taste of Place’ training
programmes — has research showing that visitors leave
pleasantly surprised by our food and drink.
Good foodmakes business sense.

‘I’m fed up with
crummy sambos,

chicken nuggets and
nuked quiches at top
tourist attractions’
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WeekendTelevision
Your day-by-day guide to the week’s essential viewing

LIVE PRO14
Today, eir Sport 1, 3.30pm
As the dust settles on yet another damp
squib of aWorld Cup from Ireland’s
perspective, the country’s elite players
stream back to their provinces and many
will be on display at Thomond Park this
afternoon as Munster (Tommy O’Donnell,
below) take on provincial rivals Ulster.
Connacht and Leinster met at the
Sportsground in Galway last night.

MATCH OF THE DAY
Tonight, BBC 1, 11pm
This afternoon’s most intriguing fixture
is Leicester’s clash with Arsenal at the
King Power Stadium, with the home side
looking to cement their status as a top
four side with another vital win. Gary
Lineker and Alan Shearer present extended
coverage of that game and all the day’s
other ties, including Spurs v Sheffield
United, Newcastle v Bournemouth,
Chelsea v Crystal Palace, Southampton v
Everton and Chelsea v Crystal Palace.

LIVE SUPER SUNDAY
Tomorrow, Sky SportsMain Event, 4pm
With all due respect toWolves and
Aston Villa, their Premier League tie at
2pm will be totally overshadowed by
the game that follows, as current league
leaders Liverpool and reigning champions
Manchester City meet at Anfield for a
game that could have big implications for
both clubs. Six points separate the clubs,
but were City to prevail today, Liverpool’s
lead would become much more fragile.
Kick-off at 4.30pm.

UNITE THE UNION CUP
Monday, RTÉ 2, 7pm
Peter Collins and guests are live at Oriel
Park to present coverage of the second
leg of the Unite the Union Cup between
SSE Airtricity League champions Dundalk
and Danske Bank Premiership champions
Linfield, with pitchside reports from Tony
O’Donoghue. The game gets under way at
7.05pm.

Sports picks

R
ising seas, freak weather events,
seasonal discord — the evidence of
rapid global warming is becoming
harder and harder to ignore. The
last five years have given us the five
hottest years on record and only
the most self-serving or wilfully
myopicpoliticians can still deny that

human-induced climate change is real.
In Ireland, thanks toourdampand temperate climate,
we’re inured to the harshest effects of globalwarming,
but forhow long?Somescientists predictwe toowill be
hit by droughts and existentially-threatening floods in
the relativelynear future, others thatwarmingseaswill
sink theGulf Streamgiving uswinters like Canada’s.
Plenty of cause for concern, then, and climate anxie-
ties are unlikely to be salved by thisweek of documenta-
ries and shows dedicated to the subject. RTÉOnClimate
begins on Monday with Will Ireland Survive 2050?,
a hard-hitting documentary in which meteorologist

Gerald Fleming and climate-change activist Dr Cara
Augustenborg will predict what our island might look
like in 30 years if we don’t take radical action right now.
Ireland has already signed up to emissions reduc-
tions targets it’s signally failing to meet. On Tuesday,
in Ireland’s Hot Air Crisis, Philip Boucher-Hayes will
examine the kind of action that will need to be taken if
we’re to clean up our act. On Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, in What Planet Are You On?, Maya Dunphy
follows ordinary families as they try to make changes
that will save money and help the planet. On the RTÉ
Player, meanwhile, inMy Best Sustainable Life, famous
faces including Lauren Guilfoyle, Nadia Forde and The
2 Johnnies do their bit to reduce their global footprint.
On the radio, Paul Cunninghamwill travel to the Arc-
tic Circle to find out how rapidly that region is chang-
ing, while back home George Lee, never an agent of
cheer, will be assessing the impact of forestry, farming,
foodwaste and extremeweather events. Consider your-
self chastened.

PICKOFTHEWEEK
PAULWHITINGTON

Will Ireland Survive 2050?
Monday, RTÉ 1, 9.35pm

Climate of fear
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T hereare threeabuse story lines runningconcur-
rently acrossSoaplandpresently.WehaveChan-
telle and Gray in EastEnders, and the insidious
gaslighting of Yasmeen at the hands of Geoff

in Corrie. Fair City, however, is at the forefront with its
take on domestic abuse and the self-loathing involved.
Yes, Fair City often falls foul of outlandish and pro-
tracted heist scenarios (repeatedly), but it’s always the
more subtle stories that catch you off guard.
Throughout its 30years,Carrigstownhas seenmurder
suicides, men being abused by women and now — in
another first—wehavedomestic violence ina same-sex
relationship.Unfortunately forDamien, all theaforemen-
tionedplotshaveseenhis involvement.His fatherabused

hismother beforemurdering her and killing himself.
Damien’s suffered physical and mental abuse at the
hands of formerwife, SuzanneDoyle.
Andnow,currentgirlfriend,Mairead,believeseverything
that falls out ofher ex-husband’smouth—which really is
somethingconsideringWill lied toher throughout their
entire marriage. But that’s Will, you see, he’s a master
manipulator.
This week, having discovered that Will and Cristiano
aremeeting in secret, Damien letsMairead know.
With Mairead now questioning his innocence, Will
plants false evidence of inappropriate behaviour on
Damien’s phone. This leaves Mairead now questioning
herboyfriend’s relationshipwithherdaughter, Phoebe...

SOAPOFTHEWEEK
SHEENAMcGINLEY

Fair City

Comedy
THE YOUNG OFFENDERS
Monday, RTÉ 2, 9.30pm
Head the balls
Back for a new season but still living
in a vortex of chaos, Jock and Conor
encounter trouble in school and at
home, including an impending baby.

Drama
GOLD DIGGER
Tuesday, BBC 1, 9pm
Autumn romance
When recently separated 60-year-old
Julia Day begins a relationship with a
suave young man, her children are not
amused. Julia Ormond stars.

Reality
MYYELLOW BRICK ROAD
Wednesday, RTÉ 2, 9.30pm
Bouncing back
Experts who’ve coped with all sorts
of adversity help 27-year-old Dubliner
Laura overcome nail-patella syndrome
and find a meaningful working life.

TV picks

Drama
THEWOLF OFWALL STREET
Tonight, RTÉ 2, 9.30pm
Rise and fall
Martin Scorsese’s swaggering drama
stars Leonardo DiCaprio as Jordan
Belfort, an 1980s stockbroker who hits
it big with suspicious ease.

Thriller
RESERVOIR DOGS
Monday, TG4, 9.30pm
Mexican stand-off
Amotley crew of hoodlums realises
they have a police informer in their
midst when a well-planned heist goes
horribly wrong. With Harvey Keitel.

Horror
LITTLE MONSTERS
Friday, Sky Premiere, 8pm
Zombie alert
Bizarre Australian comic horror
starring the excellent Lupita Nyong’o
as a kindergarten teacher who
encounters zombies on a school trip.

Movie picks

EASTENDERS
It’s the day of Louise and Sharon’s
joint baby shower and suffice to
say Mel is on edge. Unfortunately
for Lisa, she gets the brunt of Mel’s
wrath, because all she has time for is
loudly declaring the news that Keanu
has fathered two generations of new
Mitchells. Elsewhere, Linda opens
up to Billy after Ollie receives his
diagnosis (you’ll never guess where
this is going) and Karen makes the
grave mistake of assuming Chantelle
has told Gray about the miscarriage.

EMMERDALE
If there’s one thing you can rely on
in the Dales, nobody is ever lucky
in love for long. If you need further
convincing, who’d have thought
that Jimmy and Nicola would
be the village’s more enduring
relationship?! In related news;

This week in Soapland

following Vinny’s revelations that
Charity was involved with the
casino heist, a gutted Vanessa ends
their relationship. After organising
a buyer for the stolen car, Aaron
and Cain (both Dingles on self-
destruct, obvs) head off with
Moses — leading the little nipper
to be kidnapped. Arthur continues
persecuting Archie, leaving Jimmy
in a pickle.

FAIR CITY
With Paul’s focus now elsewhere,
and with Fiona urging him to step
back from Vino’s, Barry warns
Fiona to tell him the truth about
the money laundering. While Doug
and Erica make steps towards
being friends again, a newly
informed and therefore earnestly
upfront Dearbhla warns Erica not
to play with Doug’s feelings. Will

is worried Cristiano will tell Mairead
the truth when Cristiano gives him
an ultimatum, and Jane tries to talk a
sober Hughie out of selling McCoys.

CORONATION STREET
Robert gets himself into a spot of
strife while stuck in the Michelle and
Vicky sandwich of his own making.
He crashes his car, resulting in him
playing ‘Big Daddy’ to both Vicky and
Michelle. Roy tracks down his long
lost half-brother, Richard (thanks to his
mother’s affair), while Geoff becomes
more Goebbels-like in his machinations
of Yasmeen, Peter manages to track
down an understandably forlorn Daniel
on the moors.

ROS NA RÚN
Will Tony make an arrest? Can Rory
redeem himself with Michelle? And is
Bobbi Lee to blame?!

Radio picks

OPERA NIGHT
Tonight, Lyric FM, 7pm
More music from this year’s Wexford
Opera Festival tonight, beginning with
a performance of Thomas Moore’s epic
poem Lalla-Rookh, followed by The Veiled
Prophet, Irish composer Charles Villiers
Stanford’s opera, performed in English
for the first time in over a century.

SÚIL SIAR 1919
Tomorrow, RnaG, 5.30pm
In this new series, Dónall Ó Maolfabhail
and a panel of historians look back at the
eventful year of 1919, as soldiers returned
from the Great War to an Ireland totally
changed and careering rapidly toward
open war with the occupying forces of
the Crown.

TODAYWITH SEAN O’ROURKE
Monday, RTÉ Radio 1, 10am
Sean O’Rourke presents the magazine
show that provides in-depth analysis of
all the big domestic and international
new stories, and on Monday mornings
he’s joined by a panel of pundits to look
back at all the highs and lows of the
weekend sport.

THE COMPASS
Wed, BBCWorld Service, 1.30pm
While much of the globe was forced to
take sides during the ColdWar, India
steered a perilous path of neutrality, a
stance envisioned by the country’s first
prime minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, who
believed that in the atomic age, peace
was the only option.
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NOVELSTHATSHAPED
OURWORLD
BBC2, 9.45pm
This new series exploring the
influence of novel writing in
civilisation begins with a look
at the work of women authors,
from Jane Austen, the Brontes
and Mary Shelly through to
Virginia Woolf, Alice Walker,
Toni Morrison and Margaret
Atwood. With readings from Lily
Cole, Russell Tovey, Tuppence
Middleton and many others.

LIVE PREMIER LEAGUE
Sky SportsMain Event, 5pm
In-form Leicester City take on Premier League
top four rivals Arsenal at the King Power
Stadium. Sky Sports present coverage of
the game, which gets under way at 5.30pm.

XFACTOR: CELEBRITY
VirginMedia 1, 8.10pm
The not-so-well-known faces that have
survived the initial rounds in Los Angeles
battle it out to be crowned X-Factor Celebrity
champion and win a lucrative record deal.

6.00 EuroNews
6.20 Teleshopping
6.55Nationwide (R)
7.25Nationwide (R)
7.55 Fair City Omnibus (T)
9.55 The Best of Today
with Maura and Daithi
11.00 Labour Party Conference (T)
1.05RTE News (T)
1.15 FILM Remains of the Day.
Drama, starring Anthony
Hopkins.HHHH (1993) (T)
3.45World’s Busiest Cities (R) (T)
4.45Nuacht
4.55 Ireland’s Fittest Family.
MaireadRonanpresents as
the contest continues. (R) (T)

6.00 TheAngelus S1 Ep6
6.01 RTENews (T)
6.30 Reeling in theYears

S1 Ep6
Themajor hits and the
headlines of 2005. (R) (T)

7.00 AtYourService S11 Ep7
The Brennan’s visit Tracey’s
shop in Limerick. (R) (T)

7.30 WinningStreak
Another edition of
the National Lottery
gameshow, in which five

players compete in a
series of games for the
chance to win prizes. (T)

8.30 LiveLabourParty
Conference:The Leader’s
SpeechS1 Ep2
Coverage of the evening’s
address by party leader
Brendan Howlin TD. (T)

9.00 RTENews (T)
9.35 TheRayD’ArcyShow

S1Ep9
The veteran broadcaster
presents an entertaining
show, packed with
something for everyone as
he welcomes guests from
all walks of Irish life for
an irreverent chat about
their latest projects. (T)

11.05 Dublin Murders
In the aftermath of the Lexie
reveal, the truth about who
the housemates are and the
unsustainability of their life
comes to light. (R) (T)

1.25 FILMThe GiftThriller,
starring Jason Bateman.
HHHH (2015) (T)

2.55 Scott &Bailey (R) (T)
3.45 Gavin & Stacey (R) (T)
4.45 EuroNews

6.00 EuroNews
7.40RTEjr
11.00 The Tom and Jerry Show
11.25 The Bagel and Becky Show
11.35 Brainfreeze
11.40 Prank Patrol (T)
12.10Drop Dead Weird (T)
12.40Ace My Space
1.10Home and Away (R) (T)
1.40Home and Away (R) (T)
2.10Home and Away (R) (T)
2.40Champions League Magazine
3.10 FILM The Parent Trap.
Comedy, starring Lindsay Lohan,
Dennis Quaid and Natasha
Richardson.HHHH (1998)
5.25 Take Two (T)

6.20 NaturalWorld
Charlie Hamilton reveals
otters’ survival secrets and
how they deal with the
challenges of daily life.

7.25 Nature’s Biggest Beasts
S1 Ep1
Big beasts have always
captured the imagination,
but being large comes with
sizeable challenges. This
fascinating documentary
follows the epic survival

stories of the biggest
creatures on the planet.

8.30 TheGameS1Ep1
Filmed over two years, this
two-part ground-breaking
documentary celebrates
Ireland’s national sport –
hurling. (R) (T)

9.30 TheWolfofWall Street
NewYork stocks trader
Jordan Belfort launches
his own firm and embarks
on a hedonistic lifestyle,
but his shady business
practices and drug-fuelled
parties soon get him into
trouble with the law.
Comedy, starring Leonardo
DiCaprio and Jonah Hill.
HHHHH (2014) (T)

12.45 MrMercedes
The crime drama, starring
Brendan Gleeson, continues
its third series. (R) (T)

1.45 Grey’s Anatomy
A fog descends on Seattle
as the hospital staff
work through personal
complications. (R) (T)

2.35 Blue Bloods (R) (T)
3.20 Blue Bloods (R) (T)
4.00 EuroNews

6.30 Britain’s Brightest
Family (R) (T)
7.00Alphabetical (R) (T)
8.00 The Speakmans (R)
9.00 Ireland AM (T)
12.00UEFA Champions
League Weekly
12.30 The Royal Variety
Performance (R)
3.00All Star Mr & Mrs (R)
4.00Gino’s Italian Coastal
Escape (R)
4.30Renovation Nation. Laura
Woods presents the show
that gives a helping hand to
charitable organisations. (R)
5.30News at 5.30 (T)

6.00 Big Star’s Little Star
S5Ep5
StephenMulhern hosts as
celebrities team upwith
their children to win
cash for charity. (R) (T)

7.05 TheCubeS6Ep7
ProudWelshman Chris
and Essex boy Scott take
on the gameshow to be in
with a chance to win the
£250,000 jacpot. Phillip
Schofield presents. (R)

8.10 TheXFactor:Celebrity
With Simonmentoring the
Groups, Louis the Unders
and Nicole the Overs, the
celebrity hopefuls will be
leaving their comfort zones
at the door as they battle it
out to ultimately win a life-
changing record deal. (T)

10.00 TheGrahamNortonShow
S26Ep7
The presenter is joined
by Olivia Colman, Helena
Bonham Carter, Chadwick
Boseman and Richard
Ayoade to discuss their
latest roles and projects.
Plus, Niall Horan is in
the studio to perform
Nice toMeet Ya.

11.00 Code Blue: Murder
Detectives are called out
to a flat in Cardiff where
the body of youngmother
Katherine Smith has been
found on the floorwith stab
wounds. The key suspect is
her boyfriend of six weeks,
Anthony Lowe. (R)

12.00 The Best of Ireland AM
Weekly roundup of news. (R)

1.30 Catchphrase (R) (T)

7.00 Temple Street
Children’s Hospital (R) (T)
7.30 Box Office (R)
8.00 Think Tank (R)
9.00 Poirot (R) (T)
10.00Dancing on Ice (R)
12.00 Tipping Point (R) (T)
1.00 Tipping Point (R) (T)
2.00 Tipping Point (R) (T)
3.00 Eamonn & Ruth: How
the Other Half Live (R)
4.00 Paul Treyvaud’s Kitchen (R)
4.30 Paul Treyvaud’s Kitchen (R)
5.00Heartbeat. Aidensfield is
suffering from a deadly outbreak of
salmonella and the source must be
found before more lives are lost. (R)

6.00 All StarFamilyFortunes
S11 Ep7
Julia Bradbury and Phil
‘The Power’ Taylor and
their families go head to
head to win £30,000 for
their chosen charity. (R) (T)

7.00 NightmareTenants,
SlumLandlords S3Ep3
Cameras follow a team
of eviction specialists as
they remove residents
from buildings. (R)

8.00 NightmareTenants,
SlumLandlords S3Ep4
Cameras follow a team
of eviction specialists as
they remove residents
from buildings. (R)

9.00 Love IslandAustralia
S2Ep13
Singles live in a villa under
the watchful gaze of the
audience at home.

10.05 Ransom
When amillionaire’s son
is kidnapped, he turns
the tables by using the
money they demanded as
a bounty on their heads.
Thriller, starringMel
Gibson and Rene Russo.
HHH (1996)

12.25 TakeMeOut
Braving the love lift tonight
areWoking fitness fanatic
Josh, Dan, a volcanologist
from Bristol, Martin, a HR
manager from Sunderland,
and Tai, an NHSworker
from Birmingham. (R) (T)

1.40 Wentworth Prison
SparksflywhenFerguson
isreleasedintogeneral. (R)

2.40 Danger! Amanda atWork (R)

7.00Cula 4
7.50Cat Cliste
8.02Cula 4 na nOg
10.45On The Limit Sports
11.15GAA (R)
12.15 Little House on the Prairie
1.10Murder, She Wrote (R)
2.05 The West Wing
2.55An Aimsir Laithreach
3.00Cula 4 na nOg
4.14Donall Dana
4.26Clarence (R)
4.40Harvey Beaks
5.05 SpongeBob SquarePants
5.30Mo Shaol Do Shaol (R)
5.44Adventure Time (R)
5.55 Is Maith Liom Pop

6.25 TheGeansai S1 Ep1
Offering an insight
into the staging of the
annual All-Island Football
Tournament. This year,
Inishturk, over 15km off the
coast of CoMayo, played
host to nine islands. (R)

6.57 AnAimsir Laithreach
7.00 NuachtTG4
7.15 Rugbai BeoS9Ep18

The team presents
deferred coverage of

Munster v Ulster from
Thomond Park as the
action from round six of the
Guinness Pro14 continues.

9.27 AnAimsir Laithreach
9.30 TheRewrite

KeithMichaels’s agent
arranges a job as guest
screenwriting professor
at a remote university in
upstate NewYork, and a
desperate Keith can’t say
no. Keith unexpectedly
finds himself becoming
invested in his students’
lives, including Holly, a
single mom looking to
start her own new chapter.
Comedy, starring Hugh
Grant.HHH (2014)

11.25 Opry le Daniel
Daniel O’Donnell is joined by
Roly Daniels who’ll perform
songs likeMrJones and
Hello Darling. Roly speaks
about his life since he
moved from India and
demonstrates why he is still
so popular as a musician. (R)

12.25 Orange Is the New Black (R)
1.30 Ceol ar an Imeall
2.00 France 24

7.00 Bob the Builder (R)
7.30Yo Gabba Gabba! (R)
8.00 Teletubbies (R)
8.30 Fireman Sam (R)
9.00 Judge Judy (R)
11.30 Judge Judy (R)
12.00Dickinson’s Real Deal (R)
1.00 Emmerdale (R) (T)
1.30 Emmerdale (R) (T)
2.00 Emmerdale (R) (T)
2.30 Emmerdale (R) (T)
3.00 Emmerdale (R) (T)
3.30 Emmerdale (R) (T)
4.00 Emmerdale (R) (T)
4.30 Euro 2020 Qualifier:
Preview (R)
5.00 The Restaurant (R) (T)

6.00 Dancingon Ice S11 Ep6
The eight remaining
celebrities compete to
impress judges Jayne
Torvill, Christopher Dean,
Jason Gardiner andAshley
Banjo, with yet another
judges’ challenge added to
their routine. Plus, British
Olympic ice-skating duo
Nick Buckland and Penny
Coomes perform a
special routine. (R)

8.00 Tonight at thePalladium
S1Ep2
Host BradleyWalsh
introduces performers
including Cyndi Lauper,
the cast of Kinky Boots
and Ronan Keating. (R)

9.00 Vera
The unorthodox but
brilliant DCI Vera Stanhope
is called to a murder scene
when the charred remains
of a body are discovered
in an abattoir incinerator.
With limited forensic
evidence, she is disturbed
to identify the body as DC
Harry Fenton, a respected
police officer from the
Fraud Unit. (R) (T)

11.00 Transformation Street
Cameras follow 52-year-old
virgin Emma as she prepares
for breast augmentation,
writer Juno, who grew up
believing she was a gay
man, and former firefighter
Stephanie who undergoes
facial surgery. (R) (T)

12.00 OAPB&B(R) (T)
1.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal (R)
2.00 Judge Rinder (R)

Programme of the day

Best EntertainmentBest Sport

FILM

FILM

FILM
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Satellites

Saturday 9November
BTSPORT1
12.00 Football Premier League: Chelsea v Crystal Palace
17.15 Football Bundesliga: Bayern Munich v Borussia
Dortmund 20.30 American Football College Football
0.00 American Football College Football: NC State
Wolfpack v Clemson Tigers 5.00 Football A-League:
Melbourne Victory vWellington Phoenix

BBC2NORTHERN IRELAND
6.30 RugbyRugby League: New Zealand v
GB Lions 17.15 FootballWomen’s Football:
England v Germany

BTSPORT2
6.00 CricketWomen’s Big Bash T20 Cricket:
Adelaide Strikers v Perth Scorchers 14.30

Rugby Premiership Rugby: Gloucester v Saracens 17.45
Cricket Super50 Cup Cricket: Guyana Jaguars v Trinidad

& Tobago 22.15 Cricket Super50 Cup Cricket:
Guyana Jaguars v Trinidad & Tobago

SKYSPORTSMAINEVENT
9.00 Golf European Tour Golf
12.00 Football Championship
Football: Nottingham Forest v
Derby County 15.00 Darts
Grand Slam of Darts 17.00

Football Premier League: Leicester City v
Arsenal 20.30 DartsGrand Slam of Darts

SKYSPORTSGOLF
9.00 Golf European Tour Golf

THEREWRITE, TG4, 9.30pmHHH
Charming romantic comedy starring Hugh Grant as
a cynical Hollywood screenwriter whose life changes
when he takes a lecturing job at an obscure university.

FLIRTYDANCING
All4
Ashley Banjo sets out to bring
more singletons together
through the power of dance,
and among his hopeful
students this week is a
country music fan from Kerry.

6.00 Breakfast (T)
9.15 Saturday Kitchen Live (T)
10.45 The Lord Mayor’s Show (T)
12.05 Football Focus (T)
1.00 BBC News (T)
1.15Rugby League Highlights (T)
2.30 Track World Cup Cycling
Highlights (T)
4.00 Final Score (T)
5.00 Final Score from Northern
Ireland. A round-up of the day’s
action with all the latest results. (T)
5.10Celebrity Mastermind. Shaun
Ryder, Arabella Weir, Stef Reid and
Sean Fletcher take on the quiz. (T)
5.40 BBC News (T)
5.50 BBC Newsline (T)

6.00 Pointless Celebrities
S12Ep5
With LaurenceMarks,
Maurice Gran, Terry
Deary, Eve Pollard,
JojoMoyes, Jeffery
Deaver, Peter James and
Dreda SayMitchell. (T)

6.45 StrictlyComeDancing
S17Ep8
The pressure is on as the
stars compete for a place
in next week’s Blackpool

Special. The iconic
Blackpool Tower Ballroom
is within touching distance
and they’re all desperate
to get there. (T)

8.10 TheWall S1 Ep5
Danny Dyer is joined
by Jared and Sophie, a
couple from Essex. (T)

9.00 Royal British Legion
Festival ofRemembrance
Huw Edwards presents
the Royal British
Legion’s annual Festival
of Remembrance from
the Royal Albert Hall in
London. Acts include
James Blunt, Leona Lewis
and Jeff Goldblum. (T)

10.45 BBCNews (T)

11.00 Match of the Day
Gary Lineker introduces
highlights of six Premier
League games, including
the day’s early kick-off,
Chelsea v Crystal Palace. (T)

12.25 The NFL Show
Previews and a look back
at Thursday’s fixture. (T)

12.55 Weather for theWeek
Ahead(T)

1.00 BBCNews(T)

6.30 Live Rugby League: New
Zealand v GB Lions (T)
9.00Wild &Weird (R) (T)
9.15Growing Up Wild:
Natural World (R) (T)
10.15Robot Wars (R) (T)
11.10Celebrity Antiques Road
Trip.In Derbyshire. (R) (T)
12.10MasterChef: The
Professionals (R) (T)
2.10 Joan Fontaine:
Talking Pictures (R) (T)
2.40 FILM Jane Eyre.Drama,
starring Joan Fontaine and Orson
Welles.HHHH (1943) (T)
4.15 Britain’s Biggest Warship:
Goes to Sea (R) (T)

5.15 LiveWomen’s Football:
EnglandvGermany
(Kick-off 5.30pm) At
Wembley Stadium. (T)

7.30 Coast Lives
Barra Best journeys around
the north coast. (R) (T)

7.45 FamilyFootsteps
This edition reveals a
fascinating link to one
of the most dramatic
chapters in the story of
the Ulster-Scots. (R) (T)

8.15 GreatAustralianRailway
Journeys S1 Ep3
PresenterMichael Portillo
travels across Australia’s
remote and inhospitable
Nullarbor Plain. (T)

9.15 TheBlameGame
With Neil Delamere, Jake
O’ Kane, Colin Murphy and
TimMcGarry. (R) (T)

9.45 NovelsThatShaped
OurWorld
Howwomenwriters,
women readers and
women’s lives have been
central to the novel. (T)

10.45 Pose S2Ep5
Damon and Ricky are
called to audition for a spot
onMadonna’s tour. (T)

11.25 Pose
Pray Tell and Blanca are in
the midst of organising a
cabaret at the hospital when
Pray Tell’s health takes
a turn for the worse. (T)

12.15 FILMTestament ofYouth.
Drama, starring Alicia
Vikander, Kit Harington
and Taron Egerton.
HHHH (2014) (T)

2.15 This Is BBCTwo(T)

6.05 The King of Queens (R) (T)
6.55 Everybody Loves Raymond
(R) (T) 7.45 Frasier (R) (T) 8.35
The Big Bang Theory (R) (T) 9.30
The Simpsons (R) (T) 11.00Couples
Come Dine with Me (R) (T)
12.00 Four in a Bed (R) (T)
2.30A Place in the Sun: Winter
Sun. In Valencia, Spain. (R) (T)
3.30 The Secret Life of
the Zoo (R) (T)
4.30 Four Rooms with
Sarah Beeny (T)
5.30How to Halve Your
Supermarket Bill. Presented by
consumer champions Sabrina
Grant and Anna Richardson. (R) (T)

6.30 Channel 4News (T)
7.00 GreatBritishCar

Journeys S1 Ep1
ChristopherTimothy and
Peter Davison travel from
Inverness to the Isle of
Skye, following single-
trackmilitary roads from
one side of the stunning
Scottish Highlands to the
other, through some of
the UK’s most extreme
driving country. (R) (T)

8.00 TheHuntsman:
Winter’sWar
Queen Ravenna’s sister
abandons her sister’s
realm to establish her own
dominion as the Ice Queen,
guarded by Huntsmen who
were raised to adore no
one other than their queen.
Action, starring Chris
Hemsworth and Charlize
Theron.HHH (2016) (T)

10.10 WhyHim?
Aprotective dad is less
than thrilled when his
daughter begins dating
a foul-mouthed playboy
millionaire. Comedy,
starring Zoey Deutch.
HHH (2016) (T)

12.25 FILM Sahara
A treasure hunter saves a
UN scientist investigating a
disease from assassination.
Action, starringMatthew
McConaughey and Penelope
Cruz.HH (2005) (T)

2.30 The Last Leg (R) (T)
3.25 Hollyoaks Omnibus (T)
5.30 Kirstie’s Handmade

Treasures (R) (T)
5.50 Cheers (R) (T)
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Movie
of the
day

Today’s Live sport

UTV
6.00Dino Dana (T) 6.10 Super 4 (T) 6.35
Thunderbirds Are Go (T) 7.00Dare Master (T) 7.05
Robozuna (T) 7.30 Scrambled! (T) 7.35MrMagoo
(T) 7.50Mr Bean: The Animated Series (T) 8.10 The
RubbishWorld of Dave Spud (T) 8.30 Lego Jurassic
World: The Legend of Isla Nublar (T) 9.05Mighty
Magiswords (T) 9.25 ITV News (T) 9.30NEW
James Martin’s Saturday Morning (T) 11.40
Nadia’s Family Feasts (T) 12.35 ITV Lunchtime News
(T) 12.45 The Mountain (T) 1.10Ninja Warrior UK
(T) 2.10Catchphrase (T) 2.55Midsomer Murders
(T) 4.55 Tipping Point (T) 5.50 ITV Evening News
(T) 6.00UTV Live (T) 6.10 The Chase: Celebrity
Special (T) 7.00 Take Me Out (T) 8.10 The X Factor:
Celebrity (T) 10.00 The Jonathan Ross Show (T)
11.05 ITV News (T) 11.25 Lethal Weapon (T)
12.15 Ideal World 3.00 Bang on the Money (T)
3.50 ITV Nightscreen

BBC4
7.00Nature’s Wonderlands:
Islands of Evolution 8.00
Wild China 9.00 Spiral
10.50 Blackadder Goes
Forth 12.20 TOTP 1988 1.20
Nature’s Wonderlands:
Islands of Evolution 2.20
Wild China 3.20Chalkie
Davies: Rock Photographer

ITV2
6.00 Totally Bonkers
Guinness World Records (T)
6.25You’ve Been Framed!
Gold (T) 6.50 Emmerdale
Omnibus (T) 10.00Coronation Street Omnibus (T)
1.25 Take Me Out (T) 2.40You’ve Been Framed!
Gold (T) 3.05 Spy Kids (2001) (T) 5.00 Space
Jam (1996) Comedy, starring Michael Jordan. (T)
6.40Godzilla (2014) Action, starring Aaron Taylor-
Johnson. (T) 9.00 TheWorld’s End (2013) Action,
starring Simon Pegg. (T) 11.15 Family Guy (T)
12.40American Dad! (T) 1.35 The Cleveland
Show (T) 2.05Don’t Hate the Playaz (T) 2.50
Teleshopping 5.50 ITV2 Nightscreen

SKYONE
6.00Monkey Business (T) 8.30Modern Family (T)
10.30 Soccer AM - Live 12.00 Supergirl 1.00 The
Flash 2.00Modern Family (T) 3.00 Soccer
Saturday: Live Scores 5.00 The Simpsons (T)

8.00A League of Their Own (T) 9.00 Batman
Begins (2005) Action, starring Christian Bale.
(T) 11.30 The Russell Howard Hour 12.30 There’s
Something About Movies 1.30 Brit Cops (T) 2.30
An Idiot Abroad (T) 3.30Motorway Patrol (T)

SKYWITNESS
6.00 The Real A&E (T) 9.00 Sun, Sea and A&E
(T) 11.00 Paramedics Australia (T) 1.00UK
Border Force (T) 2.00Nothing to Declare (T)
7.00 Blue Bloods 9.00 9-1-1. Action drama
series. (T) 10.00 Law & Order: Special Victims
Unit 1.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation 2.00
Blue Bloods (T) 4.00Nothing to Declare (T)

MORE4
8.55 Food Unwrapped (T) 9.25A Place in the
Sun: Home or Away (T) 12.30 Location, Location,
Location (T) 2.35 Four in a Bed (T) 5.15Come

Dine with Me (T) 8.00
Emergency Helicopter
Medics (T) 9.00 24 Hours in
A&E (T) 11.05 Father Ted (T)
12.15 It Was Alright in the
1970s (T) 1.15 8 Out of 10
Cats Does Countdown (T)
2.20 Savage Kingdom (T)
3.25 Food Unwrapped (T)

E4
6.00Rude(ish) Tube Shorts
(T) 6.15Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA (T) 8.10
Made in Chelsea (T) 9.15
The Goldbergs (T) 10.45
The Borrowers (1997) (T)
12.30 Brooklyn Nine-Nine

(T) 4.30Young Sheldon (T) 5.00 The Big Bang
Theory (T) 9.00 The Twilight Saga: Breaking
Dawn Part 2 (2012) Adventure. (T) 11.20
Gogglebox (T) 12.25 First Dates (T) 2.35Rude
Tube (T) 3.30How I Met Your Mother (T)

SKYATLANTIC
6.00 Fish Town (T) 7.00Richard E Grant’s Hotel
Secrets (T) 8.00David Attenborough’s Kingdom
of Plants (T) 11.00Making of Kingdom of Plants
(T) 12.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation 4.00
Without a Trace (T) 9.00War Dog: A Soldier’s
Best Friend. Documentary. (T) 10.20 The Tale
(2017) (T) 12.30Ray Donovan (T) 2.40 Last Week
Tonight with John Oliver 3.15CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation (T) 4.10Urban Secrets (T)

THE CHASE: CELEBRITY...
UTV, 6.10pm

Don’t Miss

NEW

FILM

FILM
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SEVENWORLDS,
ONE PLANET
BBC1, 6.20pm
South America boasts the most
colourful and species-rich
habitats on Earth, and in this
episode we witnesses pumas
catching prey three times
their weight, and watch
swifts make death-defying
plunges into one of the
biggest waterfalls on the planet.
But the continent’s engine,
the Amazon, is under threat.

LIVE SUPER SUNDAY
Sky SportsMain Event, 1pm
Wolves versus Aston Villa is but the entree
for this afternoon’s main event – the clash
of Premier League’s elite sides Liverpool and
Manchester City at Anfield (kick-off 4.30pm).

HIS DARKMATERIALS
BBC1, 8pm
While Lyra arrives in London to begin her new
life and track down Roger with Mrs Coulter’s
help, the Gyptians continue their search for
the missing children. RuthWilson stars.

6.00 EuroNews
6.20 Teleshopping
6.55My Kitchen Rules (T)
8.00Holby City (T)
9.10Casualty (T)
10.10Nationwide
10.40 Today Show Bites (R) (T)
11.10 Service (T)
12.00 The Week in Politics (T)
1.00RTE News (T)
1.10 Ear to the Ground (T)
1.40 Francis Brennan –
All Hands on Deck (R) (T)
2.40Winning Streak (R)
3.35 FILM Only You. Comedy, with
Marisa Tomei.HHHH (1994) (T)
5.40Nuacht

6.00 TheAngelus S1 Ep7
6.01 RTENews (T)
6.30 Ireland’s Fittest Family

S7Ep3
AnnaMaher’s families take
on Donncha O’Driscoll’s
as the quarter-finals of the
competition draw near. (T)

7.30 TheZooS8Ep4
Giraffe Casey is due to give
birth any day, and Gerry
examines how animals and
humans interact. (R) (T)

8.00 FairCityS2019Ep181
Will calls Cristiano’s bluff
when he pushes him to
return home. (T)

8.30 Pat Shortt’sMusic
fromD’TellyS4Ep1
The host is back for a
fourth series of his music
archive show. (T)

9.00 RTENews (T)
9.30 Taken3

Accused of a ruthless
murder he never
committed orwitnessed,
Bryan goes on the run and
brings out his particular
set of skills to find the true
killer and clear his name.
Action, starring Liam
Neeson.HHH (2014) (T)

11.25 TheWeek in Politics
Topical headlines from
across the country. (R) (T)

12.25 The Ray D’Arcy Show
The veteran broadcaster
hosts an entertaining show,
packed with something
for everyone. (R) (T)

1.55 TheAmericans (R) (T)
2.45 NoOffence (R) (T)
3.35 ComeHome(R) (T)
4.35 EuroNews

6.00 EuroNews
7.10RTEjr
10.40 news2day Weekly
10.55 Taking the Next Step
11.25 Junior MasterChef
11.55 Prank Patrol (T)
12.25 I’ve Got Your Back (T)
12.55Drop Dead Weird (T)
1.25Ace My Space
1.55Home and Away (R) (T)
2.25Home and Away (R) (T)
2.55 FILM First Knight. Action,
starring Sean Connery and
Richard Gere.HHH (1995) (T)
5.20 Euro 2020 Preview (T)
5.50Weird Wonders of
the World (R) (T)

6.50 ClimateChange–
TheFacts S1 Ep1
After one of the hottest
years on record, David
Attenborough looks at the
science of climate change
and potential solutions
to this global threat. Plus,
leading climate scientists
explore recent extreme
weather conditions such as
unprecedented storms and
catastrophic wildfires. (T)

8.00 ThePacificWar inColour
S1 Ep1
A look at the Pacific before,
during and after the Pearl
Harbour attacks. (T)

9.00 HotPursuit
Chaos ensues when a
no-nonsense police officer
attempts to escort a feisty
Colombian mobwidow
to court so she can testify
against a drug lord. Action,
with ReeseWitherspoon.
HHH (2015) (T)

10.40 Special Forces: Ultimate
HellWeekS1 Ep5
Twenty-four recruits are
put through their paces
by members of the Army
RangersWing. (R) (T)

11.40 NCIS: NewOrleans
Pride is forced to think fast
when his bar and patrons
are held hostage by a gang
of volatile thieves. (T)

12.35 Marvel’s Agents of
SHIELD
Comic-book action. (R) (T)

1.25 Marvel’s Agents of
SHIELD(R) (T)

2.15 Wolf Hall (T)
3.20 EuroNews

6.30 Britain’s Brightest Family (R) (T)
7.00Alphabetical (R) (T)
8.00 The Speakmans (R)
9.00 Ireland AM (T)
12.00Gino’s Italian Coastal
Escape. On the Conero Riviera. (R)
12.30 Britain’s Brightest Family.
Hosted by Anne Hegerty. (R) (T)
1.00 Keeping Canada Alive (R)
2.00 The Cube (R)
3.05 The X Factor: Celebrity.
The third live show. (R) (T)
5.00Don’t Look Back in Anger.
A look at the news and highlights
of the last 20 years in this archive
and music-based series. (R)
5.30News at 5.30 (T)

6.05 All StarMr&Mrs S7Ep2
Withactor Catherine
Tyldesley, rugby legend
Matt Dawson and rapper
Tinchy Stryder. (R) (T)

7.10 Catchphrase
Players compete to guess
familiar phrases hidden
within animated clues in
a bid to enter the Super
Catchphrase round for a
chance to win the coveted
£50,000 jackpot. (R) (T)

8.00 TheCelebrityChase
S7Ep3
GreggWallace, Denise
Lewis, Mark Pougatch and
Gina Yashere take on the
quiz to win money for their
chosen charities. (R) (T)

9.00 OAPB&B
Elderly homeowners are
paired with young renters
for an intergenerational
experiment, giving viewers
a real snapshot ofmodern
life from two very different
perspectives. (R) (T)

10.00 Darklands
Goose vows to take over
the town for the Keegans
again. Elsewhere, Goose
gets ready to strike. (R) (T)

11.00 Sheridan
To celebrate her love of
music, Sheridan Smith
performs songs from her
new album as well as other
musical numbers. (R)

12.00 The Best of Ireland AM
A roundup of news and
entertainment features from
the breakfast show team. (R)

1.30 Infomercial
5.45 The Six O’Clock Show(R)

7.00 Think Tank (R)
8.00Nadia: Chasing the Dream (R)
9.00 Paul Treyvaud’s Kitchen (R)
9.30 Paul Treyvaud’s Kitchen (R)
10.00All Star Family Fortunes.
Presented by Vernon Kay. (R) (T)
11.00 Titanic (R)
12.00Dancing on Ice (R)
2.00 Tipping Point (R) (T)
3.00 Tipping Point (R) (T)
4.00Heartbeat (R)
5.00 Judge Rinder’s Crown
Court (R)
5.30Motorway Madness. The
series begins as traffic officers
Simon and Gary deal with a four-
car pile-up blocking two lanes. (R)

6.00 Gino’s ItalianCoastal
EscapeS1 Ep3
Gino’s journey along the
Adriatic Coast brings him
to the Conero Riviera. (R)

6.30 TheXFactor: Celebrity
With Simonmentoring the
Groups, Louis the Unders
and Nicole the Overs, the
celebrity hopefuls leave
their comfort zones at the
door as they battle it out
to win a record deal. (R)

8.00 CelebrityMasterchef
S1 Ep3
Stars including Samantha
Mumba, Simon Delaney,
Niamh Kavanagh, Oisin
McConville and Evelyn
Cusack compete. (R)

9.00 Love IslandAustralia
S2Ep14
Singles live in a villa under
the watchful gaze of the
audience at home, who
have the power to decide
who stays and who goes.

10.05 TheGrahamNortonShow
The host is joined by Olivia
Colman, Helena Bonham
Carter, Chadwick Boseman
and Richard Ayoade. Plus,
music fromNiall Horan. (R)

11.05 The Jonathan Ross Show
The presenterwelcomes
guests including Nicole
Scherzinger, LouisWalsh,
TomAllen, and Tiesto, who
performs with the multi-
platinum sellingMabel.

12.10 Bare Knuckle Fight Club
A look at the hidden and
shocking underground world
of bare knuckle fighting. (R)

1.10 Wentworth Prison (R)

7.00Cula 4
9.17Olly an Veain Bheag Bhan
9.22 Bubu & na
hUlchabhain Bheaga
9.33Cat a’ Hata
9.45 La Le Mamo no Daideo (R)
9.52 Is Mise
10.05Ainmhithe Beaga
Thart Orainn
10.35 Timpeall na Tire
11.05 Little House on the Prairie
12.00Murder, She Wrote (R)
12.57An Aimsir Laithreach
1.00Na Sar-Laochra Spoirt (R)
1.30 Live GAA Beo
5.05 Laochra Gael
5.35 The West Wing

6.25 OTholggoTolg S3Ep7
Blaithin de Burca and Ciara
Ni Bhroin reach Tromso (R)

6.55 AbairAmhranS3Ep10
Celebrating the songs
of our schooldays.

7.12 AnAimsir Laithreach
7.15 NuachtTG4
7.30 OllchlarRos naRun

S24Ep10
Dee is trying to get her
head around Katy’s
admission of guilt and

worries that others may
still be doubtful.

8.30 GoGasta S1 Ep5
This edition heads to
CoWaterford where An
Seanphobal go up against
An Rinn.Whowill win the
Go Gasta challenge?

9.30 TradfestTG4S2Ep6
Doireann Ni Ghlacain
presents highlights of
performances from
all over Dublin city.
Featuring Laura Cortese
and the Dance Cards.

10.30 HupS1 Ep8
Highlights from the
Ballyshannon Folk Festival,
with DannyMeehan
and ShaunaMullin. (R)

11.00 Hector USA–
O Chosta go Costa
InMississippi, HectorO
hEochagain meets up with
American football coach
Buddy Stephens. Then, he
chats to former KKK leader
Scott Shepherd. (R)

12.00 AnAimsir Laithreach
12.05 Murder, SheWrote (R)
1.00 France 24
5.30 France 24

7.00 Bob the Builder (R)
7.15 Bob the Builder (R)
7.30Yo Gabba Gabba! (R)
8.00 Teletubbies (R)
8.30 Fireman Sam (R)
8.45 Fireman Sam (R)
9.00 Judge Judy (R)
9.30 Judge Judy (R)
10.00 Judge Judy (R)
10.30 Judge Judy (R)
11.00Dickinson’s Real Deal (R)
12.00 Karen Carpenter:
We’ve Only Just Begun (R)
1.00Coronation Street (R) (T)
4.30Whiskey Business (R)
5.00Virgin Atlantic Up
in the Air (R)

6.00 FarmerWants aWife –
Australia
Following six lonely
farmers on the road to
romance as they choose
between hundreds of
prospective partners. (R)

7.00 Last Laugh inVegas
Following eight of the
biggest comedy and
variety acts from the 60s,
70s and 80s as they travel
to Las Vegas. (R) (T)

8.00 LukeThomas&
theSwingCats
ATV recorded version of
Luke Thomas &The Swing
Cats show as they perform
some of their biggest hits
to an audience. (R)

9.00 ProfessorGreen:
Living inPoverty
The presenter follows
the story of 14-year-
old Tyler, who lives in
cramped emergency
accommodation. (R)

10.10 LongLost Family
Australia S1 Ep3
Hosts Chrissie Swan and
Anh aim to reunite close
relatives after years of
separation. (R) (T)

11.10 Will
To write his new play,Will
must confront Topcliffe.
Meanwhile, to achieve
greatness, Richard tells
his father a harsh truth. (R)

12.10 Good Behaviour
Javier heads out on his
annual solo camping trip. (R)

1.10 Benidorm(R)
2.10 Dickinson’s Real Deal (R)
3.05 Judge Rinder (R)

Programme of the day

Best DramaBest Sport
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FILM
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Satellites

Sunday 10November
SKYSPORTSMAINEVENT
8.30 Golf European Tour Golf 11.30 Football
Championship Football: Cardiff City v Bristol City
13.00 Football Super Sunday: Wolverhampton
Wanderers v Aston Villa 16.00 Football Super
Sunday: Liverpool v Manchester City 19.30 Darts
Grand Slam of Darts 23.00 American Football
NFL 1.10 American FootballNFL: Dallas
Cowboys v Minnesota Vikings

BTSPORT1
6.00 Football A-League: Melbourne
Victory vWellington Phoenix 7.00 Football
A-League: Adelaide United v Brisbane Roar 11.30
Football FA Cup: Dover Athletic v Southend

United 14.00 Football FA Cup: Hayes & Yeading v
Oxford United 19.45 Football Ligue 1: Marseille v Lyon

SKYSPORTSFOOTBALL
11.30 Football Championship Football: Cardiff City
v Bristol City 14.30 Football Scottish Premiership:
Livingston v Rangers 20.00 FootballMLS Cup

SKYSPORTSPREMIERLEAGUE
ROI
13.00 Football Super Sunday:Wolverhampton
Wanderers v Aston Villa 16.00 Football
Super Sunday: Liverpool v Manchester City

TG4
13.30 GAAGAA Beo

HOTPURSUIT, RTE 2, 9pmHHH
Comedy starring ReeseWitherspoon and Sofia Vergara
as a cop and a gangster’s widow who encounter
misfortunes when they’re forced to go on the run.

QUEER EYE:
WE’RE IN JAPAN!
Netflix
Antoni and the team travel to
Japan to help more people
in need of makeovers while
experiencing the country’s
culture and cuisine.

6.00 Breakfast (T)
7.35Match of the Day (R) (T)
9.00 The Andrew Marr Show (T)
10.20Remembrance Sunday:
The Cenotaph (T)
12.30 Bargain Hunt (R) (T)
1.00 BBC News (T)
1.10Weather for the
Week Ahead (T)
1.15 Songs of Praise (T)
1.50 FA Cup Final Score (T)
2.55Animal Park (R) (T)
3.55 Seven Worlds, One Planet.
Examining Asia. (R) (T)
4.55 BBC News (T)
5.10 BBC Newsline (T)
5.20Countryfile (T)

6.20 SevenWorlds,One
PlanetS1 Ep3
Cameras reveal that South
America is full of the
unusual and ingenious,
from the deserts of the
Atacama to the forests
of the Andes. (T)

7.20 StrictlyComeDancing:
TheResults S17 Ep8
ClaudiaWinkleman and
Tess Daly reveal the results
of last night’s show. (T)

8.00 HisDarkMaterials
The Gyptians continue
their search for the
missing children and the
elusive Gobblers. (T)

9.00 World onFire S1 Ep7
Now part of the Special
Operations Executive,
Harry is about to embark
on his first mission.
Last in series. (T)

10.00 BBCNews (T)
10.20 BBCNewsline (T)
10.30 Matchof theDay2

Mark Chapman presents
highlights from today’s
three Premier League
games, including the clash
between Liverpool and
Manchester City. (T)

11.35 AQuestion of Sport
Sue Barker hosts, with
motorcycling great Carl
Fogarty, netball star Eboni
Usoro-Brown, Olympic
hockey gold medalist Helen
Richardson-Walsh and
world champion swimmer
Mark Foster. (R) (T)

12.05 Weather for theWeek
Ahead(T)

12.10 BBCNews(T)

6.15 The A to Z of TV Gardening.
With Carol Kirkwood. (R) (T)
7.00 The Great Chelsea Garden
Challenge (R) (T)
8.00Around the World
in 80 Gardens (R) (T)
9.00Countryfile (R) (T)
10.00 Saturday Kitchen Best Bites.
A look at the show’s highlights. (T)
11.30MasterChef: The
Professionals (R) (T)
12.30 FA Cup Final Score (T)
1.50 Live ATP World Tour Finals.
At London’s O2 Arena. (T)
5.15MOTD: FA Cup Highlights.
Highlights and reaction from the
weekend’s first-round ties. (T)

6.45 Remembrance Sunday:
TheCenotaph
Coverage of this morning’s
commemorations from the
Cenotaph inWhitehall.
The Prince ofWales led
the traditional wreath-
laying ceremony which
was followed by the
march past of veterans
to commemorate the
sacrifice of the British and
Commonwealth military. (T)

8.00 Britain’s Biggest
Warship:Goes to Sea
S2Ep3
TheQueen Elizabeth heads
to NewYork and enters
the harbour in spectacular
fashion. Last in series. (T)

9.00 TheAmericaswith Simon
ReeveS1 Ep5
Explorer Simon Reeve
continues his travels across
the entire length of the
Americas. Last in series. (T)

10.10 I LarAnAonaigh
Maire Bhreathnach and
Daithi OMuiri present. (T)

10.40 PopGoesNorthern
Ireland
This edition of the archive
series focuses on 1991. (T)

11.10 They Shall Not GrowOld
Peter Jackson uses state-
of-the-art technology to
explore the day-to-day
experience of combatants in
the FirstWorldWar. (R) (T)

12.45 Question Time
Fiona Bruce presents debate
fromGlasgow. (R) (T)

1.45 Best House in Town(R) (T)
2.30 Holby City (R) (T)
3.30 This Is BBCTwo(T)

6.15Cheers (R) (T) 6.45 The King
of Queens (R) (T) 7.35 Everybody
Loves Raymond (R) (T) 8.30 Frasier
(R) (T) 9.30 Sunday Brunch (T)
12.30 The Simpsons (R) (T)
1.00 The Simpsons (R) (T)
1.30 The Dog House (R) (T)
2.30 FILM A Dog’s Purpose.
Adventure, starring Josh Gad and
Dennis Quaid.HHHH (2017) (T)
4.30 FILM Night at the Museum:
Secret of the Tomb. Museum guard
Larry travels to London when the
ancient tablet that gives life to
the museum exhibits starts to lose
its power. Adventure, starring
Ben Stiller.HHH (2014) (T)

6.30 Channel 4News (T)
7.00 Great CanalJourneys:

AsianOdysseyS10Ep2
TimothyWest and Prunella
Scales explore Vietnam’s
Mekong Delta before
crossing the border into
Cambodia. Bound for the
capital city of Phnom
Penh, they end their
adventure at AngkorWat,
a temple built by the clever
use of canals. (R) (T)

8.00 Escape to theChateau
S6Ep2
It’s springtime at the
chateau, and the wedding
season is just a few
short weeks away. (T)

9.00 CelebrityHunted
S3Ep5
Gavin Henson persuades
his partnerMartin Offiah to
go to his home to replenish
supplies. Last in series. (T)

10.00 TheUnremembered–
Britain’s Forgotten
WarHeroes
David Lammy discovers
why African soldiers and
porters were overlooked
in the aftermath of the
FirstWorldWar. (T)

11.00 NEWTheMafia Only Kills
in Summer (T)

12.05 FILM 47 Ronin
Action.HHH (2013) (T)

2.05 Grand Designs New
Zealand (R) (T)

3.00 Come Dine withMe(R) (T)
3.55 Great Rail Restorations

with Peter Snow(R) (T)
4.50 Building the Dream(T)
5.45 Kirstie’s Fill YourHouse

for Free (R) (T)
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Movie
of the
day

Today’s Live sport

UTV
6.00Dino Dana (T) 6.10 Super 4 (T) 6.35
Thunderbirds Are Go (T) 7.00Dare Master (T)
7.05Mr Bean: The Animated Series (T) 7.30Mr
Magoo (T) 8.00 Be Cool, Scooby-Doo! (T) 8.30
Robozuna (T) 8.55 Spy School (T) 9.25 ITV News
(T) 9.30 Beautiful Baking with Juliet Sear (T)
10.30 John and Lisa’s Weekend Kitchen (T) 11.30
Nadia’s Family Feasts (T) 12.30 ITV Lunchtime
News (T) 12.40Midsomer Murders (T) 2.40 The
X Factor: Celebrity (T) 4.25 Back to Mine (T) 4.55
ITV Evening News (T) 5.05UTV Live (T) 5.15Harry
Potter and the Half-Blood Prince (2009) (T) 8.00
Celebrity Catchphrase (T) 9.00NEWAnt & Dec’s
DNA Journey (T) 10.30 ITV News (T) 10.45Charles:
50 Years a Prince (T) 11.40 Fifty Shades of Green
with Alan Titchmarsh (T) 12.30 Ideal World 3.00
Motorsport UK (T) 3.50 ITV Nightscreen

BBC4
7.00Cycling: TrackWorld
Cup Highlights 8.00Dan
Cruickshank’s Monuments
of Remembrance 9.00
Everything is Connected
– George Eliot’s Life 10.00
The Sky at Night 10.30
Palace for the People
11.45Great War Horses
12.45 The Sinner 1.25
Pappano’s Classical Voices
2.25 Bolsover Castle with
LucyWorsley: Secret
Knowledge 2.55Dan
Cruickshank’s Monuments
of Remembrance

ITV2
6.00 Emmerdale Omnibus (T) 9.10Coronation
Street Omnibus (T) 12.35 The X Factor: Celebrity (T)
2.30 Funniest Ever You’ve Been Framed! (T) 3.25
You’ve Been Framed! Gold (T) 3.50 Beauty and the
Beast (1991) (T) 5.35 Step Up 2: The Streets (2008)
(T) 7.40Rock of Ages (2012) (T) 10.00Celebrity
Juice (T) 10.50 Family Guy (T) 12.10American Dad!
(T) 1.10 Plebs (T) 1.35Don’t Hate the Playaz (T)
2.20 Teleshopping 5.50 ITV2 Nightscreen

SKYONE
6.00Hour of Power 7.00 Supergirl 8.00 The Flash
9.00Modern Family (T) 11.00WWE: Raw 12.00
SWAT 1.00 Live Super Sunday: Wolves v Aston Villa

4.00 The Simpsons (T) 8.00Magnum PI 9.00
SWAT 10.00Hawaii Five-0 (T) 11.00NCIS: Los
Angeles. Crime drama. (T) 12.00Micky Flanagan
Thinking Aloud (T) 1.00 The Force (T) 2.00 The
People’s Choice Awards 4.00 Brit Cops (T)

SKYWITNESS
6.00Nothing to Declare (T) 9.00 Sun, Sea and
A&E (T) 12.00UK Border Force (T) 2.00Nothing
to Declare (T) 7.00Ghost Whisperer (T) 9.00
The Good Doctor 10.00 FBI 11.00 Instinct 12.00
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit 2.00Ghost
Whisperer (T) 4.00Nothing to Declare (T)

MORE4
8.55All Gardens Great and Small (T) 9.55
George Clarke’s Amazing Spaces (T) 12.05
Come Dine with Me (T) 2.40 Four in a Bed (T)
5.20Come Dine with Me (T) 8.00 999: On the

Frontline (T) 9.00NEW
Emergency Helicopter
Medics (T) 10.00 24 Hours
in A&E (T) 11.05 999:
What’s Your Emergency?
(T) 12.05 24 Hour Baby
Hospital (T) 1.15 Emergency
Helicopter Medics (T) 2.15
Savage Kingdom (T) 3.20
Food Unwrapped (T)

E4
6.00Hollyoaks Omnibus
(T) 8.25 The Goldbergs (T)
10.25 Small Soldiers (1998)
Action, starring Kirsten
Dunst. (T) 12.30Young
Sheldon (T) 1.00 The Big

Bang Theory (T) 4.00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine (T)
7.50 The Devil Wears Prada (2006) Comedy,
starring Anne Hathaway. (T) 10.00Rob Beckett’s
Savage Socials (T) 10.50Naked Attraction (T)
11.50 The Big Bang Theory (T) 12.50Gogglebox
(T) 1.55Naked Attraction (T) 2.50Rob Beckett’s
Savage Socials (T) 3.30Hollyoaks Omnibus (T)

SKYATLANTIC
6.00 Fish Town (T) 7.00Richard E Grant’s Hotel
Secrets (T) 8.00Without a Trace (T) 1.00David
Attenborough’s Kingdom of Plants (T) 4.00 Blue
Bloods 9.00 Britannia 10.00Watchmen (T) 11.10
Real Time with Bill Maher. Talk show. 12.20Ray
Donovan (T) 1.25Nurse Jackie 2.00Watchmen
3.10Ray Donovan (T) 4.10 Storm City (T)

SWAT
SkyOne, 9pm

Don’t Miss
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WILL IRELAND
SURVIVE 2050?
RTEOne, 9.35pm
A night of restful sleep may
not be in store for those who
decide to watch this special
documentary that uses alarming
new evidence about the rapid
escalation of climate change
to pose the question: will
Ireland survive past the year
2050?With contributions from
meteorologist Gerald Fleming
and Dr Cara Augustenborg.

LIVE UNITETHEUNIONCUP
RTE 2, 7pm
Peter Collins and Tony O’Donoghue are live at
Oriel Park to present coverage of the second
leg of the Unite the Union Cup between
Dundalk and Linfield (kick-off 7.05pm).

THEYOUNGOFFENDERS
RTE 2, 9.30pm
The boys from Cork return for a new season,
and as Jock and Conor navigate their difficult
teenage years under the watchful eye of
Mairead, Jock is under increasing pressure.

6.30 Teleshopping
7.05My Kitchen Rules (T)
8.10 Today with Maura and
Daithi (R) (T)
10.05 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show (T)
11.00Dr Phil (T)
11.55 Shortland Street (T)
12.25Doctors (T)
1.00RTE News (T)
1.30Home and Away (T)
2.00Neighbours (T)
2.25 EastEnders (R) (T)
3.00 Fair City (R) (T)
3.30 Today with Maura and
Daithi (T)
5.40Nuacht

6.00 TheAngelus S1 Ep1
6.01 RTENews (T)
7.00 Nationwide

A look at some of the major
stories and events from
around the country. (T)

7.30 Tastes LikeHomeS4Ep2
Presenter Catherine Fulvio
travels stateside to Boston
withMarian Sinnott’s
recipe for a chicken
paprika dish forMarian’s
daughter Sarah-Jo. (T)

8.00 EastEnders
S2019Ep6022
The walls being to close in
on a nervous Sharon. (T)

8.30 10Things toKnowAbout
S5Ep1
Exploring some of the
most exciting Irish
scientific research. (T)

9.00 RTENews (T)
9.35 Will IrelandSurvive

2050?S1 Ep1
Gerald Fleming and
Dr Cara Augustenborg
examine the disturbing
consequences of extreme
global weather. (T)

10.35 ClaireByrne Live
The host welcomes guests
for topical discussion. (T)

11.35 WhoDoYouThinkYouAre?
FilmmakerNoel Clarke’s
journey starts in Trinidad,
where both his parents are
from, but the trails takes
him to other islands. (T)

12.50 The Late Late Show(R) (T)
2.55 Claire Byrne Live (R) (T)
3.50 Nationwide (R)
4.15 Dr Phil (R) (T)
5.00 Doctors (R) (T)
5.30 EuroNews

6.00 EuroNews
6.45RTEjr
12.15 Lifeboat Luke
12.20Ar mBia Ar Sli (T)
12.30Mr Young (T)
12.50 The Deep (T)
1.15 Lost and Found
Music Studios (T)
1.45Matt Hatter Chronicles (T)
2.10 Sadie J (T)
2.45Millie Inbetween (T)
3.15Drop Dead Weird (T)
3.45Disney Austin and Ally (T)
4.10 Shaun the Sheep (T)
4.20 news2day (T)
4.30 The Simpsons (R) (T)
5.30 Shortland Street (R) (T)

6.00 Neighbours
S2019Ep8231
David gets an unexpected
pay rise. (R) (T)

6.30 HomeandAway
S2019Ep7216
Alf is testing the water
withMartha, but she is
clearly rattled. (R) (T)

7.00 LiveUnite theUnionCup:
DundalkvLinfield
(Kick-off 7.05pm) Coverage
fromOriel Park. This is the

inaugural edition of the
competition, which sees
the champions from both
football associations on the
island of Ireland compete.
This is the secondmatch,
the first having taken
place last Friday at
Windsor Park in Belfast. (T)

9.30 TheYoungOffenders
S2Ep1
Everyone is anxious about
the impending arrival –
particularly Jock. (T)

10.05 PullingwithMyParents
S1 Ep5
This edition features Alan
McGarry and Shannon
Mostert, whose families
help them find love. (T)

11.05 MrMercedes
Crime drama, starring
Brendan Gleeson. (T)

12.05 This Country
It is the most important day
of the year for Kerry, the
annual steam fair. (R) (T)

12.40 53 Degrees 17
Minutes 40 Feet (T)

12.45 Killing Eve (R) (T)
1.40 Hawaii Five-0
2.30 EuroNews

6.30UEFA Champions
League Weekly (R)
7.00 Ireland AM (T)
11.00 Elaine
12.00News: Live at 12 (T)
1.00 The Chase (R) (T)
3.00May the Best House Win (R)
4.00 Britain’s Brightest Family.
Anne Hegerty hosts the quiz show
as 16 clans compete to win the
holiday of a lifetime. (R) (T)
4.30 Judge Judy. Judith Sheindlin
presides over more family court
cases, small claims disputes
and marital dissensions. (R)
5.00 Judge Judy (R)
5.30News at 5.30 (T)

6.00 TheSixO’ClockShow
Magazine show, featuring
some of Ireland’s
biggest celebrities. (T)

7.00 Emmerdale
S2019Ep8645
Aaron and Cain receive
a visitor. Plus, Vanessa
tries to get the truth. (T)

7.30 Coronation Street
S2019Ep9922
Chesney and Gemma
receive a lucrative offer. (T)

8.00 Newsat 8 (T)
8.30 Coronation Street

S2019Ep9923
Gary attempts to buy
Maria’s affection. (T)

9.00 Darklands
In the final episode,
Damien vows revenge after
finally discovering the fate
of his brotherWes, and
as Bernie puts her plan
into action, the Keegans
face annihilation. (T)

10.00 CodeBlue:Murder
Police seek the killer of
pensioner John ‘Jack’
Williams, who was
attacked in his own home,
with few leads to go on
except grainy CCTV. (R)

11.00 VirginMedia Sport Tonight
12.00 Next of Kin

DoctorMona Harcourt and
her husband are drawn
into a conspiracy when her
nephewDanny is linked
to a terrorist attack. (R) (T)

1.00 The Royal
Alun and Ken stumble across
some ill-gotten gains. (R) (T)

1.55 Infomercial (R)
5.25 The Six O’Clock Show(R)

7.30 Judge Rinder (R)
8.30 Tipping Point (R) (T)
9.30 Think Tank (R)
10.30 The Chase (R) (T)
11.30 Judge Rinder (R)
12.30 The Royal (R) (T)
1.30 Ireland AM (R)
2.30 Emmerdale. Charity has
some explaining to do. Meanwhile,
Kerry is heartbroken. (R) (T)
3.00Coronation Street. Ali
confronts Gary with evidence of
his money-lending racket. (R) (T)
3.30Coronation Street (R) (T)
4.00 Tipping Point. Coin-drop quiz
show, with Ben Shephard. (R) (T)
5.00 Tipping Point (R) (T)

6.00 TheChase S12Ep84
Another edition of the
general knowledge quiz
show, as four contestants
join forces in an attempt to
outsmart a ruthless trivia
genius who is determined
to prevent them from
winning big money. (R) (T)

7.00 TheChase S12Ep165
Quiz show, in which four
players take on a ruthless
trivia genius. (R) (T)

8.00 Poirot S2Ep5
When a woman believes
her life is in danger,
Poirot and Hastings find
her neighbours close
ranks against interfering
outsiders. (R) (T)

9.00 Love IslandAustralia
S2Ep15
Glamorous singles live
in a beautiful villa under
the watchful gaze of the
audience at home, who
have the power to decide
who stays and who goes.

10.05 NewsonTwo
10.30 Coronation Street

S2019Ep9922
Chesney and Gemma get
a lucrative offer. (R) (T)

11.00 Coronation Street
Carla pushes Roy to make
contact with his brother.
Meanwhile, Gary tries to buy
Maria’s affection. (R) (T)

11.30 Emmerdale
Aaron and Cain receive a
visitor. Elsewhere, Vanessa
tries to get the truth. (R) (T)

12.00 Renovation Nation (R)
1.00 Nadia: Chasing the

Dream(R)

7.00Cula 4 na nOg
9.30Ainmhi 999
10.00Weakest Link
10.55 Little House on the Prairie
11.50Abair Amhran
12.05A Chef’s Life
12.35 Bia ’s Bothar
1.05Murder, She Wrote
2.00Weakest Link (R)
3.00Cula 4 na nOg
4.02Alvinnn !!! & the Chipmunks
4.14Donall Dana
4.26Clarence
4.37 SpongeBob SquarePants
5.05WAC
5.32An Aimsir Laithreach
5.35 Irish Paint Magic

6.05 GilmoreGirls S7Ep2
Wanting to distract herself
from her own sad love life,
Lorelai turns tries to cheer
Rory up. Plus, Lane returns
from her honeymoon.

6.57 AnAimsir Laithreach
7.00 NuachtTG4
7.30 AnLa aRugadhMe

S2Ep5
Peter Coonan looks at the
news on the day he was
born, 15thMarch 1984. (R)

8.00 GAAS19Ep41
The team hosts GAA club
highlights from around
the country, including the
Galway hurling final.

9.00 GlorTire –Rogha&Togha
S12Ep3
With JohnMcNicholl,
Patrick Feeney, Lee
Matthews, Mick Flavin
and Shawn Cuddy. (R)

9.30 ReservoirDogs
After a simple jewellery
heist goes terribly wrong,
the surviving criminals
begin to suspect that
one of them is a police
informant. Drama, starring
Harvey Keitel and Tim
Roth.HHHHH (1992)

11.25 Fir, Maru agus Gra
Examining the trial of
ChristopherNewman for the
horrific murder of Georgina
Eager inWalkinstown,
Dublin in 2003.

11.57 AnAimsir Laithreach
12.00 TheWestWing

Josh encounters Joey Lucas.
12.50 Na Sar-Laochra Spoirt (R)
1.20 France 24
5.30 France 24

7.00 Bob the Builder (R)
7.15 Bob the Builder (R)
7.30Yo Gabba Gabba! (R)
8.00 Teletubbies (R)
8.30 Fireman Sam (R)
8.45 Fireman Sam (R)
9.00 Judge Rinder (R)
10.00 Pressure Pad (R)
11.00 Pressure Pad (R)
12.00Yes Chef (R) (T)
1.00 Judge Rinder (R)
2.00 Judge Rinder (R)
3.00 Elaine (R)
4.00 The Royal (R) (T)
5.00 Titanic. Barnes rescues
Watson and gives her a parting
gift that will change her life. (R)

6.00 KeepingCanadaAlive
Fly-on-the-wall series in
which personal stories
and real-life situations
are combined to offer
a snapshot of Canada’s
healthcare system. (R)

7.00 Breathless
Elizabeth continues to try
to manage the situation
withMulligan alone, but it
becomes clear things have
spiralled out of control. (R)

8.00 ATouchofFrost
The veteran detective is
paired with DSMarsh to
investigate after a bus
driver and conductor are
abducted. However, a surly
Frost is far from happy
asMarsh made a formal
complaint about him 15
years before. (R) (T)

10.00 Ireland’sMost Shocking
Crimes
Exploring the case of
Catherine Nevin, the
woman nicknamedThe
BlackWidowwhowas
convicted ofmurdering
her husband TomNevin
at their pub in CoWicklow
on 19March 1996. (R)

11.00 The Bank: AMatter
of Life and Debt
Following the staff and
customers of a NatWest
branch inWest Yorkshire
over the course of a year. (R)

12.00 The Restaurant
RugbystarAndrewTrimble
triestocreateathree-
coursemenu.(R) (T)

1.00 Elaine (R)
2.00 Judge Rinder (R)

Programme of the day

Best ComedyBest Sport

FILM

NEW

NEW
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Satellites

Monday 11 November
BTSPORT1
19.00 FootballNational League Football:
Harrogate Town v Portsmouth

EUROSPORT1
12.45 SnookerNorthern Ireland Open Snooker
18.45 SnookerNorthern Ireland Open Snooker

RTE2
19.00 FootballUnite the Union
Cup: Dundalk v Linfield

SKYSPORTSACTION
19.00 DartsGrand Slam of Darts
1.00 American FootballNFL:
Divisional v San Francisco 49ers

SKYSPORTSARENA
1.00WrestlingWWE: Late Night Raw

SKYSPORTSFOOTBALL
16.15 FootballMLS Cup 19.35 Football
Irish Premiership: Larne v Crusaders

SKYSPORTSMAINEVENT
19.00 DartsGrand Slam of Darts

1.00 American FootballNFL: San
Francisco 49ers v Seattle Seahawks

BBC2NORTHERN
IRELAND
14.00 Tennis ATPWorld Tour Finals
19.00 FootballMOTD: FA Cup Draw

RESERVOIRDOGS, TG4, 9.30pmHHHHH
In Quentin Tarantino’s breakthrough hit, a perfectly
planned heist goes horribly wrong when one of
assembled hoodlums turns out to be a police informer.

CELEBRITYHUNTED
All4
Only four celebrity fugitives
remain in the competition,
and Gavin Henson’s
decision to go back to his
house to get supplies turns
out not to be a bright one.

6.00 Breakfast (T)
9.15Dom Does America (T)
10.00Homes Under the
Hammer (R) (T)
11.00 Two Minute Silence (T)
11.02Claimed and Shamed (R) (T)
11.45 Ill Gotten Gains (T)
12.15 Bargain Hunt (T)
1.00 BBC News (T)
1.30 BBC Newsline (T)
1.45Doctors (T)
2.15Head Hunters (T)
3.00 Escape to the Country (R) (T)
3.45Money for Nothing (R) (T)
4.30Antiques Road Trip (R) (T)
5.15 Pointless. Low-scoring quiz,
with Alexander Armstrong. (R) (T)

6.00 BBCNews (T)
6.30 BBCNewsline (T)
7.00 TheOneShow

The hosts are joined by
celebrity guests from the
eclectic worlds ofmusic
and entertainment. (T)

7.30 Barra on theBann
Barra Best makes his way
along the River Bann,
meeting those who live,
work and play on Northern
Ireland’s longest river. (T)

8.00 EastEnders
S2019Ep6022
The walls being to close in
on a nervous Sharon. (T)

8.30 Panorama
Investigating how airlines
might reduce their
environmental impact. (T)

9.00 Cops on the Frontline
Stories of the policemen
and policewomen on
the frontline during
the Troubles. (T)

10.00 BBCNews (T)
10.25 BBCNewsline (T)
10.35 GaryLineker:My

Grandad’sWarS1 Ep1
Gary Lineker follows in
the footsteps of his late
grandad, Stanley Abbs. (T)

11.35 Pop Goes Northern Ireland
The IRA launch an attack on
the British Cabinet when a
bomb explodes in the garden
of 10 Downing Street. (R) (T)

12.05 NEWTheYoung
Offenders (T)

12.35 Have I Got a Bit More
News forYou (R) (T)

1.20 The GrahamNorton
Show(R) (T)

2.10 BBCNews(T)

6.30 For Love or Money (R) (T)
7.15 Bargain Hunt (R) (T)
8.00 The Octopus in
My House (R) (T)
9.00 BBC News; Weather (T)
10.00Victoria Derbyshire (T)
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live (T)
12.00 Politics Live (T)
1.00Omar Sharif: Talking
Pictures (R) (T)
1.30 Jane Fonda: Talking
Pictures (R) (T)
2.00 Live ATP World Tour Finals.
Coverage of the action from
the World Tour Finals. (T)
4.45 Eggheads (R) (T)
5.15 Flog It! (T)

6.00 RichardOsman’sHouse
ofGamesS3Ep16 (T)

6.30 Strictly ItTakesTwo (T)
7.00 LiveMOTD: FACup

2ndRoundDraw
Mark Chapman presents
the second-round draw. (T)

7.30 Saving Lives at Sea
S3Ep2
The crew of Courtown’s
inshore lifeboat help
a girl with suspected
spinal injuries. (R) (T)

8.00 OnlyConnect S23Ep10
Two teams who lost their
first match return for
one last chance to stay
in the tournament. (T)

8.30 UniversityChallenge
S26Ep16
The second highest-
scoring losermatch. (T)

9.00 Saving theOrangutan
S39Ep5
Documentary looking
towards the future and
asking what hope remains
to save the animal. (R) (T)

10.00 MotherlandS2Ep6
Julia tries to abide by the
rules and clashes withMrs
Lamb. Last in series. (T)

10.30 Newsnight (T)

11.15 WWI: The Final Hours
Uncovering the events
leading up to the Armistice
negotiations. (R) (T)

12.15 NEWPimped by a Cleric:
Iraq’s Secret Sex Trade
Nawal Al Maghafi looks
at Shia clerics at some of
Iraq’s holiest shrines. (T)

1.15 TheApprentice (R) (T)
2.20 Countryfile (R) (T)
3.15 This Is BBCTwo(T)

6.30 The King of Queens (R) (T)
7.45 Everybody Loves Raymond
(R) (T) 8.40 Frasier (R) (T) 10.10
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares
USA. In New Orleans. (R) (T) 11.05
Undercover Boss USA (R) (T)
12.00Channel 4 News (T)
12.05Couples Come Dine with
Me. In the Channel Islands. (R) (T)
1.05A New Life in the Sun (R) (T)
2.10Countdown (T)
3.00A Place in the Sun: Winter
Sun. On Spain’s Mar Menor. (R) (T)
4.00 Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
With Dick Strawbridge. (T)
5.00 Junior Bake Off. Harry Hill
hosts the junior baking contest. (T)

6.00 TheSimpsons S27Ep6
Homer loses a large sum of
money to Laney Fontaine
in a poker game and, in
order to settle his debt,
he lends Lisa to the stage
star for a month. (T)

6.30 Hollyoaks
Ste makes a new ally.
Meanwhile, the net closes
in on one of the suspects in
Mercedes’ shooting. (T)

7.00 Channel 4News (T)

8.00 Dispatches
The investigative
series investigates the
unstoppable growth of
retailerAmazon. (T)

8.30 TravelManS9Ep4
Richard Ayoade and
Ellie Taylor team up for a
two-day meander around
Madrid. Last in series. (T)

9.00 Smuggled
Kyle tests a lesser-known
ferry route into the UK
fromHolland. Plus, two
attempts are made to cross
the Channel directly. (T)

10.00 Gogglebox S14Ep9
Opinionated viewers
react to the biggest
programmes on TV. (R) (T)

11.05 AVery British Sex
Shop(R) (T)

12.10 Pants on Fire (T)
1.05 Undercover Boss USA(R) (T)
1.55 The End of the F***ing

World (R) (T)
2.50 Come Dine withMe(R) (T)
3.45 Grand Designs:

House of the Year (R) (T)
4.40 Building the Dream(T)
5.35 Kirstie’s Fill Your

House for Free (R) (T)
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Movie
of the
day

Today’s Live sport

UTV
9.25 Judge Rinder (T) 10.30 This Morning (T) 12.30
LooseWomen (T) 1.30 ITV Lunchtime News (T)
1.55UTV Live (T) 2.00Dickinson’s Real Deal (T)
3.00 Tenable (T) 4.00 Tipping Point (T) 5.00Cash
Trapped (T) 6.00UTV Live (T) 6.30 ITV Evening
News (T) 7.00 Emmerdale (T) 7.30Coronation
Street (T) 8.00 Lough Erne (T) 8.30Coronation
Street (T) 9.00Ant & Dec’s DNA Journey (T)
10.35 ITV News (T) 11.05UTV Live (T) 11.20On
Assignment (T) 11.55Cash Trapped (T) 12.50 Ideal
World 3.00Masterpiece with Alan Titchmarsh (T)

BBC4
7.00 Beyond 100 Days 7.30WW1 at Home –
Cadburys at War 8.00Great Barrier Reef 9.00
Maiden - Storyville 10.30 PQ 17: An Arctic Convoy
Disaster 11.30 Freud: Genius of the Modern
World 12.30 Timewatch
–WW1: Aces Falling 1.30
Pappano’s Classical Voices

ITV2
8.00 Emmerdale (T) 8.30
Coronation Street (T) 9.25
The Ellen DeGeneres Show
(T) 10.25 Superstore (T)
11.15Dress to Impress (T)
12.15 Emmerdale (T) 12.45
Coronation Street (T) 1.50
The Ellen DeGeneres Show
(T) 2.45 Supermarket
Sweep (T) 3.50Dinner Date
(T) 4.50Dress to Impress
(T) 5.50 Take Me Out (T)
7.00You’ve Been Framed!
Gold (T) 8.00 Supermarket Sweep (T) 9.00 Family
Guy (T) 9.30American Dad! (T) 10.00 Plebs (T)
10.30 Family Guy (T) 11.30American Dad! (T) 12.00
Zomboat! (T) 12.30 Shopping with Keith Lemon (T)

SKYONE
6.00Monkey Life (T) 7.00 Kay Burley @ Breakfast
9.00Motorway Patrol (T) 10.00 Stargate SG-1 (T)
11.00NCIS: Los Angeles (T) 1.00Hawaii Five-0 (T)
3.00Motorway Patrol (T) 4.00Modern Family (T)
5.00 The Simpsons (T) 5.30 Futurama (T) 6.30 The
Simpsons (T) 8.00 Supergirl 9.00A League of Their
Own. Comedy panel show. (T) 10.00 The People’s
Choice Awards 12.00 There’s Something About
Movies 1.00A League of Their Own (T) 2.00 Brit
Cops (T) 3.00Manifest 5.00 Futurama (T)

SKYWITNESS
9.00 Blue Bloods (T) 10.00Criminal Minds (T)
11.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (T) 12.00
Elementary (T) 1.00 Blue Bloods (T) 2.00 The
Real A&E (T) 3.00 Sun, Sea and A&E (T) 4.00
UK Border Force (T) 5.00Nothing to Declare
(T) 8.00Criminal Minds (T) 9.00NEW The
Inbetween 10.00Criminal Minds (T) 11.00 Law
& Order: Special Victims Unit 12.00CSI: Crime
Scene Investigation (T) 1.00 The Good Doctor

MORE4
8.55 Food Unwrapped (T) 9.30A Place in the
Sun: Home or Away (T) 10.30A Place in the
Sun: Summer Sun (T) 11.35 Four in a Bed (T) 2.10
Come Dine with Me (T) 4.50 The Secret Life of
the Zoo (T) 5.55 Emergency Helicopter Medics
(T) 6.55 999: On the Frontline (T) 7.55 Escape

to the Chateau (T) 9.00
A Royal Tour of the 20th
Century (T) 10.00 It Was
Alright in the 1980s (T)
11.05 24 Hours in A&E (T)
12.05 Emergency Helicopter
Medics (T) 1.10 999: On the
Frontline (T) 2.15A Royal
Tour of the 20th Century (T)
3.20 Food Unwrapped (T)

E4
9.00 Junior Bake Off (T)
10.00 The Big Bang Theory
(T) 11.00 The Goldbergs (T)
12.00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
(T) 3.00Young Sheldon (T)
4.00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
(T) 5.00 The Goldbergs (T)

6.00 The Big Bang Theory (T) 7.00Hollyoaks
(T) 7.30Come Dine with Me (T) 8.00 The Big
Bang Theory (T) 9.00Made in Chelsea (T) 10.00
Spencer, Vogue andWedding Two (T) 11.05 The
Big Bang Theory (T) 12.05Gogglebox (T)

SKYATLANTIC
9.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (T) 10.00
TheWest Wing (T) 12.00Without a Trace (T)
2.00 Blue Bloods (T) 3.00 TheWest Wing (T)
5.00Without a Trace (T) 7.00CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation (T) 8.00 Blue Bloods (T) 9.00
Watchmen 10.10 Silicon Valley 10.45 Last Week
Tonight with John Oliver 11.20Real Time with
Bill Maher 12.30 The Affair 2.15Dexter (T)

MADE IN CHELSEA
E4, 9pm

Don’t Miss

NEW
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GOLDDIGGER
BBC1, 9pm
It’s Julia Day’s 60th birthday,
and the first she’s ever spent
alone. Her husband of 35
years has just left her, and
determined not to be miserable,
she takes the train up to
London to meet with her
grown-up children. Instead,
she falls in love with a suave
young man her kids will become
deeply suspicious of. Julia
Ormond and Ben Barnes star.

HOTAIR: IRELAND’SCLIMATECRISIS
RTEOne, 9.35pm
Philip Boucher-Hayes looks at some of the
areas that must be urgently addressed if
Ireland is to stand any chance of meeting the
emissions reductions target it signed up to.

RICKSTEIN’S SECRETFRANCE
BBC2, 9pm
Rick heads along France’s eastern border
through Alsace and Jura, a region famous for
its Comte cheese, before heading inland to
Burgundy to sample a special glass of wine.

6.55My Kitchen Rules (T)
8.00 Today with Maura
and Daithi (R) (T)
9.55 The Ellen DeGeneres Show (T)
10.50Dr Phil (T)
11.45 Shortland Street (T)
12.15Doctors (T)
12.45 Telly Bingo
1.00RTE News (T)
1.30Home and Away (T)
2.00Neighbours (T)
2.25 EastEnders (R) (T)
3.00Neven’s Irish
Food Trails (R) (T)
3.30 Today with Maura
and Daithi (T)
5.40Nuacht

6.00 TheAngelus S1 Ep2
6.01 RTENews (T)
7.00 WhatPlanetAreYouOn?

S1 Ep1
Factual series in which
Maia Dunphy introduces
viewers to the three
families and finds out how
each of the households
consumes water, energy,
food and howmuch waste
they create and what
happens to it. (T)

8.00 EastEnders
S2019Ep6023
Mel is more determined
than ever to get revenge
on theMitchells. (T)

8.30 FairCityS2019Ep182
Will changes tact to bring
Cristiano into line. (T)

9.00 RTENews (T)
9.35 HotAir: Ireland’sClimate

CrisisS1 Ep1
Examining what it’s going
to take for Ireland to play
its part in solving the
problem and looking at
the areas to be addressed
to meet the emissions
reduction targets Ireland
has signed up to. (T)

10.35 PrimeTime (T)

11.15 Pulling withMy Parents
With AlanMcGarry and
ShannonMostert. (R) (T)

12.20 Acceptable Risk (R) (T)
1.20 Last Tango in Halifax (T)
2.30 Criminal Minds (R) (T)
3.15 W1A(R) (T)
3.45 Prime Time(R) (T)
4.20 Telly Bingo (R)
4.30 Dr Phil (R) (T)
5.15 Doctors (R) (T)
5.45 EuroNews

6.00 EuroNews
6.45RTEjr
12.15 Lifeboat Luke
12.20Ar mBia Ar Sli (T)
12.30Mr Young (T)
12.50 The Deep (T)
1.15 Lost and Found
Music Studios (T)
1.45Matt Hatter Chronicles (T)
2.10 Sadie J (T)
2.45Millie Inbetween (T)
3.15 Flossie the Beach Cleaner
3.45Disney Austin and Ally (T)
4.10 Shaun the Sheep (T)
4.20 news2day (T)
4.30 The Simpsons (R) (T)
5.30 Shortland Street (R) (T)

6.00 Neighbours
S2019Ep8232
Terese is tempted to fall
off the wagon. (R) (T)

6.30 HomeandAway
S2019Ep7217
Martha andAlf leave on a
romantic road trip. (R) (T)

7.00 TheBigBangTheory
S10Ep7
Amy lies to Sheldon
so they can carry on
living together. (R) (T)

7.30 Creedon’sAtlas of Ireland
Exploring the meaning
behind ourmost unusual
place names. (R) (T)

8.30 TopGearS26Ep2
Matt LeBlanc and Chris
Harris take a road trip
across Sri Lanka. (T)

9.30 Line ofDutyS5Ep5
As the hunt for “H”
intensifies, Steve and
Kate wonder if Hastings is
guarding a dark secret. (T)

10.40 ThisWorld:Transgender
Kids –WhoKnowsBest?
S1 Ep7
Exploring the best
approach for parents
when their child is facing
gender dysphoria. (T)

11.45 Peaky Blinders
Tommy is estranged from
his family and focused
only on business. (R) (T)

12.55 WhoDoYouThink
YouAre (R) (T)

2.00 The Rotunda (R) (T)
2.55 The Game(R) (T)
3.50 Getaways (T)
4.15 Getaways (R) (T)
4.40 Great House Revival (R) (T)
5.35 EuroNews

6.10 Pressure Pad (R)
7.00 Ireland AM (T)
11.00 Elaine
12.00News: Live at 12 (T)
1.00 The Chase (R) (T)
2.00 The Chase (R) (T)
3.00May the Best House Win (R)
4.00 Britain’s Brightest Family.
Anne Hegerty hosts the quiz show
as 16 clans compete to win the
holiday of a lifetime. (R) (T)
4.30 Judge Judy. Judge Judith
Sheindlin presides over more family
court cases, small claims disputes
and marital dissensions. (R)
5.00 Judge Judy (R)
5.30News at 5.30 (T)

6.00 TheSixO’ClockShow
Magazine show, chatting
with some of Ireland’s
biggest celebrities and
sampling food from the
country’s best chefs. (T)

7.00 Emmerdale
S2019Ep8646
Aaron and Cain race
against time. Meanwhile,
Arthur’s feelings bubble
over. Plus, Liam delivers a
surprise to Bernice. (T)

8.00 Newsat 8 (T)
8.30 PaulTreyvaud’sKitchen

Recipes include
mulligatawny soup with
goats’ cheese scones and
a rice dish and incredible
lamb and fennel
seed skewers. (R)

9.00 TheExpendables 2
MrChurch reunites the
team forwhat should be
an easy paycheck, but
when one of theirmen
is murdered on the job,
their quest for revenge
puts them deep in enemy
territory and up against
an unexpected threat.
Action, starring Sylvester
Stallone.HHH (2012)

11.00 The Tonight Show
Apanel of guests from
politics, comedy, sport and
more offer their unique
take on the big national
and international stories
making the headlines. (T)

12.00 Frontline Doctors:Winter
Migrant Crisis (R)

1.00 The Royal (R) (T)
1.55 Infomercial
5.25 The Six O’Clock Show(R)

7.30 Judge Rinder (R)
8.30 Tipping Point (R) (T)
9.30 Think Tank (R)
10.30 The Chase (R) (T)
11.30 Judge Rinder (R)
12.30 The Royal (R) (T)
1.30 Ireland AM (R)
2.30 Emmerdale. Aaron and
Cain receive a visitor. (R) (T)
3.00Coronation Street. Michelle
takes a risk by warning Alya
to watch out for Ray. (R) (T)
3.30Coronation Street. Gary tries
to buy Maria’s affection. (R) (T)
4.00 Tipping Point. Coin-drop quiz
show with Ben Shephard. (R) (T)
5.00 Tipping Point (R) (T)

6.00 TheChase S12Ep85
Another edition of the
general knowledge quiz
show as four contestants
join forces in an attempt to
outsmart a ruthless trivia
genius who is determined
to prevent them from
winning big money. (R) (T)

7.00 TheChase S12Ep166
Quiz show in which four
players take on a ruthless
trivia genius. (R) (T)

8.00 CelebrityMasterchef
S1 Ep4
Stars including Samantha
Mumba and Simon
Delaney try to impress
the judges. (R) (T)

9.00 Love IslandAustralia
S2Ep16
Singletons live in a villa
under the watchful gaze of
the audience at home, who
have the power to decide
who stays and who goes.

10.05 NewsonTwo
10.30 Emmerdale

S2019Ep8646
Aaron and Cain race
against time. Elsewhere,
Liam delivers a surprise
to Bernice. (R) (T)

11.00 Emmerdale
Arthur’s feelings of anger
bubble over. (R) (T)

11.30 Nightmare Tenants,
Slum Landlords
Cameras follow a team
of eviction specialists as
they attempt to remove
residents from buildings. (R)

12.30 Nightmare Tenants,
Slum Landlords (R)

1.30 Danger! Amanda atWork (R)

7.00Cula 4 na nOg
9.30Ainmhi 999
10.00Weakest Link
10.55 Little House on the Prairie
11.50Abair Amhran
12.05A Chef’s Life
12.35 Bia ‘s Bothar
1.05Murder, She Wrote
2.00Weakest Link (R)
3.00Cula 4 na nOg
4.14Donall Dana
4.26Clarence
4.37 SpongeBob SquarePants
5.05Mo Shaol Do Shaol
5.19Adventure Time
5.32An Aimsir Laithreach
5.35 Seoda Bhailiuchan na Scol (R)

6.05 GilmoreGirls S7Ep3
Rory has a tough time
making her long-distance
relationship with Logan
work, and Christopher
makes a confession.

6.57 AnAimsir Laithreach
7.00 NuachtTG4S24
7.30 7 La S17Ep32

Current affairs series in
which no topic is off limits
but particular focus is
given to Gaeltacht issues.

8.00 AnMisean sa tSin S1 Ep2
A look at the work of Irish
missionaries in China. (R)

8.30 Ros naRunS24Ep21
Grainne is trying to adjust
to life back in the village.

9.00 GlorTire –Rogha&Togha
S12Ep4
Performers include
Patrick Feeney. (R)

9.30 Opry leDaniel S9Ep2
Featuring performances
fromMaxTBarnes, Ashley
Campbell, Catherine
McGrath and I Draw Slow.

10.30 Orange Is theNewBlack
S4Ep4
Lorna gets a visit from her
new husband andmakes
everyone uncomfortable.

11.35 Ros na Run
Bobbi Lee fears she may
have provoked Padraig to
break into Gaudi’s. (R)

12.05 TheWestWing
Zoey cancels her date with
Charlie at a club opening
because of death threats
fromwhite supremacists.

12.55 AnAimsir Laithreach
12.58 Fiorsceal (R)
2.05 France 24

7.00 Bob the Builder (R)
7.30Yo Gabba Gabba! (R)
8.00 Teletubbies (R)
8.30 Fireman Sam (R)
8.45 Fireman Sam (R)
9.00 Judge Rinder (R)
10.00 Pressure Pad (R)
11.00 Pressure Pad (R)
12.00Yes Chef (R)
1.00 Judge Rinder (R)
2.00 Judge Rinder (R)
3.00 Elaine (R)
4.00 The Royal (R) (T)
5.00 Temple Street Children’s
Hospital (R) (T)
5.30 Temple Street Children’s
Hospital (R) (T)

6.00 Lucky7
Adying mother predicts
the major events in her
daughter’s life. However,
the young womanmust
question’s hermum’s
ability when she falls
in love with a guy who
isn’t the one hermother
foretold. Comedy, starring
KimberlyWilliams-Paisley
and Patrick Dempsey.
HHH (2003)

8.00 BillyConnolly: Journey
to theEndof theWorld
The comedian continues
his journey through
the remote regions of
Canada, from the Atlantic
to the Pacific. (R)

9.00 TheMidwives S1 Ep3
Jenny forms a friendship
with an old soldier.
Meanwhile, Trixie and
Cynthia enrol a pregnant
woman in her 40s. (R)

10.15 MurderonPleasantDrive
Awoman called Fran
mysteriously goes missing
so her daughter and sister
set out to find her. The
pair begin to suspect
Fran’s husband when they

discover evidence that
his previous wife
disappeared as well. (R)

12.05 Transformation Street
D ocumentary series filmed
over a 12-month period with
unprecedented access to a
private clinic onWimpole
Street in London following
its staff and patients. (R) (T)

1.05 Elaine (R)
2.00 Judge Rinder (R)

Programme of the day

Best CulinaryBest Documentary

NEW

FILM

FILM
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Tuesday 12November
SKYSPORTSMAINEVENT
19.00 DartsGrand Slam of Darts. Day four of the 2019
bwin Grand Slam of Darts in Wolverhampton.

BBC2NORTHERN IRELAND
14.00 Tennis ATPWorld Tour Finals

BBC4
19.00 FootballWomen’s Football:
Czech Republic v England

BTSPORT1
0.30 American Football
College Football

BTSPORT2
0.30 American Football College Football

ESPN
2.00 Basketball College Basketball 4.30
Basketball College Basketball: Oklahoma
Sooners v Oregon State Beavers

EUROSPORT1
12.45 SnookerNorthern Ireland Open Snooker
18.45 SnookerNorthern Ireland Open Snooker.
Day two of the 2019 Northern Ireland Open.

SKYSPORTSACTION
19.00 DartsGrand Slam of Darts. Day
four of the 2019 bwin Grand Slam of
Darts in Wolverhampton. This unique
event sees members of both the PDC

and the BDO compete in the same field.

THEDARKKNIGHT, SkyOne, 10pmHHHHH
Only Batman can save Gotham City from chaos
when the Joker stages unleashes an elaborate
terrorist attack. Christian Bale and Heath Ledger star.

TRAVELMAN
All4
Richard Ayoade and Ellie
Taylor enjoy tapas, the
delights of the Prado art
museum and a ghoulish
Inquisition exhibit on a
two-day break in Madrid.

6.00 Breakfast (T)
9.15Dom Does America (T)
10.00Homes Under the Hammer.
Property programme. (T)
11.00Claimed and Shamed (R) (T)
11.45 Ill Gotten Gains (T)
12.15 Bargain Hunt (R) (T)
1.00 BBC News (T)
1.30 BBC Newsline (T)
1.45Doctors (T)
2.15Head Hunters (T)
3.00 Escape to the Country (R) (T)
3.45Money for Nothing (R) (T)
4.30Antiques Road Trip (R) (T)
5.15 Pointless. Low-scoring quiz,
hosted by Alexander Armstrong
and co-host Richard Osman. (R) (T)

6.00 BBCNews (T)
6.30 BBCNewsline (T)
7.00 TheOneShow

The hosts are joined by
guests from the eclectic
worlds ofmusic, television
and entertainment. (T)

7.30 EastEnders
S2019Ep6023
Chantelle is confused by
Denise’s news, andMick
and Linda take a trip
downmemory lane. (T)

8.00 HolbyCityS21 Ep33
Sacha is conflicted
when his feelings for
Essie resurface. (T)

9.00 GoldDiggerS1 Ep1
Sixty-year-old Julia and
thirty-three-year-old
Benjamin meet by chance
and start dating. However,
when Julia introduces him
to her grown-up children,
they question if Benjamin’s
intentions are financially
motivated. (T)

10.00 BBCNews (T)
10.25 BBCNewsline (T)
10.35 Spotlight

Hard-hitting investigations
on the stories that matter
in Northern Ireland. (T)

11.05 Love and Hate Crime
Following the twists and
turns of this story with Ali
Irsan, his family, the press
and the police investigation.
Last in series. (T)

12.00 TheWall
Host Danny Dyer is joined by
Jared and Sophie, a couple
from Essex. (R) (T)

12.50 Earth from Space (R) (T)
1.50 BBCNews(T)

6.30Dom Does America (R) (T)
7.15 Bargain Hunt (R) (T)
8.00Great Australian Railway
Journeys (R) (T)
9.00 BBC News; Weather (T)
10.00Victoria Derbyshire (T)
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live (T)
12.00 Politics Live (T)
1.00 Bette & Joan:
Talking Pictures (R) (T)
1.30 Paul Newman:
Talking Pictures (R) (T)
2.00 Live ATP World Tour Finals.
Coverage from the season finale
at the O2 Arena, London. (T)
4.45 Eggheads (R) (T)
5.15 Flog It! (R) (T)

6.00 RichardOsman’sHouse
ofGamesS3Ep17
Quiz show. (T)

6.30 Strictly ItTakesTwo
Rylan Clark-Neal talks to
the couple whomanaged
to avoid elimination. (T)

7.00 CelebrityAntiquesRoad
Trip S9Ep5
DrRanj Singh and Dr Zoe
Williams are paired with
experts Steph Connell
and TimMedhurst. (T)

8.00 MasterChef:The
Professionals S12Ep4
The hopefuls tackle the
infamous Skills Test. (T)

9.00 RickStein’s Secret
France
Rick’s journey takes him
through France’s border
regions ofAlsace and
Jura, home to his favourite
French dish, choucroute
garnie, and his favourite
cheese, Comte. (T)

10.00 Barra on theBann
Barra Best begins his
100-mile journey at the
source of the River Bann
at SlieveMuck in the
MourneMountains. (R) (T)

10.30 Newsnight (T)

11.15 NFLThisWeek
Mark Chapman reviews
the latest NFL action. (T)

12.05 Undercoverwith the
Clerics: Iraq’s Secret
Sex Trade (R) (T)

1.00 Hairy Bikers:
Route 66(R) (T)

2.00 Food: Truth or Scare (R) (T)
2.45 The Empty Housing

Scandal (R) (T)
3.30 This Is BBCTwo(T)

6.30 The King of Queens (R) (T)
7.45 Everybody Loves Raymond (R)
(T) 8.40 Frasier (R) (T) 9.10 Frasier
(R) (T) 9.40 Frasier. Comedy series.
(R) (T) 10.10Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA (R) (T) 11.05
Undercover Boss USA (R) (T)
12.00Channel 4 News (T)
12.05Couples Come Dine with Me.
Culinary competition. (R) (T)
1.05A New Life in the Sun (R) (T)
2.10Countdown (T)
3.00A Place in the Sun (R) (T)
4.00 Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
With Dick Strawbridge. (T)
5.00 Junior Bake Off. Harry Hill
hosts the competition. (T)

6.00 TheSimpsons S27Ep7
Lisa sets out to restore the
tarnished reputation of
one of Springfield’s first
female inventors. (T)

6.30 Hollyoaks
Ste tries to escape Stuart’s
house when he’s left on
his own. Meanwhile, Diane
is hiding something
about the night that
Mercedes was shot. (T)

7.00 Channel 4News (T)

8.00 FoodUnwrapped
TakeawaySpecial
Matt Tebbutt delves into
the secret world of KFC,
and Kate Quilton goes
behind the scenes at
Deliveroo. (R) (T)

9.00 TheBritishTribe
NextDoor
The final episode
of the series finds the
Moffatt family and the
Himba sharing one last
week together. (T)

10.00 FirstDates
Tom, an 18-year-old
Yorkshire lad who looks
after his sickmum, wants
to meet someone to share
the rest of his life with. (T)

11.05 Shut-ins: Britain’s
Fattest People (R) (T)

12.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA(R) (T)

1.00 Smuggled (R) (T)
1.55 FILM Satyakam

HHHHH (1969) (T)
4.40 Sun, Sea and Brides

to Be (R) (T)
5.35 Kirstie’s Fill YourHouse

for Free (R) (T)
5.50 Countdown(R) (T)
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Movie
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day

Today’s Live sport

UTV
8.30 Lorraine (T) 9.25 Judge Rinder (T) 10.30
This Morning (T) 12.30 LooseWomen (T) 1.30
ITV Lunchtime News (T) 1.55UTV Live (T) 2.00
Dickinson’s Real Deal (T) 3.00 Tenable (T) 4.00
Tipping Point (T) 5.00Cash Trapped (T) 6.00
UTV Live (T) 6.30 ITV Evening News (T) 7.00
Emmerdale (T) 8.00NEWWith This Ring (T) 9.00
Love Your Garden (T) 10.00 ITV News at Ten (T)
10.30UTV Live (T) 10.45View from Stormont (T)
11.45 England’s Grand (T) 12.55 Ideal World

BBC4
7.00 LiveWomen’s Football: Czech Republic v
England 9.15Queen Elizabeth I: A Timewatch
Guide 10.15 Scuffles, Swagger & Shakespeare: The
Hidden Story of English 10.45 Sleuths, Spies &
Sorcerers: Andrew Marr’s Paperback Heroes 11.45
Make! Craft Britain 12.45
Horizon: Swallowed by a
Sink Hole 1.45 Everything is
Connected – George Eliot’s
Life 2.45Queen Elizabeth I:
A Timewatch Guide

ITV2
8.30Coronation Street (T)
9.25 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show (T) 10.25 Superstore
(T) 11.15Dress to Impress
(T) 12.15 Emmerdale (T)
12.45Coronation Street (T)
1.50 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show (T) 2.45 Supermarket
Sweep (T) 3.50Dinner Date
(T) 4.50Dress to Impress
(T) 5.55 Take Me Out (T) 7.30You’ve Been Framed!
Gold (T) 8.00 Supermarket Sweep (T) 9.00 Family
Guy (T) 10.00 Zomboat! (T) 10.30 Family Guy (T)
11.30American Dad! (T) 12.20Celebrity Juice (T)
1.10 Superstore (T) 2.05 Totally Bonkers Guinness
World Records (T) 2.15 Teleshopping

SKYONE
9.00Motorway Patrol (T) 10.00 Stargate SG-1 (T)
11.00NCIS: Los Angeles (T) 1.00Hawaii Five-0 (T)
3.00Motorway Patrol (T) 4.00Modern Family (T)
5.00 The Simpsons (T) 5.30 Futurama (T) 6.30 The
Simpsons (T) 8.00 The Flash 9.00Ant Middleton &
Liam Payne: Straight Talking 10.00 The Dark Knight
(2008) 12.50Arrow (T) 1.55 In the Long Run
2.25An Idiot Abroad (T) 3.25RoadWars

SKYWITNESS
9.00 Blue Bloods (T) 10.00Criminal Minds (T)
11.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (T) 12.00
Elementary (T) 1.00 Blue Bloods (T) 2.00 The
Real A&E (T) 3.00 Sun, Sea and A&E (T) 4.00
UK Border Force (T) 5.00Nothing to Declare (T)
8.00Criminal Minds (T) 9.00 The Good Doctor
10.00Criminal Minds (T) 11.00 Law & Order:
Special Victims Unit 12.00CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation (T) 1.00 9-1-1 (T) 2.00 Station 19 (T)

MORE4
8.55 Food Unwrapped (T) 9.30A Place in the
Sun: Summer Sun (T) 11.35 Four in a Bed (T)
2.10Come Dine with Me (T) 4.50 The Secret
Life of the Zoo (T) 5.55 Emergency Helicopter
Medics (T) 6.55 999: On the Frontline (T)
7.55 Escape to the Chateau (T) 9.00NEW

Celebrity Countdown (T)
10.00 24 Hours in A&E
(T) 11.05 8 Out of 10 Cats
Does Countdown (T) 12.05
Mary Kills People (T) 1.05
24 Hours in A&E (T) 2.05
Celebrity Countdown (T)

E4
8.00Couples Come Dine
with Me (T) 9.00 Junior
Bake Off (T) 10.00 The
Big Bang Theory (T) 11.00
The Goldbergs (T) 12.00
Brooklyn Nine-Nine (T)
3.00Young Sheldon (T)
4.00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
(T) 5.00 The Goldbergs
(T) 6.00 The Big Bang

Theory (T) 7.00Hollyoaks (T) 7.30Come Dine
with Me (T) 8.00 X-Men (2000) (T) 10.05
Brooklyn Nine-Nine (T) 11.05 The Big Bang
Theory (T) 12.05 First Dates (T) 1.10Gogglebox
(T) 2.15Rude Tube: Animals Assemble (T)

SKYATLANTIC
9.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (T) 10.00
TheWest Wing (T) 12.00Without a Trace (T)
2.00 Blue Bloods (T) 3.00 TheWest Wing (T)
5.00Without a Trace (T) 7.00CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation (T) 8.00 Blue Bloods (T) 9.00
My Dinner with Herve (T) 11.00Dexter (T)
1.20Nurse Jackie 2.30War Dog: A Soldier’s
Best Friend (T) 3.50 Life Itself: Special

CELEBRITYCOUNTDOWN
More4, 9pm

Don’t Miss

NEW

NEW
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BBC2, 9pm
Jake and Angie’s blossoming
relationship is increasingly
resented by Max, who fears his
hold on his brother loosening.
Angie, meanwhile, wants Max
to get his act together and tells
him they won’t be able to live on
the income from his record shop.
But she doesn’t realise it’s an
elaborate front set up by Jake.
Mark Bonnar, Jamie Sives and
Ruth Bradley star in the drama.

MYYELLOWBRICKROAD
RTE 2, 9.30pm
Laura Gahan has battled nail-patella
syndrome and five years ago had a successful
kidney transplant. Now she wants to get
back to work, and could do with some help.

THEAPPRENTICE
BBC1, 9pm
The candidates are given the task of creating
a marketing campaign to convince Londoners
to visit Finland, including a digital billboard
that will be displayed in Piccadilly Circus.

6.00 EuroNews
6.05 Teleshopping
6.40My Kitchen Rules (T)
7.45 Today with Maura
and Daithi (R) (T)
9.40What Planet Are You On? (T)
10.45 Shortland Street (T)
11.15Doctors (T)
11.50 Leaders’ Questions (T)
1.00RTE News (T)
1.30Home and Away (T)
2.00Neighbours (T)
2.25 EastEnders (R) (T)
3.00 Fair City (R) (T)
3.30 Today with Maura and
Daithi. Magazine show. (T)
5.40Nuacht

6.00 TheAngelus S1 Ep3
6.01 RTENews (T)
7.00 WhatPlanetAreYouOn?

S1 Ep2
In the second of three
programmes, the
families are set targets
to reduce their impact
on our planet across diet,
energy and water usage
andminimising waste
produced. Concludes
tomorrow evening. (T)

8.00 FairCityS2019Ep183
Doug and Erica struggle
in the friend-zone. (T)

8.30 Donal’s SuperFood in
Minutes S3Ep2
Recipes including a sticky
honey garlic chicken. (T)

9.00 RTENews (T)
9.35 RTE Investigates –

ScoutsDis-HonourS1 Ep1
This investigative report
examines widespread
child sexual abuse and
cover up in the former
scouting organisations. (T)

10.35 TheYoungOffenders
S2Ep1
Everyone is anxious about
the impending arrival –
particularly Jock. (R) (T)

11.10 Inside Europe:
TenYears of Turmoil
At Brexit.(T)

12.25 Room to Improve (R) (T)
1.25 One Day: Keeping Ireland

Beautiful (R) (T)
2.25 Super Garden (R) (T)
2.55 AtYour Service (R) (T)
3.20 FindMe a Home(R) (T)
3.45 Ireland’s Fittest

Family (R) (T)
4.40 Goodbye House (R) (T)

6.00 EuroNews
6.50RTEjr
12.15 Lifeboat Luke
12.20Ar mBia Ar Sli (T)
12.30Mr Young (T)
12.50 The Deep (T)
1.15 Lost and Found Music
Studios (T)
1.45Matt Hatter Chronicles (T)
2.10 Sadie J (T)
2.45Millie Inbetween (T)
3.15Drop Dead Weird (T)
3.45Disney Austin and Ally (T)
4.10 Shaun the Sheep (T)
4.20 news2day (T)
4.30 The Simpsons (R) (T)
5.30 Shortland Street (R) (T)

6.00 Neighbours
S2019Ep8233 (R) (T)

6.30 HomeandAway
S2019Ep7218 (R) (T)

7.00 YoungSheldon
S2Ep18 (R) (T)

7.25 TheBigBangTheory
S10Ep8
Sheldon is excited to
procreate with Amy. (R) (T)

7.55 MasterChefS12Ep21
In the last semi-final,
the cooks prepare an

outstanding dish for four
of Britain’s most feared
restaurant critics. (T)

8.30 Ireland’s Fittest Family
S7Ep3
AnnaMaher’s families take
on Donncha O’Driscoll’s
as the quarter-finals of the
contest draw near. (R) (T)

9.30 MyYellowBrickRoad
New life-makeover series
in which individuals who
have overcome their issues
share their experiences
with others. (T)

10.30 NewAmsterdamS1Ep13
Reynolds makes the
choice to do a costly
surgery to determine an
elusive diagnosis. (T)

11.25 NCIS
Sloane is adamant that a
man who held her hostage
years ago in Afghanistan,
believed to have been killed
following her rescue, is alive.
Now, Sloane is willing to
risk everything to destroy
him. Last in series. (T)

12.20 Chicago PD(R) (T)
1.10 Chicago PD(R) (T)
2.00 EuroNews

6.10 The Tonight Show (R)
7.00 Ireland AM (T)
11.00 Elaine
12.00News: Live at 12 (T)
1.00 The Chase (R) (T)
2.00 The Chase (R) (T)
3.00May the Best House Win (R)
4.00 Britain’s Brightest Family.
Anne Hegerty presents as more
families compete to win the title
and the holiday of a lifetime. (R) (T)
4.30 Judge Judy. Judge Judith
Sheindlin presides over more family
court cases, small claims disputes
and marital dissensions. (R)
5.00 Judge Judy (R)
5.30News at 5.30 (T)

6.00 TheSixO’ClockShow
Featuring some of Ireland’s
biggest celebrities. (T)

7.00 Emmerdale
S2019Ep8648
Jimmy’s stunned
by an accusation. (T)

7.30 Coronation Street
S2019Ep9924
Robert dodges some tricky
questions, and Chesney
and Gemma reconsider
their position. (T)

8.00 Newsat 8 (T)
8.30 Coronation Street

S2019Ep9925
Chesney and Gemma
celebrate their windfall. (T)

9.00 PiersMorganLife Stories
S11 Ep1
The host chats toMel B
about her life and career,
including her struggles
with drugs and her
relationships. (R)

10.00 LongLost FamilyS8Ep1
DavinaMcCall and Nicky
Campbell help a woman
who was transported
from Bogota to Berkshire
when her Colombian
birth mother gave her
up for adoption. (R)

11.00 The Tonight Show
Apanel of guests from
politics, comedy, sport and
more offer their unique
take on the big national
and international stories
making the headlines. (T)

12.00 Appropriate Adult
Crime drama series. (R) (T)

1.30 The Royal (R) (T)
2.25 Infomercial
5.25 The Six O’Clock Show(R)

7.30 Judge Rinder (R)
8.30 Tipping Point (R) (T)
9.30 Think Tank (R)
10.30 The Chase (R) (T)
11.30 Judge Rinder (R)
12.30 The Royal (R) (T)
1.30 Ireland AM (R)
2.30 Emmerdale (R) (T)
3.00 Emmerdale (R) (T)
3.30 Paul Treyvaud’s Kitchen. The
chef demonstrates how to create
amazing recipes at home with simple
techniques and seasoning. (R)
4.00 Tipping Point. Ben Shephard
returns to pit four players against
a mesmerising machine. (R) (T)
5.00 Tipping Point (R) (T)

6.00 TheChase S11 Ep210
Another edition of the
general knowledge quiz
show, as four contestants
join forces in an attempt to
outsmart a ruthless trivia
genius who is determined
to prevent them from
winning big money. (R) (T)

7.00 TheChase S12Ep167
BradleyWalsh presents
another edition of the
quiz show. (R) (T)

8.00 CelebrityMasterchef
S1 Ep5
The final six stars compete
again for their place in
the quarter-final of the
competition. (R) (T)

9.00 Love IslandAustralia
S2Ep17
Singletons live in a villa
under the watchful gaze
of the audience at home,
who have the power to
decide who stays. (R)

10.05 NewsonTwo
10.30 Coronation Street

S2019Ep9924
Robert dodges some tricky
questions, and Chesney
and Gemma reconsider
their position. (R) (T)

11.00 Coronation Street
Robert tries to stopMichelle
and Vicky meeting by his
hospital bed. (R) (T)

11.30 Emmerdale
Jimmy’sstunnedbyan
accusationmabdCharity
isonthewarpath.(R) (T)

12.00 Wentworth Prison (R)
1.00 Bare Knuckle Fight Club (R)
2.00 Temple Street Children’s

Hospital (R) (T)

7.00Cula 4 na nOg
9.30Ainmhi 999
10.00Weakest Link
10.55 Little House on the Prairie
11.50Abair Amhran
12.05A Chef’s Life
12.35Garrai Glas
1.05Murder, She Wrote
2.00Weakest Link (R)
3.00Cula 4 na nOg
4.02Alvinnn !!! & the Chipmunks
4.14Donall Dana
4.26Clarence
4.37 SpongeBob SquarePants
5.05WAC
5.32An Aimsir Laithreach
5.35 Barney Bunion

6.05 GilmoreGirls S7Ep4
Lorelai and Christopher
have resumed their
relationship, but Lorelai
is finding it difficult to
fully commit to him.

6.57 AnAimsir Laithreach
7.00 NuachtTG4
7.30 GoGasta S1 Ep5

Two teams of six from two
different villages where
massive rivalry exists
on the playing field go

head to head. This edition
is in CoWaterford. (R)

8.30 Port S1 Ep2
Featuring Eilis Kennedy
and Edel Fox.

9.00 GlorTire –Rogha&Togha
S12Ep5
Performers include
LouiseMorrissey. (R)

9.30 Uchtu –EvanneNí
Chuilinn
Broadcaster, mother and
adopted child Evanne Ní
Chuilinn explores the long
and often difficult process
of adoption in Ireland.

10.50 PerpetualGrace LTD
S1Ep9
Pa andMa are outnumbered
at the cartel HQ. (R)

11.50 AnAimsir Laithreach
11.55 Tradfest TG4

Doireann Ní Ghlacáin hosts
highlights of performances
from all over Dublin city,
including Laura Cortese
and the Dance Cards. (R)

12.55 Murder, SheWrote (R)
1.50 Murder, SheWrote (R)
2.50 Dail Eireann
3.15 France 24
5.30 France 24

7.00 Bob the Builder (R)
7.15 Bob the Builder (R)
7.30Yo Gabba Gabba! (R)
8.00 Teletubbies (R)
8.30 Fireman Sam (R)
8.45 Fireman Sam (R)
9.00 Judge Rinder (R)
10.00 Pressure Pad (R)
11.00 Pressure Pad (R)
12.00Yes Chef (R)
1.00 Judge Rinder (R)
2.00 Judge Rinder (R)
3.00 Elaine (R)
4.00 The Royal (R) (T)
5.00 Temple Street Children’s
Hospital (R) (T)
5.30 Eat, Shop, Save (R)

6.00 LongLost Family
Australia S1 Ep4
Hosts Chrissie Swan and
Anh aim to reunite close
relatives after years of
separation. (R) (T)

6.55 Poirot S3Ep7
A lavish dinner party
proves to be a prelude to
murder and intrigue,
but fortunately, the
dapper Belgian sleuth is
among the guests. (R)

8.00 Lewis S9Ep1
The detective is faced
with a difficult case
when he investigates the
discovery of a body in a
well, and he also has to
contend with a new boss,
Moody, who is dubious as
to Lewis’ motivation for
coming out of retirement.
As investigations into the
human remains in the well
proceed, an artist’s body is
also discovered. (R) (T)

10.00 DoctorDeath:
Harold Shipman
Unseen footage, letters
and testimonies are
used to tell the story of
Harold Shipman. (R)

11.00 KFC: Inside the Billion
Dollar Chicken Shop
Insightful, behind-the-
scenes documentary series,
exploring the American
fast-food franchise. (R)

12.00 Elaine
Featuring in-depth, one-
on-one interviews with
high-profile guests. (R)

1.00 The Restaurant (R) (T)
2.00 Judge Rinder (R)

Programme of the day

Best EntertainmentBest Documentary
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Wednesday 13November
SKYSPORTSMAINEVENT
19.00 DartsGrand Slam of Darts 3.00 Basketball
NBA: Los Angeles Clippers v Golden State Warriors.
At Staples Center (tip-off 3.00am).

BBC2NORTHERN IRELAND
14.00 Tennis ATPWorld Tour Finals

BTSPORT1
1.00 American Football College Football

BTSPORT3
17.45 Cricket Super50 Cup Cricket: Trinidad
& Tobago vWest Indies Emergi 22.15
Cricket Super50 Cup Cricket: Trinidad &
Tobago vWest Indies Emergi

ESPN
6.00 Basketball College Basketball: Oklahoma Sooners
v Oregon State Beavers 23.00 Basketball College
Basketball: VCU Rams v LSU Tigers 1.00 American
Football College Football

EUROSPORT1
12.45 SnookerNorthern Ireland Open Snooker
18.45 SnookerNorthern Ireland Open Snooker

SKYSPORTSACTION
19.00 DartsGrand Slam of Darts

SKYSPORTSARENA
3.00 BasketballNBA: Los Angeles Clippers v
Golden State Warriors

OVERLORD, Sky CinemaAction, 10.15pmHHH
When a group of American soldiers parachute into
occupied France on D-Day they uncover a Nazi medical
experiment that has created a plague of zombies.

TASTES LIKEHOME
RTE Player
Catherine Fulvio travels to
Boston, visits the famous
Cheers bar and makes
chicken paprika for homesick
emigrant Sarah-Jo Sinnott
based off a family recipe.

6.00 Breakfast (T)
9.15Dom Does America (T)
10.00Homes Under the Hammer.
Property programme. (R) (T)
11.00Claimed and Shamed (R) (T)
11.45 Ill Gotten Gains (T)
12.15 Bargain Hunt (R) (T)
1.00 BBC News (T)
1.30 BBC Newsline (T)
1.45Doctors (T)
2.15Head Hunters (T)
3.00 Escape to the Country (R) (T)
3.45Money for Nothing (R) (T)
4.30Antiques Road Trip (R) (T)
5.15 Pointless. Low-scoring quiz,
hosted by Alexander Armstrong
and Richard Osman. (R) (T)

6.00 BBCNews (T)
6.30 BBCNewsline (T)
7.00 TheOneShow

A selection of some of
the UK’s biggest topical
stories. The hosts are also
joined by celebrity guests
from the eclectic worlds
ofmusic, television and
entertainment. (T)

8.00 DIYSOS: Children in
NeedSpecial S31 Ep6
DIY SOS and BBC Children
in Need embark on a
challenging build for the
young homeless, who are
supported by Blackburn
charity Nightsafe. (T)

9.00 TheApprenticeS15Ep7
Alan Sugar reveals to
the teams that they are
tasked with rebranding the
country of Finland. (T)

10.00 BBCNews (T)
10.25 BBCNewsline (T)
10.35 FirstTimeDoctors

New doctors come to
the end of their first year
working on the wards.
Last in series. (T)

11.05 NEWWhyDad KilledMum:
My Family’s Secret
Tasnim seeks answers as to
why her dad set hermum’s
Telford home on fire. (T)

11.35 WhyDad KilledMum:
My Family’s Secret (T)

12.05 WhyDad KilledMum:
My Family’s Secret (T)

12.40 Inside the Supermarket
(R) (T)

1.40 BBCNews(T)

6.30Dom Does America (R) (T)
7.15 Flog It! (R) (T)
8.00 Shop Well for Less? (R) (T)
9.00 BBC News; Weather (T)
10.00Victoria Derbyshire (T)
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live (T)
12.00 Politics Live (T)
1.00Debbie Reynolds:
Talking Pictures (R) (T)
1.30On The Waterfront:
Talking Pictures (R) (T)
2.00 Live ATP World Tour Finals.
Sue Barker introduces action from
the World Tour finals as the globe’s
best male players battle it out. (T)
4.45 Eggheads (R) (T)
5.15 Flog It! (T)

6.00 RichardOsman’sHouse
ofGamesS3Ep18 (T)

6.30 Strictly ItTakesTwo (T)
7.00 TheAndrewNeil Show

S1Ep10
Interviews and analysis
fromWestminster. (T)

7.30 Saving Lives at Sea
S3Ep9
At Trearddur Bay on
Anglesey, the crew is
called to an inaccessible
coastal fishing spot. (R) (T)

8.00 MasterChef:The
Professionals S12Ep5
It’s the second heat of
the week and six more of
the UK’s chefs make the
journey to the kitchen. (T)

9.00 Guilt S1 Ep3
Angie and Jake’s
burgeoning but complex
relationship has hit a
problemwhen Jake has a
few suspicions about her,
but she manages to explain
away his worries. (R) (T)

10.00 TheApprentice:
You’re Fired
TomAllen is joined by fans
as he talks to the latest
fired contestant. (T)

10.30 Newsnight (T)

11.15 Spotlight
Hard-hitting investigations
and analysis on the stories
behind some of the biggest
headlines in Northern
Ireland. (R) (T)

11.45 BBCNews
The latest rolling headlines
from across the UK and the
world, as well as updates
from the world of sport.

4.30 This Is BBCTwo(T)

6.30 The King of Queens (R) (T)
7.45 Everybody Loves Raymond (R)
(T) 8.40 Frasier (R) (T) 9.40 Frasier
(R) (T) 10.10Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA (R) (T) 11.05
Undercover Boss USA (R) (T)
12.00Channel 4 News (T)
12.05Couples Come Dine with Me.
Culinary competition. (R) (T)
1.05A New Life in the Sun (R) (T)
2.10Countdown (T)
3.00A Place in the Sun:
Winter Sun (R) (T)
4.00 Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
With Dick Strawbridge. (T)
5.00 Junior Bake Off. Harry
Hill hosts the competition. (T)

6.00 TheSimpsons S27Ep8
Bart’s coming-of-age story
is told, chronicling his life
from youth to adulthood
and his tense relationship
with Homer. (T)

6.30 Hollyoaks
Ste wonders if he’ll ever be
able to escape Stuart and
Jonny, and Juliet decides
to get paybackwhen Sid
runs out on their date. (T)

7.00 Channel 4News (T)

8.00 GeorgeClarke’sOld
House,NewHomeS5Ep3
George tackles two different
houses, both of them
Georgian, his favourite
architectural period. (T)

9.00 GrandDesigns:House
of theYearS4Ep4
KevinMcCloud reveals
the winner of the most
prestigious prize for
residential architecture,
the RIBAHouse of the Year
2019. Last in series. (T)

10.00 Britain’s ChildDrug
Runners
Documentary following
children trapped in
the dangerous world
of drug running. (T)

11.00 Gogglebox (R) (T)
12.05 Flirty Dancing (R) (T)
1.00 The British Tribe Next

Door (R) (T)
2.00 FILMAThousandWords

Comedy.HHH (2012) (T)
3.35 TheAccident (R) (T)
4.30 The Secrets OfAmazon:

Dispatches (R) (T)
5.00 UnreportedWorld (R) (T)
5.25 Extreme CakeMakers (R) (T)
5.50 Countdown(R) (T)
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Today’s Live sport

UTV
8.30 Lorraine (T) 9.25 Judge Rinder (T) 10.30
This Morning (T) 12.30 LooseWomen (T) 1.30
ITV Lunchtime News (T) 1.55UTV Live (T) 2.00
Dickinson’s Real Deal (T) 3.00 Tenable (T) 4.00
Tipping Point (T) 5.00Cash Trapped (T) 6.00UTV
Live (T) 6.30 ITV Evening News (T) 7.00 Emmerdale
(T) 7.30Coronation Street (T) 8.00 Paul O’Grady:
For the Love of Dogs (T) 8.30Coronation Street
(T) 9.00Doc Martin (T) 10.00 ITV News at Ten (T)
10.30UTV Live (T) 10.45 Peston (T) 11.40 Take Me
Out (T) 12.45Cash Trapped (T) 1.30 Ideal World

BBC4
7.00 Beyond 100 Days 7.30WW1 at Home - Royal
Victoria Hospital 8.00 Six Wives with Lucy
Worsley 9.00 Britain’s Lost Masterpieces 10.00 St
Petersburg: An Art Lovers’ Guide 11.00 imagine...
Margaret Atwood: You have
beenWarned! 12.00Relics:
Treasures of Heaven

ITV2
6.45You’ve Been Framed!
Gold (T) 7.10Dinner Date
(T) 8.00 Emmerdale (T)
9.00You’ve Been Framed!
Gold (T) 9.25 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show (T)
10.25 Superstore (T) 11.15
Dress to Impress (T) 12.15
Emmerdale (T) 1.15You’ve
Been Framed! Gold (T)
1.50 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show (T) 2.45 Supermarket
Sweep (T) 3.50Dinner Date
(T) 4.50Dress to Impress (T) 5.55 Take Me Out:
Celebrity Special (T) 7.00You’ve Been Framed!
Gold (T) 8.00 Supermarket Sweep (T) 9.00 Family
Guy (T) 10.00Don’t Hate the Playaz (T) 10.45
Family Guy (T) 11.15American Dad! (T)

SKYONE
7.00 Kay Burley @ Breakfast (T) 8.00 Kay Burley @
Breakfast 9.00Motorway Patrol (T) 10.00 Stargate
SG-1 (T) 11.00NCIS: Los Angeles (T) 1.00Hawaii
Five-0 (T) 3.00Motorway Patrol (T) 4.00Modern
Family (T) 5.00 The Simpsons (T) 5.30 Futurama
(T) 6.30 The Simpsons (T) 8.00Arrow 9.00An Idiot
Abroad (T) 10.00 In the Long Run 10.30 There’s
Something About Movies 11.30 SWAT 12.30Russell
Howard Hour 1.30 Brit Cops (T) 2.30 The Force (T)

SKYWITNESS
9.00 Blue Bloods (T) 10.00Criminal Minds (T)
11.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation 12.00
Elementary (T) 1.00 Blue Bloods (T) 2.00 The
Real A&E (T) 3.00 Sun, Sea and A&E (T) 4.00
UK Border Force (T) 5.00Nothing to Declare
(T) 8.00Criminal Minds (T) 9.00 9-1-1 (T) 10.00
Station 19 (T) 11.00 Law & Order: Special Victims
Unit 12.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (T)

MORE4
8.55 Food Unwrapped (T) 9.30A Place in the
Sun: Summer Sun (T) 11.35 Four in a Bed (T) 2.10
Come Dine with Me (T) 4.50 The Secret Life of
the Zoo (T) 5.55 Emergency Helicopter Medics
(T) 6.55 999: On the Frontline (T) 7.55 Escape
to the Chateau (T) 9.00 999: On the Frontline
(T) 10.00 24 Hours in A&E (T) 11.05 8 Out of 10

Cats Does Countdown (T)
12.10 Emergency Helicopter
Medics (T) 1.15 999: On the
Frontline (T) 2.15Ramsay’s
Kitchen Nightmares USA (T)

E4
7.00Hollyoaks (T) 8.00
Couples Come Dine with
Me (T) 9.00 Junior Bake
Off (T) 10.00 The Big
Bang Theory (T) 11.00
The Goldbergs (T) 12.00
Brooklyn Nine-Nine (T)
3.00Young Sheldon (T)
4.00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
(T) 5.00 The Goldbergs (T)
6.00 The Big Bang Theory
(T) 7.00Hollyoaks (T) 7.30

Come Dine with Me (T) 8.00 The Big Bang
Theory (T) 9.00Celebrity Gogglebox (T) 10.00
Naked Attraction (T) 11.05 The Big Bang Theory
(T) 12.05 The 100 (T) 1.05 Krypton (T) 2.05 The
Inbetweeners (T) 2.35Naked Attraction (T)

SKYATLANTIC
8.00 The Guest Wing (T) 9.00CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation (T) 10.00 TheWest Wing (T)
12.00Without a Trace (T) 2.00 Blue Bloods (T)
3.00 TheWest Wing (T) 5.00Without a Trace
(T) 7.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (T)
8.00 Blue Bloods (T) 9.00 Jane Fonda in
Five Acts (T) 11.30 Britannia 12.30Dexter (T)
2.50Nurse Jackie 4.00 TheWest Wing (T)

SUPERMARKETSWEEP
ITV2, 8pm

Don’t Miss

Watch
Back
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EARTOTHEGROUND
RTEOne, 8.30pm
Helen Carroll goes to the
Ashtown Research Centre to
find out what’s being done to
save our indigenous ash trees,
Darragh Maloney meets Sligo
farmer and Irish wheelchair
hurling captain Pat Carty, and
Ella McSweeney visits Mount
Allen to find out how restoring
Irish bogs could be the solution
to our climate crisis, as the
fascinating series continues.

LIVE INTERNATIONALSOCCER
RTE 2, 7pm
You wouldn’t back Mick McCarthy’s men
to take revenge for our RugbyWorld Cup
woes as they take on New Zealand in this
international friendly. Darragh Maloney hosts.

THEACCIDENT
Channel 4, 9pm
Harriet faces a charge of gross negligence
manslaughter, as the families’ prosecution
gets under way – but Angela and the others
have nearly bankrupted themselves.

7.50 Today with Maura
and Daithi (R) (T)
9.45What Planet Are
You On? (R) (T)
10.45 Shortland Street (T)
11.15Doctors (T)
11.50 Leaders’ Questions (T)
12.45 Telly Bingo
1.00RTE News (T)
1.30Home and Away (T)
2.00Neighbours (T)
2.30Neven’s Irish Food
Trails (R) (T)
3.00 Fair City (R) (T)
3.30 Today with Maura
and Daithi (T)
5.40Nuacht

6.00 TheAngelus S1 Ep4
6.01 RTENews (T)
7.00 WhatPlanetAreYouOn?

S1 Ep3
This final edition of the
factual series investigates
if the households have
improved, before asking
if the three families can
carry forward some of
what they have learned
into their everyday lives.
Last in series (T)

8.00 FairCityS2019Ep184
Fiona plays a dangerous
game, trying to keep both
Paul and Barry onside.

8.30 Ear to theGround
S27Ep3
DarraghMcCullough
meets farmer and Irish
wheelchair-hurling
captain Pat Carty.

9.00 RTENews
9.35 PrimeTime
10.15 MovingStatues –The

Summerof 1985S1 Ep1
Documentary looking at
the phenomenon reported
at more than 30 locations
in Ireland, in which people
claimed to have seen
statues in motion. (R) (T)

11.15 TheWorks Presents... (T)
11.50 FILMThe Hand of Franklin.

Documentary, starring Denis
Barnett and Paul Gleeson.
HHH (2015) (T)

12.55 The Good Fight (R) (T)
2.00 Prime Time(R) (T)
2.35 Telly Bingo (R)
2.45 Friday Night Dinner (R) (T)
3.10 Dr Phil (R) (T)
4.40 Doctors (R) (T)
5.10 EuroNews

6.00 EuroNews
6.50RTEjr (T)
12.15 Lifeboat Luke
12.20Ar mBia Ar Sli (T)
12.30Mr Young (T)
12.50 The Deep (T)
1.15 Lost and Found Music
Studios (T)
1.45Matt Hatter Chronicles (T)
2.10 Sadie J (T)
2.45Millie Inbetween (T)
3.15 Flossie the Beach Cleaner
3.50Disney Austin and Ally (T)
4.20 news2day (T)
4.30 The Simpsons (R) (T)
5.00 The Simpsons (R) (T)
5.30 Shortland Street (R) (T)

6.00 Neighbours
S2019Ep8234
Chloe and Pierce set a
wedding date. (R) (T)

6.30 HomeandAway
S2019Ep7219
John fears that Ben
may be suicidal. (R) (T)

7.00 Live International
Soccer:Republicof
IrelandvNewZealand
S1 Ep4
(Kick-off 7.45pm) At Aviva

Stadium. MickMcCarthy’s
men in green welcome
New Zealand to Dublin.
The AllWhites – as the
away side are known
– are not blessed with
international stars, but
they are a hardworking
side that missed out on a
place in Russia in 2018. (T)

10.15 Division:The Irish
SoccerSplit S1 Ep1
Documentary telling
the story of how the all-
island football teamwas
fractured during theWar
of Independence, and how
the rivalry between the
teams reflected the island’s
political turmoil. (R) (T)

11.15 The Fitting Room.
The designers help plus-size
student Amywhowants to
feel confident, transgender
womanAdrianne, who is on
a journey to identify her
own personal style, and stay-
at-home dad Ross. (R) (T)

12.20 BoyMeets Girl (T)
12.55 BoyMeets Girl (T)
1.25 Big School (T)
2.00 EuroNews

6.10 The Tonight Show (R)
7.00 Ireland AM (T)
11.00 Elaine
12.00News: Live at 12 (T)
1.00 The Chase (R) (T)
2.00 The Chase (R) (T)
3.00May the Best House Win (R)
4.00 Britain’s Brightest Family.
Sxteen brilliantly bright families,
from across the country take part
in a knock-out tournament. (R) (T)
4.30 Judge Judy (R)
5.00 Judge Judy. No-nonsense
judge Judith Sheindlin presides
over more family court cases
and marital dissensions. (R)
5.30News at 5.30 (T)

6.00 TheSixO’ClockShow
Magazine show, chatting
with some of Ireland’s
biggest celebrities,
sampling food from the
country’s best chefs and
offering guidance on the
latest consumer affairs. (T)

7.00 LiveUEFAEuro 2020
Qualifiers: Englandv
Montenegro
(Kick-off 7.45pm) At
Wembley Stadium. Gareth

Southgate’s England
only need a point to book
their place at Euro 2020
This qualifying campaign
saw the home side lose
a qualifier for the first
time since losing to
Ukraine back in 2010.

10.00 MrPosh theMillion
DollarFraudster
The police pursue a
fraudster known asMr
Posh who calls banks
posing as different
customers and steal
thousands of pounds.With
only a voice recording to
go on, a specialist police
force is tasked
with stopping him. (R)

11.00 The Tonight Show.
A panel of expert guests
offer their unique takes on
some of the big national
and international stories
making the headlines. (T)

12.00 Darklands
Bernie puts her plan
into action. (R) (T)

1.00 The Royal (R) (T)
1.55 Infomercial
5.25 The Six O’Clock Show(R)

7.30 Judge Rinder (R)
8.30 Tipping Point (R) (T)
9.30 Think Tank (R)
10.30 The Chase (R) (T)
11.30 Judge Rinder (R)
12.30 The Royal (R) (T)
1.30 Ireland AM (R)
2.30 Emmerdale (R) (T)
3.00Coronation Street. Robert
tries to dodge some tricky
questions from Michelle. (R) (T)
3.30Coronation Street. Robert
tries to stop Michelle and Vicky
meeting by his hospital bed. (R) (T)
4.00 Tipping Point. Quiz show,
hosted by Ben Shephard. (R) (T)
5.00 Tipping Point (R) (T)

6.00 TheChase S11 Ep211
Another edition of the
general knowledge quiz
show, as four contestants
join forces in an attempt to
outsmart a ruthless trivia
genius who is determined
to prevent them from
winning big money. (R) (T)

7.00 TheChase S12Ep168
Quiz show, in which four
contestants take on a
trivia genius. (R) (T)

8.00 Newsat 8 (R) (T)
8.30 Britain’s Brightest Family

S1 Ep6
Anne Hegerty hosts as
16 families try to win the
coveted title. (R) (T)

9.00 Love IslandAustralia
S2Ep18
Glamorous singles live
in a beautiful villa under
the watchful gaze of the
audience at home, who
have the power to decide
who stays and who goes.

10.05 NewsonTwo
10.30 ShamMarriages

Ranvir Singh investigates
shammarriages and the
enforcement measures
associated with them. (R)

11.30 Jackie’s Story: My Life,
My Legacy.
Documentary following
Jackie’s emotional journey
from terminal cancer
diagnosis through financial
problems and her fight
to stay alive to see her
daughter in college. (R)

12.30 Wentworth Prison (R)
1.30 TakeMeOut (R) (T)
2.45 Tricked (R)

7.00Cula 4 na nOg
9.30Ainmhi 999
10.00Weakest Link
10.55 Little House on the Prairie
11.50Abair Amhran
12.05A Chef’s Life
12.35 Bia ‘s Bothar
1.05Murder, She Wrote
2.00Weakest Link (R)
3.00Cula 4 na nOg
4.02Alvinnn !!! & the Chipmunks
4.14Donall Dana
4.26Clarence
4.37 SpongeBob SquarePants
5.05C.L.U.B
5.32An Aimsir Laithreach
5.35An La a Rugadh Me (R)

6.05 GilmoreGirls S7Ep5
Emily and Richard are
delighted when Lorelai and
Christopher attend Friday
night dinner as a couple.

6.57 AnAimsir Laithreach
7.00 NuachtTG4
7.30 Seal leDaithi S2Ep6

Mairead de Staic is Daithi
O Se’s guest this week.
Originally from Killarney,
she speaks about her
upbringing on High Street.

8.00 SeodaBhailiuchan
naScol S1 Ep4
Featuring Slaine
Ni Chathallain.

8.30 Ros naRunS24Ep22
Grainne is finding it
difficult to adjust to life
back in the village.

9.00 GlorTire –Rogha&Togha
S12Ep6
Featuring performances
fromJohnMcNicholl
and Jimmy Buckley. (R)

9.30 The IrishPostAwards
Beo as Londain
Eamonn Holmes andAoife
Ni Thuairisg present the
awards ceremony from
the GrosvenorHouse
Hotel in London.

11.22 AnAimsir Laithreach
11.25 Ros na Run

Grainne finds it hard to adjust
to life back in the village. (R)

11.55 FILMDeacons for Defense
Drama, starring Forest
Whitaker and Chris Britton
and Jonathan Silverman.
HHHH (2003)

1.35 Dail Eireann
2.00 France 24
5.30 France 24

7.00 Bob the Builder (R)
7.30Yo Gabba Gabba! (R)
8.00 Teletubbies (R)
8.30 Fireman Sam (R)
8.45 Fireman Sam (R)
9.00 Judge Rinder (R)
10.00 Pressure Pad (R)
11.00 Pressure Pad (R)
12.00Yes Chef (R)
1.00 Judge Rinder (R)
2.00 Judge Rinder (R)
3.00 Elaine (R)
4.00 The Royal. Matron’s
revelation about Susie cools
Alun’s interest in her. (R) (T)
5.00Heartbeat. The team await
their new sergeant’s arrival. (R)

6.00 TheRoyalWedding
Extravaganza
Lighthearted documentary
speculating on how
Harry andMeghan’s big
day unfolded. (R) (T)

7.00 LongLost Family
Australia S1 Ep5
Hosts Chrissie Swan and
Anh Do attempt to reunite
close relatives and they
hear two powerful stories
of loss and regret. (R) (T)

8.00 FarmerWants aWife –
Australia
Six lonely farmers head
on the road to romance
as they choose between
hundreds of prospective
partners. (R)

9.00 Aquarius
Ken tries his best to clear
all of the distractions from
his life. Meanwhile, Hodiak
turns to two people from
his past, a priest and a
prostitute, for help.

10.00 TheKindness of
Strangers
Ellie decides to investigate
Fiona’s past. However,
she is almost caught in a
compromising situation. (R)

11.30 Good Behaviour.
Letty, Javier, Estelle and
Rob end up bonding while
on a secluded luxury hotel
in the mountains. However,
someone soon threatens
their calm, while Christian
and FBI Agent Lashever have
their own getaway. (R)

12.30 Judge Rinder (R)
1.30 Elaine (R)
2.30 Ireland AM(R)

Programme of the day

Best DramaBest Sport
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Satellites

Thursday 14November
SKYSPORTSFOOTBALL
16.55 FootballUEFA Euro 2020 Qualifier:
Turkey v Iceland 19.40 Football International
Football: Ireland v New Zealand

SKYSPORTSPREMIERLEAGUEROI
19.40 FootballUEFA Euro 2020 Qualifier:
Portugal v Lithuania

VIRGINMEDIAONE
19.00 FootballUEFA Euro 2020
Qualifiers: England v Montenegro

SKYSPORTSMAINEVENT
7.00 Golf European Tour Golf 17.00
FootballUEFA Euro 2020 Qualifier:

Turkey v Iceland 19.00 DartsGrand Slam of Darts
0.30 American FootballNFL: Cleveland
Browns v Pittsburgh Steelers

BBC2NORTHERN IRELAND
14.00 Tennis ATPWorld Tour Finals

BTSPORT1
8.30 FootballW-League:
Western SydneyWanderers v
Adelaide United 14.00 Squash
World Squash Championships
0.00 Basketball
College Basketball: Florida
Gators v Towson Tigers

STARTREK: INTODARKNESS, Film4, 9pmHHHH
Kirk and Spock are having a spat but must put aside
their differences when Starfleet is attacked by a
remorseless and well-informed enemy. With Chris Pine.

MYBEST
SUSTAINABLE LIFE
RTE Player
Four well-known faces
including Nadia Forde
and Bonnie Ann Clyde take
on the challenge of leading
a more sustainable life.

6.00 Breakfast (T)
9.15Dom Does America (T)
10.00Homes Under the
Hammer (T)
11.00Claimed and Shamed (R) (T)
11.45 Ill Gotten Gains (T)
12.15 Bargain Hunt (R) (T)
1.00 BBC News (T)
1.30 BBC Newsline (T)
1.45Doctors (T)
2.15Head Hunters (T)
3.00 Escape to the Country (R) (T)
3.45Money for Nothing (R) (T)
4.30Antiques Road Trip (R) (T)
5.15 Pointless. Alexander
Armstrong and Richard Osman
host the low-scoring quiz. (R) (T)

6.00 BBCNews (T)
6.30 BBCNewsline (T)
7.00 TheOneShow

A selection of some
of the UK’s biggest
topical stories. (T)

7.30 EastEnders
S2019Ep6024
The battle betweenMel
and Sharon finally comes
to a head. Elsewhere,
Karen accidentally puts her
foot in it with Chantelle. (T)

8.00 Inside the Supermarket
S1 Ep2
Cameras follow Sandy and
her Supply Chain team,
who have the difficult job
of deciding exactly what
to stock in each store
and in what quantity. (T)

9.00 TheMet: Policing London
S2Ep1
DCI JimMcKee and his
team target London’s
most dangerous gangs,
based in Newham, East
London. Last in series (T)

10.00 BBCNews (T)
10.25 BBCNewsline (T)
10.35 TheView

Review and analysis
of political events. (T)

11.15 Question Time.
Fiona Bruce presents the
debate show from Brighton
as a live studio audience
put their political and
topical questions to a panel
composed of public figures
including politicians and
famous faces from the world
of entertainment. (T)

12.15 Brexitcast (T)
12.45 BBCNews(T)

6.30Dom Does America (R) (T)
7.15 Flog It! (R) (T)
8.00Antiques Roadshow (R) (T)
9.00 BBC News; Weather (T)
10.00Victoria Derbyshire (T)
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live (T)
12.00 Politics Live (T)
1.00 Sophia Loren: Talking Pictures
(R) (T)
1.30 John Hurt: Talking Pictures
(R) (T)
2.00 Live ATP World Tour Finals.
Sue Barker presents action from
O2 Arena, London, where the elite
of men’s tennis are doing battle. (T)
4.45 Eggheads (R) (T)
5.15 Flog It! (R) (T)

6.00 RichardOsman’sHouse
ofGamesS3Ep19
Jay Blades and Shaun
Keaveny compete. (T)

6.30 Strictly ItTakesTwo
Zoe Ball serves upmore
backstage gossip. (T)

7.00 CelebrityAntiquesRoad
Trip S9Ep6
Actor Neil Morrissey takes
to the B roads of Cheshire
and Staffordshire with his
good pal JJ Chalmers. (T)

8.00 MasterChef:The
Professionals S12Ep6
The quarter-final sees the
six most talented chefs
from this week’s Heats
compete. (T)

9.00 Giri/Haji S1 Ep5
In the aftermath of the
gunfight, Kenzo has a
choice to make, sendYuto
home to face death or
allow the war to continue
and destroy the city he is
duty-bound to protect. (T)

10.00 FirstTimeDoctors
New doctors come to
the end of their first year
working on the wards of
hospitals. (R) (T)

10.30 Newsnight (T)

11.15 Later... with Jools Holland.
Joining Jools in the
hallowed circle of dreams is
Lewis Capaldi, Foals, Sudan
Archives, who perform
in the studio. (T)

11.45 Live at the Apollo (T)
12.15 WhoAreYou Calling Fat? (R)

(T)
1.15 Home IsWhere the Art Is (R)

(T)
2.00 This Is BBCTwo(T)

6.30 The King of Queens (R) (T)
7.45 Everybody Loves Raymond
(R) (T) 8.10 Everybody Loves
Raymond (R) (T) 8.40 Frasier (R)
(T) 9.10 Frasier (R) (T) 9.40 Frasier
(R) (T) 10.10Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA (R) (T) 11.05
Undercover Boss USA (R) (T)
12.00Channel 4 News (T)
12.05Couples Come Dine with Me.
In the West Country. (R) (T)
1.05A New Life in the Sun (R) (T)
2.10Countdown (T)
3.00A Place in the Sun (R) (T)
4.00 Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
With Dick Strawbridge. (T)
5.00 Junior Bake Off (T)

6.00 TheSimpsons S27Ep9
Marge posts a photo on
social media that gets
Homer fired. (T)

6.30 Hollyoaks
Stuart and Jonny have
a dangerous plan that
leaves Ste worried for
the safety of their rivals.
Meanwhile, Luke takes his
first step to becoming a
dad to baby DJ. (T)

7.00 Channel 4News (T)

8.00 TheSecret Life of theZoo
Chester’s Asian short-
clawed otter population
is expanding rapidly,
but keepers notice that
the pups are developing
worrying bald patches. (T)

9.00 TheAccident
Polly fears for Leona, who
wants to give evidence,
but it’s her relationship
with Iwan that presents her
with the most challenging
questions. Last in series (T)

10.00 999:What’sYour
Emergency?
PC Ben Norris has to deal
with one of Northampton’s
most prolific repeat-
callers. (R) (T)

11.00 8Out of 10 Cats Does
Countdown(R) (T)

12.00 Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA(R) (T)

12.55 Harry Hill’s Clubnite (R) (T)
1.50 FILMNude: Chitraa.Drama.

HHHH (2018) (T)
3.50 Sun, Sea and Brides

to Be (R) (T)
4.45 Come Dine withMe(R) (T)
5.40 Kirstie’s Fill YourHouse

for Free (R) (T)
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Movie
of the
day

Today’s Live sport

UTV
9.25 Judge Rinder (T) 10.30 This Morning (T)
12.30 LooseWomen (T) 1.30 ITV Lunchtime News
(T) 1.55UTV Live (T) 2.00Dickinson’s Real Deal (T)
3.00 Tenable (T) 4.00 Tipping Point (T) 5.00
Cash Trapped (T) 6.00UTV Live (T) 6.30 ITV
Evening News (T) 7.00 Live UEFA Euro 2020:
England v Montenegro (T) 10.00 ITV News at Ten
(T) 10.30UTV Live (T) 10.45UEFA Euro 2020
Highlights (T) 11.50 The Jonathan Ross Show (T)
12.45Cash Trapped (T) 1.30 Ideal World

BBC4
7.00 Beyond 100 Days 7.30 The Sky at Night 8.00
Wonders of the Solar System 9.00Climategate:
Science of a Scandal 10.00Unlocking Nature’s
Secrets: The Serengeti Rules 11.20Climate
Change by Numbers 12.35Africa’s Great
Civilisations 2.20Wonders
of the Solar System

ITV2
7.10Dinner Date (T) 8.00
Emmerdale (T) 8.30
Coronation Street (T) 9.25
The Ellen DeGeneres Show
(T) 10.25 Superstore (T)
11.15Dress to Impress (T)
12.15 Emmerdale (T) 12.45
Coronation Street (T) 1.50
The Ellen DeGeneres Show
(T) 2.45 Supermarket
Sweep (T) 3.50Dinner Date
(T) 4.50Dress to Impress
(T) 5.55 Take Me Out: 10th
Anniversary Special (T) 7.00
You’ve Been Framed! Gold (T) 8.00NEW I’m a
Celebrity... Surviving the Jungle (T) 9.00 Family Guy
(T) 10.00Celebrity Juice (T) 10.50 Family Guy (T)
11.20American Dad! (T) 12.15 Zomboat! (T) 12.45
Superstore (T) 1.45 Totally Bonkers Guinness
World Records (T) 2.15 Teleshopping

SKYONE
6.00Monkey Life (T) 7.00 Kay Burley @ Breakfast
9.00Motorway Patrol (T) 10.00 Stargate SG-1 (T)
11.00NCIS: Los Angeles (T) 1.00Hawaii Five-0
(T) 3.00Motorway Patrol (T) 4.00Modern Family
(T) 5.00 The Simpsons (T) 5.30 Futurama (T) 6.30
The Simpsons (T) 8.00Rob & Romesh Vs (T) 9.00
There’s Something About Movies 10.00 The
Russell Howard Hour 11.00 In the Long Run

11.30 Just Another Immigrant (T) 12.30
The Force (T) 2.30RoadWars (T) 4.00
Motorway Patrol (T) 5.00 Futurama (T)

SKYWITNESS
9.00 Blue Bloods (T) 10.00Criminal Minds (T)
11.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation 12.00
Elementary (T) 1.00 Blue Bloods (T) 2.00 The
Real A&E (T) 3.00 Sun, Sea and A&E (T) 4.00
UK Border Force (T) 5.00Nothing to Declare (T)
8.00Criminal Minds (T) 9.00 FBI 10.00Criminal
Minds (T) 11.00 Law & Order: Special Victims
Unit 12.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (T)
1.00 The Truth About the Harry Quebert Affair (T)

MORE4
8.55 Food Unwrapped (T) 9.30A Place in the
Sun: Summer Sun (T) 11.35 Four in a Bed (T) 2.10

Come Dine with Me (T)
4.50 The Secret Life of the
Zoo (T) 5.55 Emergency
Helicopter Medics (T) 6.55
999: On the Frontline (T)
7.55 Escape to the Chateau
(T) 9.00 24 Hours in A&E
(T) 10.00New Amsterdam
(T) 11.00 Emergency
Helicopter Medics (T) 12.00
999: On the Frontline (T)

E4
9.00 Junior Bake Off (T)
10.00 The Big Bang Theory
(T) 11.00 The Goldbergs (T)
12.00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
(T) 3.00Young Sheldon

(T) 4.00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine (T) 5.00 The
Goldbergs (T) 6.00 The Big Bang Theory (T) 7.00
Hollyoaks (T) 7.30Come Dine with Me (T) 8.00
Young Sheldon (T) 9.00 Pants on Fire. Comedy
gameshow. (T) 10.00 The Inbetweeners (T) 11.10
The Big Bang Theory (T) 12.05 First Dates (T)

SKYATLANTIC
9.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (T) 10.00
TheWest Wing (T) 12.00Without a Trace (T)
2.00 Blue Bloods (T) 3.00 TheWest Wing (T)
5.00Without a Trace (T) 7.00CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation (T) 8.00 Blue Bloods (T) 9.00
Britannia 10.00 Last Week Tonight with John
Oliver 10.35 The Sopranos (T) 1.00 Britannia
2.00 The Tale (2017) (T) 4.00 TheWest Wing (T)

CLIMATEGATE: SCIENCE...
BBC4, 9pm

Don’t Miss
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CHILDREN INNEED
BBC1, 7.30pm
The team of Graham Norton,
Tess Daly, Mel Giedroyc and
Ade Adepitan host the annual
fundraiser in aid of various
British and international
children’s charities, and among
the entertainment tonight will
be a StarWars spectacular, a
visit from DoctorWho and the
England football team, and a
Strictly Come Dancing special
featuring the cast of EastEnders.

LIVE EURO 2020QUALIFIERS
VirginMedia 2, 7.30pm
Switzerland face Georgia in Basel, with the
Republic of Ireland vainly hoping the visitors
will do us a favour. MickMcCarthy’s men will
play Denmark at the Aviva Stadium next week.

THENAMEOFTHEROSE
BBC2, 9pm
While the abbott hosts a lavish supper for the
delegates, the grand inquisitor Bernardo Gui
is intrigued when he finds out that William’s
novice is German, and decides he’s a spy.

7.50 Today with Maura
and Daithi (R) (T)
9.45What Planet Are
You On? (R) (T)
10.50Dr Phil (T)
11.45 Shortland Street (T)
12.15Doctors (T)
12.45 Telly Bingo
1.00RTE News (T)
1.30Home and Away (T)
2.00Neighbours (T)
2.30Neven’s Irish
Food Trails (R) (T)
3.00 Fair City (R) (T)
3.30 Today with Maura
and Daithi (T)
5.40Nuacht

6.00 TheAngelus S1 Ep7
6.01 RTENews (T)
7.00 Nationwide

Stories and events from
around the country. (T)

7.30 TheKidsAreAlright
S1 Ep20
Peggy discovers that
Timmy has a newfound
hobby and urgesMike to
talk to him about it, while
Frank is determined to
catch Joey in a lie. (T)

8.00 EastEnders S2019
Ep6024
Karen accidentally puts her
foot in it with Chantelle. (T)

8.30 CatHospital S1 Ep1
Veterinary surgeon Clare
Meade and her teammeet
the families of the cats they
treat to try to understand
the animals’ ailments. (T)

9.00 RTENews (T)
9.35 TheLate Late Show

Ryan Tubridy presents
another edition of the
longest-running chat show,
which features celebrity
guests and comedy. Plus,
expect offerings from
the world of national and
international music. (T)

11.50 FILMMiss YouAlready
Two best friends have their
relationship tested when
one of them falls ill with
cancer. Drama, starring Toni
Collette.HHHH (2015) (T)

1.50 Casualty (R) (T)
2.45 Telly Bingo (R)
2.55 Nationwide (R)
3.20 Dr Phil (R) (T)
4.50 Doctors (R) (T)
5.20 EuroNews

6.00 EuroNews
7.00RTEjr
12.35 Lost and Found Music
Studios (T)
1.05 Flossie the Beach Cleaner
1.40RTE Youth Assembly –
Live news2day Special (T)
2.35 Shaun the Sheep (T)
2.40 The Bagel and
Becky Show (T)
2.55Millie Inbetween (T)
3.25Drop Dead Weird (T)
3.55Disney Bunk’d
4.20 news2day (T)
4.30 The Simpsons (R) (T)
5.00 The Simpsons (R) (T)
5.30 Shortland Street (R) (T)

6.00 Neighbours
S2019Ep8235 (R) (T)

6.30 HomeandAwayS2019
Ep7220 (R) (T)

7.00 TheGoldbergs S6Ep11
Beverly is in her element
as she tries to make
everything perfect for her
eldest son’s big day.

7.30 How toStay
YoungS2Ep2
Fifty-one-year-old Tim
Belton learns that his diet

has been preventing him
from ageing well. (T)

8.30 Earth’sGreatRivers
S1 Ep3
Exploring the length of the
Mississippi, which flows
through 31 US states and is
an important resource for
trade. However, it is under
threat from damming
that prevents it from
replenishing its banks. (T)

9.30 Going in Style
When their pension pots
disappear overnight,
three cash-strapped
retirees decide to rob a
Brooklyn bank. Comedy,
starringMorgan Freeman.
HHHH (2017) (T)

11.15 MyYellow Brick Road
Life-makeover series in
which individuals who have
overcome their issues share
their experiences. (R) (T)

12.20 Live at the Apollo
Jamali Maddix introduces
stand-up comedy from
rising stars Fern Brady and
Sindhu Vee. (R) (T)

1.15 OtherVoices (R)
2.15 EuroNews

6.10 The Tonight Show (R)
7.00 Ireland AM (T)
11.00 Elaine
12.00News: Live at 12 (T)
1.00 The Chase (R) (T)
2.00 The Chase (R) (T)
3.00May the Best House Win (R)
4.00 Britain’s Brightest Family.
Anne Hegerty hosts the quiz show
as 16 clans compete to win the
holiday of a lifetime. (R) (T)
4.30 Judge Judy. Judge Judith
Sheindlin presides over more family
court cases, small claims disputes
and marital dissensions. (R)
5.00 Judge Judy (R)
5.30News at 5.30 (T)

6.00 TheSixO’ClockShow
Magazine show, chatting
with some of Ireland’s
biggest celebrities. (T)

7.00 Emmerdale
S2019Ep8649
Laurel attempts to broker
peace, Gabby and Leanna
offer a helping hand. (T)

7.30 Coronation Street
S2019Ep9926
Michelle confronts Robert
about his double life. (T)

8.00 Coronation Street
S2019Ep9926
Peter implores Daniel to
bring Bertie home, and
Amy fakes an injury to
keep Emma close. (T)

8.30 VirginMediaNews
9.00 NottingHill

After a chance meeting,
affable London bookshop
ownerWilliam embarks
on a whirlwind romance
with American actress
Anna Scott. However, the
brutal world of celebrity
proves too much for him
and he decides to call it
off. Comedy, starring
Julia Roberts and Hugh
Grant.HHH (1999)

11.20 VirginMedia Sport Tonight
The team looks at the big
sport stories of the week and
previews the major fixtures
ahead, with debate, analysis,
opinion and big interviews.

12.00 Code Blue: Murder
Police seek the killer of
pensioner John ‘Jack’
Williams, who was attacked
in his own home. (R)

1.00 Next of Kin (R) (T)

7.30 Judge Rinder (R)
8.30 Tipping Point (R) (T)
9.30 Think Tank (R)
10.30 The Chase (R) (T)
11.30 Judge Rinder (R)
12.30 The Royal (R) (T)
1.30 Ireland AM (R)
2.30 Poirot. Awealthy banker
goesmissingwhilewalking
fromhis country house. (R) (T)
3.30 Paul Treyvaud’s Kitchen. Paul
cooks four great recipes including
carpaccio of fresh Kenmare Bay
scallops with bacon powder. (R)
4.00 Tipping Point.Coin-drop quiz
show, with Ben Shephard. (R) (T)
5.00 Tipping Point (R) (T)

6.00 TheChase S11 Ep212
BradleyWalsh presents
the quiz show. (R) (T)

7.00 BoxOffice S5Ep8
The team presents more
news, interviews, reviews
and the latest releases
from the world of cinema.

7.30 LiveEuro2020
Qualifiers: Switzerland
vGeorgia
(Kick-off 7.45pm) Coverage
fromAFGArena of a

game fromGroup D in
the qualifying rounds
for Euro 2020. A draw
or victory tonight for
Switzerland would see
them leapfrog Ireland in
the Group D table, and
since this is a game-in-
hand for the home side,
a spot in the finals could
be snatched away from
The Green Army.

10.00 Love Island
Australia S2Ep19
Glamorous singles live
in a beautiful villa under
the watchful gaze of the
audience at home, who
have the power to decide
who stays and who goes.

11.05 Coronation Street
Michelle confronts Robert
about his double life, and
Peter implores Daniel to
bring Bertie home. (R) (T)

12.05 Emmerdale
Laurel attempts to
broker peace. (R) (T)

12.35 FILM Ransom
Thriller, starringMel Gibson,
Rene Russo and Brawley
Nolte.HHH (1996)

7.00Cula 4 na nOg
9.30Ainmhi 999
10.00Weakest Link
10.55 Little House on the Prairie
11.50Abair Amhran
12.05A Chef’s Life
12.35 Bia ‘s Bothar
1.05Murder, She Wrote
2.00Weakest Link (R)
3.00Cula 4 na nOg
4.14Donall Dana
4.26Clarence
4.37 SpongeBob SquarePants
5.05Adventure Time
5.19Adventure Time
5.32An Aimsir Laithreach
5.35Gleasta chun Feasta

6.05 GilmoreGirls S7Ep6
Christopher persuades
Lorelai to visit Rory at Yale
during Parents’Weekend.

6.57 AnAimsir Laithreach
7.00 NuachtTG4
7.30 SheehySkeffington –

Siochanai
A look at the life story of
Frank Sheehy Skeffington,
who was cruelly executed
at the start of the Easter
Rising in 1916. (R)

8.30 Ceol@Celtic S9Ep1
Musician and producer
Donal O’Connor presents
the best performances
from the Celtic
Connections festival. (R)

9.00 AnAimsir Laithreach
9.05 RoosterCogburn

Rooster tries to win back
his law badge by hunting
a gang of bandits and
a stolen shipment of
explosives. His job is not
made any easier by the
daughter of one of the
gang’s victims, who insists
on coming along for the
ride.Western, starring
JohnWayne and Katharine
Hepburn.HHHH (1976)

11.05 Uchtu – Evanne Ni Chuilinn
Documentary in which
broadcaster, mother and
adopted child Evanne Ni
Chuilinn explores the long
and often difficult process
of adoption in Ireland. (R)

12.25 Perpetual Grace LTD
Pa andMa are outnumbered
at theMexican cartel
headquarters. (R)

1.25 France 24

7.00 Bob the Builder (R)
7.15 Bob the Builder (R)
7.30Yo Gabba Gabba! (R)
8.00 Teletubbies (R)
8.30 Fireman Sam (R)
8.45 Fireman Sam (R)
9.00 Judge Rinder (R)
10.00 Pressure Pad (R)
11.00 Pressure Pad (R)
12.00Yes Chef (R)
1.00 Judge Rinder (R)
2.00 Judge Rinder (R)
3.00 Elaine (R)
4.00 The Royal (R) (T)
5.00Home Fires.Everyone must
make sacrifices as the conflict
begins to have an impact. (R)

6.00 JudgeRinder’s
CrownCourt
Adouble bill looking at
the crimes of and case
against James Byron (R)

7.00 TrevorMcDonald: Return
to theRainbowNation
Tomarkwhat would have
been NelsonMandela’s
100th birthday, Trevor
returns to the country he
visited as a journalist at the
height ofApartheid. (R)

8.00 ExtremeCruise Ship
Examining life onboard
the Oasis of the Sea, the
world’s biggest superliner,
featuring a look at how the
staff manage to keep this
colossal ship afloat. (R)

9.00 JudiDench’sAsian
Adventure
The actor embarks on a
trip of a lifetime to uncover
the lush rainforests,
magical wildlife and
spectacular coastlines of
Malaysian Borneo. (R)

10.00 BlackWork
Jo turns her back on
Ryan’s investigation
and focuses on looking
after her family. (R) (T)

11.00 Benidorm
Joyce is furious withMonty
after a chaotic evening of
magic, but a chance meeting
with SammyValentino might
get him his job back. (R)

12.00 Elaine
Featuring in-depth, one-
on-one interviews with
high-profile guests. (R)

1.00 Will (R)
2.00 Judge Rinder (R)

Programme of the day

Best DramaBest Sport

NEW

FILM

FILM FILM
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Friday 15November
SKYSPORTSMAINEVENT
8.00 Golf European Tour Golf 17.00 FootballUEFA
Euro 2020 Qualifier: Finland v Liechtenstein 19.00
DartsGrand Slam of Darts 1.00WrestlingWWE:
Late Night Smackdown 3.30 BasketballNBA:
Golden State Warriors v Boston Celtics

EUROSPORT1
11.45 SnookerNorthern Ireland Open Snooker
18.45 SnookerNorthern Ireland Open Snooker

ITV4
13.30 Racing ITV Racing: Cheltenham

SKYSPORTSFOOTBALL
16.55 FootballUEFA Euro 2020 Qualifier:

Finland v Liechtenstein 19.40 FootballUEFA Euro
2020 Qualifier: Denmark v Gibraltar

SKYSPORTSGOLF
8.00 Golf European Tour Golf

18.00 Golf PGA Tour Golf

BBC2NORTHERN IRELAND
14.00 Tennis ATPWorld Tour Finals

BTSPORT2
19.00 RugbyRugby: Gloucester v Toulouse
0.00 Basketball College Basketball:
Pittsburgh Panthers v West Virginia
Mountaineers 2.00 Basketball College
Basketball: Houston Cougars v BYU Cougars

TABLE 19, Film4, 7.20pmHHH
Eloise turns up to her former best friend’s wedding and
finds herself condemned to the table beside the toilets,
where other losers await. Comedy, with Anna Kendrick.

GREENLEAF
Netflix
As the drama about the
unscrupulous owners of
a sprawling Memphis
megachurch returns for a
fourth season, the Greenleafs
face a new threat.

6.00 Breakfast (T)
9.15Dom Does America (T)
10.00Homes Under the Hammer.
Property programme. (R) (T)
11.00Claimed and Shamed (R) (T)
11.45 Ill Gotten Gains (T)
12.15 Bargain Hunt (T)
1.00 BBC News (T)
1.30 BBC Newsline (T)
1.45Doctors (T)
2.15Head Hunters (T)
3.00 Escape to the Country (R) (T)
3.45Money for Nothing (R) (T)
4.30Antiques Road Trip (R) (T)
5.15 Pointless. Low-scoring quiz
show, with Alexander Armstrong
and Richard Osman. (R) (T)

6.00 BBCNews (T)
6.30 BBCNewsline (T)
7.00 TheOneShow

Featuring a selection of
some of the UK’s biggest
topical stories. (T)

7.30 Children inNeed
The annual night of
fundraising for projects
across the UK is back
and bigger than ever
with hosts Tess Daly, Ade
Adepitan, GrahamNorton,

Mel Giedroyc. The show
features a trip to the UK’s
most famous ballroom
for a Strictly special with
the cast of EastEnders,
a visit fromDoctorWho,
a StarWars spectacular,
the long-awaited return of
Crackerjack to BBCOne,
Countryfile presenters as
you’ve never seen them
before and an extra
special surprise from the
England Football Team. (T)

10.00 BBCNews (T)
10.25 BBCNewsline (T)
10.35 Children inNeed

The night of fundraising
continues with Rochelle
andMarvin Humes and

new host comedian Tom
Allen taking charge. (T)

12.30 Children in Need:
Got it Covered
This 90-minute film charts
the making of the album,
Got It Covered. (R) (T)

2.00 TheApprentice
Business contest. (R) (T)

3.00 Weather for theWeek
Ahead(T)

3.05 BBCNews(T)

6.30Dom Does America (R) (T)
7.15 Flog It! (R) (T)
8.00Gardeners’ World (R) (T)
9.00 BBC News; Weather (T)
10.00Victoria Derbyshire (T)
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live (T)
12.00 Politics Live (T)
1.00 Laurence Olivier:
Talking Pictures (R) (T)
1.30Alan Rickman:
Talking Pictures (R) (T)
2.00 Live ATP World Tour Finals.
Coverage of the action from the O2
Arena, London, where the world’s
best male players are competing. (T)
4.45 Eggheads (R) (T)
5.15 Flog It! (T)

6.00 Strictly ItTakesTwo
Zoe Ball and Rylan
Clark-Neal present. (T)

7.00 RichardOsman’sHouse
ofGamesS3Ep20
Jay Blades, Shaun
Keaveny, Rachel Parris and
Jan Ravens compete. (T)

7.30 MastermindS17Ep12
JohnHumphrys hosts, with
subjects including Ingrid
Bergman and Strictly
Come Dancing. (T)

8.00 MountainVets S1 Ep1
Following the work of
nine mountain vets in
theMourne area. (T)

9.00 TheNameofthe
RoseS1 Ep5
The abbot welcomes
the delegates, but the
grand inquisitor intends
to investigate the recent
events at the abbey. (T)

9.50 AmazingHotels: Life
Beyond the Lobby (R) (T)

10.00 Dragons’DenDoes
I’ll GetThis: Children
inNeedSpecial
The business experts
dine out at the I’ll Get
This restaurant. (T)

10.35 Newsnight (T)

11.10 Even Later... with Jools
Holland
With Lewis Capaldi, Foals,
Sudan Archives, Nilufer
Yanya and RonnieWood. (T)

12.15 FILM Look Back in Anger
Drama, starring Richard
Burton.HHHH (1959) (T)

1.55 Panorama(R) (T)
2.25 The Day California

Burned (R) (T)
3.25 This Is BBCTwo(T)

6.30 The King of Queens (R) (T)
7.45 Everybody Loves Raymond (R)
(T) 8.40 Frasier. Comedy series.
(R) (T) 10.10Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA (R) (T) 11.05
Undercover Boss USA (R) (T)
12.00Channel 4 News (T)
12.05Couples Come Dine with Me.
The contest is in Devon. (R) (T)
1.05A New Life in the Sun (R) (T)
2.10Countdown (T)
3.00A Place in the Sun (R) (T)
4.00 Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
With Dick Strawbridge. (T)
5.00 Junior Bake Off. Comedian
Harry Hill presents the junior
baking competition. (T)

6.00 TheSimpsons S27Ep10
Anew teacher arrives at
Springfield Elementary. (T)

6.30 Hollyoaks
Tensions are high between
Jonny and Stuart. (T)

7.00 Channel 4News (T)
7.30 UnreportedWorld

S38Ep2
ReporterAdnan Sarwar
meets pupils trying to
survive a turf war in Cape
Town, South Africa. (T)

8.00 FlirtyDancingS2Ep2
Ashley Banjo welcomes
military man Emmerson
into the dance studio.
Although he’s a big rom-
com fan, Emmerson has
had his heart broken
in the past. (T)

9.00 Gogglebox S14Ep10
Opinionated viewers
share sharp, insightful,
passionate and emotional
critiques and discussion of
the week’s best television
programmes. (T)

10.00 TheLast LegS18Ep4
AdamHills, Josh
Widdicombe andAlex
Brooker are joined by
comedian Jon Lycett. (T)

11.05 Harry Hill’s Clubnite (T)
12.05 Celebrity Hunted (R) (T)
1.05 FILM She’s Funny ThatWay

Comedy, starring Imogen
Poots and OwenWilson.
HHH (2014) (T)

2.40 Come Dine withMe(R) (T)
4.55 Sun, Sea and Brides to Be

(R) (T)
5.50 Kirstie’s Fill YourHouse for

Free (R) (T)
5.55 The King of Queens (R) (T)
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Today’s Live sport

UTV
8.30 Lorraine (T) 9.25 Judge Rinder (T) 10.30
This Morning (T) 12.30 LooseWomen (T) 1.30
ITV Lunchtime News (T) 1.55UTV Live (T) 2.00
Dickinson’s Real Deal (T) 3.00 Tenable (T) 4.00
Tipping Point (T) 5.00Cash Trapped (T) 6.00UTV
Live (T) 6.30 ITV Evening News (T) 7.00 Emmerdale
(T) 7.30Coronation Street (T) 8.30Vera (T) 10.25
ITV News (T) 10.55UTV Live (T) 11.10UTV Life (T)
11.40 The Mountain (T) 12.05AVery Royal Wedding
(T) 12.55 Ideal World 3.00Meet the Parents (T)

BBC4
7.00World News Today 7.30 TOTP 1988 8.00A
Blackpool Big Band Special: Jools Holland and his
Rhythm & Blues Orchestra 9.00 TOTP 1988 9.30
Blue Note Records: Beyond the Notes 11.00David
Bowie: Finding Fame 12.30 Peaky Blinders

ITV2
8.00 I’m a Celebrity...
Surviving the Jungle (T)
8.55You’ve Been Framed!
Gold (T) 9.25 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show (T) 10.25
Superstore (T) 11.15Dress to
Impress (T) 12.15Celebrity
Catchphrase (T) 1.15You’ve
Been Framed! Gold (T)
1.50 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show (T) 2.45 Supermarket
Sweep (T) 3.50Dinner Date
(T) 4.50Dress to Impress
(T) 5.55 I’m a Celebrity...
Surviving the Jungle (T)
7.00You’ve Been Framed
and Famous! Gold (T) 8.00 Supermarket Sweep (T)
9.00 TheWorld’s End (2013) (T) 11.15 Family Guy (T)
12.10American Dad! (T) 1.10 The Cleveland Show
(T) 1.35 Superstore (T) 2.30 Teleshopping

SKYONE
9.00Motorway Patrol (T) 10.00 Stargate SG-1 (T)
11.00NCIS: Los Angeles (T) 1.00Hawaii Five-0
(T) 3.00Motorway Patrol (T) 4.00Modern Family
(T) 5.00 The Simpsons (T) 5.30 Futurama (T) 6.30
The Simpsons (T) 8.00Modern Family (T) 9.00
A League of Their Own (T) 10.00Ant Middleton
& Liam Payne: Straight Talking 11.00 The Russell
Howard Hour 12.00 There’s Something About
Movies 1.00 Brit Cops (T) 2.00 The Force (T)
3.00RoadWars (T) 4.00Motorway Patrol (T)

SKYWITNESS
9.00 Blue Bloods (T) 10.00Criminal Minds (T)
11.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (T) 12.00
Elementary (T) 1.00 Blue Bloods (T) 2.00 The
Real A&E (T) 3.00 Sun, Sea and A&E (T) 4.00
UK Border Force (T) 5.00Nothing to Declare
(T) 8.00Criminal Minds (T) 9.00CSI: Crime
Scene Investigation (T) 10.00 The Truth About
the Harry Quebert Affair (T) 11.00 Law & Order:
Special Victims Unit 12.00CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation (T) 1.00 The Inbetween 2.00
Criminal Minds (T) 3.00Nothing to Declare (T)

MORE4
8.55 Food Unwrapped (T) 9.30A Place in the
Sun: Summer Sun (T) 11.35 Four in a Bed (T) 2.10
Come Dine with Me (T) 4.50 The Secret Life of
the Zoo (T) 5.55 Emergency Helicopter Medics

(T) 6.55 999: On the
Frontline (T) 7.55 Escape to
the Chateau (T) 9.00 The
Team (T) 10.20 24 Hours
in A&E (T) 12.30 Triple 9
(2016) (T) 2.45 999:
On the Frontline (T)

E4
9.00 Junior Bake Off (T)
10.00 The Big Bang Theory
(T) 11.00 The Goldbergs (T)
12.00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
(T) 3.00Young Sheldon (T)
4.00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
(T) 5.00 The Goldbergs (T)
6.00 The Big Bang Theory
(T) 7.00Hollyoaks (T) 8.00
Come Dine with Me (T)

8.30 The Big Bang Theory (T) 9.00 The Twilight
Saga: Breaking Dawn Part 2 (2012) (T) 11.20Rick
and Morty (T) 11.50Robot Chicken: StarWars
(T) 12.25Rick and Morty (T) 12.55 The Big Bang
Theory (T) 1.55Gogglebox (T) 2.50 The Big Bang
Theory. Comedy. (T) 3.40 Speechless (T)

SKYATLANTIC
9.00CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (T) 10.00
TheWest Wing (T) 12.00Without a Trace (T)
2.00 Blue Bloods (T) 3.00 TheWest Wing (T)
5.00Without a Trace (T) 7.00CSI: Crime Scene
Investigation. Crime drama. (T) 8.00 Blue Bloods
(T) 9.00Very Ralph 11.00Watchmen 12.10Ray
Donovan 2.15Dexter (T) 3.25Nurse Jackie

VERYRALPH
SkyAtlantic, 9pm

Don’t Miss

NEW




